Multi-port memory based on DRAM core

A semiconductor memory device includes a plurality of N external ports, each of which receives commands, and an internal circuit which performs at least N access operations during a minimum interval of the commands that are input into one of the external ports.
Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to semiconductor memory devices, and particularly relates to a semiconductor memory device equipped with a plurality of ports.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Multi-port memories, which are semiconductor memory devices equipped with a plurality of ports, can be classified into various types. When the term "multi-port memory" is used hereinafter, it refers to a memory that is provided with a plurality of ports, and that allows access to be independently made from any one of the ports to a common memory array. Such a memory may have an A port and a B port, and allows a read/write operation to be conducted with respect to the common memory array independently from a CPU linked to the A port and from a CPU linked to the B port.

[0003] A multi-port memory is equipped with an arbitration circuit called an arbiter. The arbiter determines priority of access requests received from the plurality of ports, and a control circuit of a memory array attends to access operations one after another according to the determined priority. For example, the earlier the arrival of an access request to a port, the higher priority the access is given.

[0004] In such a case, since the memory array is accessed from the plurality of ports at random, it is necessary to reset the memory array immediately after a read or write access operation is carried out, thereby making sure to be prepared for next access. That is, if a word line is kept in the selected state in response to an access from a given port, and column addresses are successively shifted to read successive data as in a column access operation generally used in DRAMs, access from another port will be kept waiting during this operation. Accordingly, it is necessary to reset the memory array immediately after each read or write operation.

[0005] Conventionally, an SRAM has typically been used as a memory array of a multi-port memory. This is because an SRAM allows high-speed random accessing, and, also, nondestructive read operation is possible.

[0006] In a multi-port memory having two ports, for example, one SRAM memory cell is provided with two sets of word lines and bit line pairs. One of the ports performs a read/write operation by using one set of a word line and a bit line pair, and the other one of the ports performs a read/write operation by using the other set of a word line and a bit line pair. In this manner, read/write operations can be independently carried out from the two different ports. However, since it is impossible to perform two write operations simultaneously when the two ports attempt to write data in the same cell at the same time, one of the ports is given priority to perform the write operation, and the other one of the ports is given a BUSY signal. This is called a BUSY state.

[0007] As a system develops to have improved performance, the amount of data treated by the system also increases. As a result, a multi-port memory needs a large capacity. The SRAM-type multi-port memories, however, have a drawback in that the size of a memory cell is large.

[0008] In order to obviate this, it is conceivable to adopt a DRAM array in a multi-port memory. In order to attain a significantly higher circuit density than multi-port SRAMs, one DRAM memory cell used for a multi-port memory needs to be connected to only one word line and one bit line in the same manner as a typical DRAM cell. If memory blocks are implemented by using DRAM cells in such a manner, one of the ports cannot access a given block if another one of the ports is carrying out a read or write operation with respect to this block. This is because only a destructive read operation is possible in a DRAM cell. That is, when information is read, another word line in the same block cannot be selected until this information is amplified and restored in the cell and a word line and a bit line are precharged.

[0009] For this reason, if a given port accesses a memory block that is being accessed by another port, a BUSY state will be detected. A BUSY state occurs in an SRAM-type multi-port memory only when a plurality of ports simultaneously issues write requests to the same memory cell. On the other hand, a BUSY state occurs in a DRAM-type multi-port memory when a plurality of ports simultaneously issues any types of access requests to the same memory cell. Therefore, the probability of BUSY occurrence in the DRAM-type memory is significantly greater than the probability of BUSY occurrence of the SRAM-type memory. Further, once in a BUSY state, the DRAM-type multi-port memory suffers problems that desired operations cannot be performed, or that processing becomes slow due to a waiting time.

[0010] Moreover, unlike an SRAM-type multi-port memory, a DRAM-type multi-port memory needs a refresh operation to be periodically performed for the purpose of maintaining stored information, so that some measure has to be taken to ensure proper refresh timing.

[0011] Accordingly, the present invention is aimed at providing a DRAM-type multi-port memory that obviates problems particularly associated with DRAMs.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] It is a general object of the present invention to provide a semiconductor memory device (multi-port memory) that substantially obviates one or more of the problems caused by the limitations and disadvantages of the related art.

[0013] Features and advantages of the present inven-
According to system configurations, an arbitration circuit performs refresh operations if this port for refresh commands at constant intervals, or the internal refresh circuit performs refresh operations so as to receive refresh commands during a minimum interval of the commands that are input into one of the external ports.

Further, an arbitration circuit is provided that determines an order of command execution at which an internal circuit executes a plurality of commands input into N respective external ports.

In the invention described above, when commands are entered into N ports, all the N commands corresponding to the N ports are executed one after another within a minimum command cycle of any given port. Because of this, an access operation relating to any given port appears to the exterior of the device to be performed within the minimum command cycle. In this case, a BUSY signal can occur only when the same address is accessed from a plurality of ports. It is thus possible to attain a BUSY occurrence probability that is as low as a BUSY occurrence probability of an SRAM-type multi-port memory.

In the semiconductor memory device of the present invention, furthermore, the internal circuit includes a cell array comprised of dynamic-type memory cells and a refresh circuit that defines timings at which the memory cells are refreshed. In a first mode, the memory cells are refreshed in response to a refresh command input to at least one of the N external ports, and, in a second mode, the memory cells are refreshed at the timing that is specified by the refresh circuit.

The invention as described above is provided with the first operation mode in which a refresh operation is performed in response to an instruction from an external port and with the second operation mode in which a refresh operation is performed in response to the internal refresh circuit. Because of this configuration, one of the external ports is allowed to operate as a port for refresh management so as to receive refresh commands at constant intervals, or the internal refresh circuit performs refresh operations if this port for refresh management is in a deactivated state. This makes it possible to manage refresh operations in a flexible manner according to system configurations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig.1 is a drawing for explaining the principle of the present invention (first aspect);

Fig.2 is a drawing showing a refresh operation performed when only one of the ports is being used;

Fig.4 is a block diagram showing a first embodiment of the multi-port memory according to the present invention (first aspect);

Fig.5 is a block diagram of circuitry relevant to the command input to an arbiter;

Fig.7 is a timing chart that shows operation of the arbiter;

Fig.8 is a block diagram of circuitry relevant to address input to a DRAM core;

Fig.10 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration of a transfer signal generating circuit;

Fig.12 is a timing chart showing operations performed when Read commands are continuously entered;

Fig.13 is a timing chart showing operations performed when Write commands are input continuously;

Fig.14 is a timing chart showing a case in which both an A port and a B port operate at a maximum clock frequency;

Fig.15 is a timing chart showing the case in which both the A port and the B port operate at the maximum clock frequency;

Fig.16 is a timing chart showing operations in a case in which commands change from a Read command to a Write command;

Fig.17 is a drawing showing the timing at which a refresh command is input when commands change from "Read" to "Write";

Fig.18 is a timing chart showing operations performed when both ports are deactivated;

Fig.19 is a timing chart showing operations performed when only one port is operated;

Fig.21 is a timing chart showing double-rate operations performed when only one port is operated;

Fig.22 is a timing chart showing a double-rate operation when a data transfer rate is doubled by making a clock frequency twice as high;

Fig.23 is a drawing for explaining a second embod-
iment of the present invention (first aspect);
Fig.24 is a block diagram showing the second em-
obodiment of the multi-port memory according to the
present invention (first aspect);
Figs.25A and 25B are timing charts for explaining a
continuation mode;
Fig.26 is a timing chart showing an operation per-
formed when a BUSY signal is generated with re-
spect to a Read command of the A port and a Write
command of the B port;
Fig.27 is a timing chart showing an operation per-
formed when a BUSY signal is generated with re-
spect to a Read command of the A port and a Write
command of the B port;
Fig.28 is a timing chart showing an operation per-
formed when a BUSY signal is generated in respect
of a Write command of the A port and a Write com-
mand of the B port;
Fig.29 is a timing chart showing an operation per-
formed when a BUSY signal occurs with respect to
a Write command of the A port and a Write com-
mand of the B port;
Fig.30 is a timing chart showing an operation in a
configuration that can handle an interruption issued
by a controller;
Fig.31 is a drawing showing the configuration of an
address comparator, a BUSY I/O system, and an
interruption system of the multi-port memory ac-
cording to the second embodiment of the present
invention (first aspect);
Fig.32 is a timing chart showing an operation of a
master device;
Fig.33 is a timing chart showing an operation of a
slave device;
Fig.34 is a timing chart showing an operation of a
master device performed when the write addresses
of the two ports are identical;
Fig.35 is a timing chart showing an operation of a
slave device performed when the write addresses
of the two ports are identical;
Fig.36 is a timing chart showing an operation of the
master device in the case where the write address-
es of the two ports match each other to cause the
controller to issue an interruption command;
Fig.37 is a timing chart showing an operation of the
slave device in the case where the write addresses
of the two ports match each other to cause the con-
troller to issue an interruption command;
Fig.38 is a diagram for explaining the principle of the
invention (second aspect), showing a case in which
read operations are performed with respect to two
ports;
Fig.39 is a diagram for explaining the principle of the
present invention (second aspect), showing an ex-
ample in which the burst length is 4;
Fig.40 is a drawing showing the relationship be-
tween a minimum external command cycle and in-
ternal operation cycles in the case of 2 and 3 ports;
Fig.41 is a drawing showing the relationship be-
tween a minimum external command cycle and in-
ternal operation cycles in the case of n ports;
Fig.42 is a drawing showing a configuration of a
multi-port memory according to an embodiment of
the present invention (second aspect);
Figs.43A through 43C are drawings showing the
configuration of the multi-port memory according to
the embodiment of the present invention (second
aspect);
Fig.44 is a drawing showing a configuration of units
relevant to command processing according to a first
embodiment;
Fig.45 is a drawing showing a configuration of units
relevant to command processing according to the first
embodiment;
Fig.46 is an embodiment of an arbiter;
Fig.47 is a drawing showing a configuration of a por-
tion relevant to address processing according to the
first embodiment;
Fig.48 is a drawing showing a configuration of a por-
tion relevant to data outputting according to the first
embodiment;
Fig.49 is a drawing showing a transfer signal gen-
erating circuit of Fig.48;
Fig.50 is a drawing showing a configuration of a por-
tion relevant to data inputting according to the first
embodiment;
Fig.51 shows operations performed when Read
commands are consecutively input to the two ports;
Fig.52 shows operations performed when Read
commands are consecutively input to the two ports;
Fig.53 shows an example in which Write commands
are consecutively input;
Fig.54 shows operations performed when both the
A port and the B port operate for Read operations
at the maximum clock frequency;
Fig.55 shows operations performed when both the
A port and the B port operate for Read operations
at the maximum clock frequency;
Fig.56 is a timing chart showing operations performed
when both the A port and the B port operate for Write
operations at the maximum clock frequency;
Fig.57 is a time chart showing operations performed
when both ports operate at the highest frequency,
and undergo changes from Write commands to
Read commands, with a refresh command being
generated internally;
Fig.58 is a time chart showing operations performed
when both ports operate at the highest frequency,
and undergo changes from Write commands to
Read commands, with a refresh command being
generated internally;
Figs.59A and 59B are drawings showing operations
of a DRAM core;
Fig.60 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration
of a refresh circuit;
Fig.61 is a drawing showing the circuit configuration
Fig.62 shows a case in which both ports experience a Write->Read command change, and a refresh timer event occurs during a REF transfer prohibition period;
Fig.63 shows a case in which both ports experience a Write->Read command change, and a refresh timer event occurs during a REF transfer prohibition period;
Fig.64 shows a case in which both ports experience a Write->Read command change as in the above case, but a refresh timer occurs before a REF transfer prohibition period;
Fig.65 shows a case in which both ports experience a Write->Read command change as in the above case, but a refresh timer occurs before a REF transfer prohibition period;
Fig.66 illustrates a case in which only the A port undergoes a Write->Read command transition, and a refresh timer event occurs during a REF transfer prohibition period;
Fig.67 illustrates a case in which only the A port undergoes a Write->Read command transition, and a refresh timer event occurs during a REF transfer prohibition period;
Fig.68 is a time chart showing a case in which Write continues in both ports;
Fig.69 is a time chart showing a case in which Write continues in both ports;
Fig.70 is a time chart showing operations of the second embodiment corresponding to operations of the first embodiment shown in Fig.57 and Fig.58;
Fig.71 is a time chart showing operations of the second embodiment corresponding to operations of the first embodiment shown in Fig.57 and Fig.58;
Fig.72 is a time chart showing operations of the second embodiment corresponding to operations of the first embodiment shown in Fig.56;
Fig.73 is a drawing for explaining the principle of the present invention (third aspect), showing a case in which read operations are performed with respect to two ports;
Fig.74 is a drawing for explaining the principle of the present invention (third aspect), showing an example in which a burst length is 4;
Fig.75 is a drawing showing the relationship between a minimum external command cycle and internal operation cycles in the case of 2 and 3 ports;
Fig.76 is a drawing showing the relationship between a minimum external command cycle and internal operation cycles in the case of N ports;
Fig.77 is a drawing showing a configuration of the multi-port memory according to an embodiment of the present invention (third aspect);
Figs.78A through 78C are drawings showing a configuration of the multi-port memory according to the above embodiment of the present invention (third aspect);
Fig.79 is a drawing showing a configuration of units relevant to command processing according to a first embodiment;
Fig.80 is a drawing showing a configuration of units relevant to command processing according to the first embodiment;
Fig.81 is an embodiment of an arbiter;
Fig.82 is a drawing showing a configuration of a command register;
Fig.83 is a drawing showing a configuration of the command register;
Figs.84A and 84B show operations of a register-control circuit;
Fig.85 is a drawing showing operations of the command register;
Fig.86 is a drawing showing operations of the command register;
Fig.87 is a drawing showing a configuration of a portion relevant to address processing according to the embodiment;
Fig.88 is a drawing showing a configuration of a portion relevant to data outputting according to the embodiment;
Fig.89 is a drawing showing a transfer signal generating circuit of Fig.88;
Fig.90 is a drawing showing a configuration of a portion relevant to data inputting according to the embodiment;
Fig.91 is a drawing showing a configuration of a portion relevant to data inputting according to the embodiment;
Fig.92 shows operations performed when Read commands are consecutively input to the two ports;
Fig.93 shows operations performed when Read commands are consecutively input to the two ports;
Fig.94 shows an example in which Write commands are consecutively input;
Fig.95 shows operations performed when both the A port and the B port operate for Read operations at maximum clock frequencies;
Fig.96 shows operations performed when both the A port and the B port operate for Read operations at maximum clock frequencies;
Fig.97 is a drawing showing operations performed when both the A port and the B port operate for Write operations at maximum clock frequencies;
Fig.98 is a time chart showing operations performed when both ports operate at the highest frequency, and undergo changes from Write commands to Read commands, with a refresh command being generated internally;
Fig.99 is a time chart showing operations performed when both ports operate at the highest frequency, and undergo changes from Write commands to Read commands, with a refresh command being generated internally;
Figs.100A and 100B are drawings showing operations of a DRAM core;
Fig.101 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of a multi-port memory according to the present invention (fourth aspect);
Fig.102 is a timing chart showing an example of operations of the multi-port memory according to the present invention (fourth aspect);
Fig.103 is a timing chart showing another example of operations of the multi-port memory according to the present invention (fourth aspect);
Fig.104 is a timing chart showing yet another example of operations of the multi-port memory according to the present invention (fourth aspect);
Fig.105 is a block diagram of a command decoder registers;
Fig.106 is a block diagram of an arbiter according to the embodiment of the present invention (fourth aspect);
Fig.107 is a timing chart showing operations of the arbiter;
Fig.108 is a block diagram of an address buffer/register and an address change circuit;
Fig.109 is a block diagram of a memory block;
Figs.110A and 110B are timing charts showing operations of the memory block;
Fig.111 shows a first embodiment of a multi-port memory according to the present invention (fifth aspect);
Fig.112 shows details of an I/O circuit 5010 and a memory block MB of the multi-port memory;
Fig.113 shows the details of an address comparison circuit;
Fig.114 shows the details of a comparator;
Fig.115 shows operations of the comparator when row address signals supplied to input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match each other;
Fig.116 shows operations of the comparator in a case in which row address signals RA do not match between the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B;
Fig.117 shows operations of the comparator when the row address signals RA supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match under the condition of a clock signal CLKA having a cycle different from the cycle of a clock signal CLKB;
Fig.118 shows an arbitration control circuit provided in an arbitration circuit shown in Fig.112;
Fig.119 shows operations of the arbitration control circuit performed when row address signals supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match;
Fig.120 shows performed when row address signals RA supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match each other;
Fig.121 shows operations performed when the cycles of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB are the same, and the phase of the clock signal CLKA is ahead of the phase of the clock signal CLKB by more than half a cycle;
Fig.122 shows operations in the case where the row address signals RA almost simultaneously supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B differ from each other;
Fig.123 shows a second embodiment of the multi-port memory and the method of controlling the multi-port memory according to the present invention (fifth aspect);
Fig.124 shows a third embodiment of the multi-port memory and the method of controlling the multi-port memory according to the present invention (fifth aspect);
Fig.125 shows details of an arbitration control circuit;
Fig.126 shows operations of the arbitration control circuit performed when row address signals supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match each other;
Fig.127 shows the way a read operation is performed when the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA;
Fig.128 shows the way a read operation is performed when active commands ACT and mutually different row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B;
Fig.129 shows the way a write operation is performed when the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA;
Fig.130 shows a case in which a write operation and a read operation are successively performed with respect to the input/output port PORT-A and a write operation directed to the same row address signals RA as those of the write operation of the input/output port PORT-A and a read operation directed to the same row address signals RA as those of the read operation of the input/output port PORT-A are consecutively performed with respect to the input/output port PORT-B;
Fig.131 shows a case in which a write operation and a read operation are successively performed with respect to the input/output port PORT-A and a write operation directed to the same row address signals RA as those of the write operation of the input/output port PORT-A and a read operation directed to the same row address signals RA as those of the read operation of the input/output port PORT-A are consecutively performed with respect to the input/output port PORT-B;
Fig.132 shows operations performed when the row address signals RA supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match each other in the case of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB having different clock cycles;
Fig.133 shows a fourth embodiment of the multi-port memory and the method of controlling the mul-
ti-port memory according to the present invention (fifth aspect);
Fig.134 shows the way a read operation is performed when the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA;
Fig.135 shows the way a read operation is performed when active commands ACT and different row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B;
Fig.136 shows a case in which active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and write operations are performed, followed by active commands ACT and different row address signals RA being supplied, resulting in write operations being performed;
Fig.137 shows a case in which active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and write operations are performed, followed by active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA being supplied, resulting in a read operation being performed in the input/output port PORT-A and a write operation being performed in the input/output port PORT-B;
Fig.138 shows a case in which active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and a write operation and a read operation are performed, followed by active commands ACT and different row address signals RA being supplied, resulting in a write operation and a read operation being performed;
Fig.139 shows operations of the multi-port memory according to a fifth embodiment of the multi-port memory and the method of controlling the multi-port memory of the present invention (fifth aspect).

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0020] In the following, embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[First Aspect of the Invention]

[0021] The principle of the present invention (first aspect) will be described first.
[0022] Fig.1 is a drawing for explaining the principle of the present invention (first aspect). Although Fig.1 shows a drawing for explaining the principle in the case of two ports, the same operation is attainable even if two or more ports (N ports) are provided.
[0023] A time span equivalent to two cycles of internal-circuit (DRAM-core) operation is defined as one cycle of an external command cycle. That is, core operation cycles are double the rate of the external command cycles. Commands entered at an A port and a B port are processed by the internal memory at the double rate in such an order that the earlier an arrival of commands, the earlier the processing of the commands. Output data is then passed to each port. Namely, a series of operations including selection of a word line, amplification of data, selection of a column line, a read or write operation, and a precharge operation are performed in one core operation cycle, thereby completing an access operation with respect to the relevant memory block.

[0024] For example, at timing Cl of an external command cycle relevant to the A port of Fig.1, a Read command is entered at the A port. Further, at timing Cl' of an external command cycle relevant to the B port, a Read command is entered at the B port. Since timing of the Read command of the A port is slightly earlier, this Read command is performed ahead of the Read command entered at the B port. Here, one external command cycle corresponds to four clock cycles. As shown in Fig.1, each Read command is executed and completed in two clock cycles that correspond to one core operation cycle. Accordingly, in response to the Read commands entered at the A port and the B port at the intervals of four clock cycles that are equivalent to one external command cycle, read operations can be performed without generating a BUSY state even if the read access from the A port and the read access from the B port are directed to the same block. This is achieved by carrying out and completing each access in two clock cycles.

[0025] In this manner, even if the same memory block is simultaneously accessed by a plurality of ports, a BUSY state is not generated because the internal memory can attend to consecutive and continuous processing at double the speed.

[0026] Moreover, when a refresh command is given from an exterior of the device (e.g., at the A port) as shown in Fig.1, a refresh operation can be performed inside the device without affecting, access from another port (i.e., the B port in this example). In this case, one of the plurality of ports (i.e., the A.port in the example of Fig.1) may be selected as a port that attends to refresh management, and a refresh command may always be entered from this port.

[0027] Moreover, data output can take a form of a burst type that reads data from a plurality of column addresses in parallel, and that outputs data by converting the parallel data into serial data at the time of outputting. This increases a data transfer rate, and makes it possible to continuously output data in response to continuous Read commands.

[0028] Fig.2 is a drawing showing a refresh operation performed when only one of the ports is being used.

[0029] As shown in Fig.2, when two ports, e.g., the A port and the B port, are provided, there is no need to let both ports operate. Provision of a refresh timer inside the device makes it possible to internally generate a re-
refresh command. As shown in Fig.2, for example, a refresh command can be internally generated when one of the ports (e.g., the B port) is not operating, thereby carrying out a refresh operation without affecting access made at the A port.

[0030] Consideration is now given to an example in which a controller A controls the A port, and a controller B controls the B port while attending to refresh management. In such a case, if there exists a function of internal refresh as described above, the B port can be stopped completely while only the A port is used. This achieves a reduction in power consumption by following changes of system operations.

[0031] Figs.3A through 3C are drawings for explaining the principle of the present invention in the case of two ports, three ports, and N ports.

[0032] As described above, the present invention is also applicable to the multi-port memory of three or more ports. Fig.3A shows operations of one port in the case where two ports are provided as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. Fig.3B shows operations of one port in the case of three ports, and Fig.3C shows the case of an N-port memory. As shown in Fig.3C, the length of an internal operation cycle may properly be set to 1/N as long as the external command cycle in the case of the N-port memory.

[0033] In the following, a semiconductor memory device according to an embodiment of the present invention will be described.

[0034] Fig.4 is a block diagram showing a first embodiment of the multi-port memory according to the present invention. In this example, a configuration is such that two ports, i.e., an A port and a B port, are provided.

[0035] A multi-port memory 10 of Fig.4 includes an A port 11, a B port 12, a self-refresh circuit 13, a DRAM core 14, an arbiter 15, a refresh-command register 16, a command register A 17, a command register B 18, a refresh-address register 19, an address register A 20, an address register B 21, a write-data register A 22, a write-data register B 23, a transfer gate A 24, and a transfer gate B 25.

[0036] The A port 11 includes a mode register 31, a CLK buffer 32, a data I/O circuit 33, an address buffer 34, and a command decoder 35. Further, the B port 12 includes a mode register 41, a CLK buffer 42, a data I/O circuit 43, an address buffer 44, and a command decoder 45. At the A port 11 and the B port 12, access to/ from an external bus is established independently in synchronization with respective clock signals CLKA and CLKB. The mode registers 31 and 41 can store therein mode settings such as a data latency and a burst length with respect to respective ports. In this embodiment, both the A port 11 and the B port 12 are provided with the respective mode register, so that each port can make mode settings. However, a mode register may be arranged only in one of the ports, for example, such that settings for both ports may be made by making settings to this one port.

[0037] The self-refresh circuit 13 includes a refresh timer 46 and a refresh command generator 47. The self-refresh circuit 13 generates a refresh command inside the device, and receives signals CKEA1 and CKEB1 from the A port 11 and the B port 12, respectively. Signals CKEA1 and CKEB1 are signals obtained by buffering external signals CKEA and CKEB by the CLK buffers 32 and 42, respectively. The external signals CKEA and CKEB are used to suspend the clock buffers of respective ports and to deactivate the respective ports. If one of the A port 11 and the B port 12 is brought into a deactivated state, the self-refresh circuit 13 starts an operation thereof. Where a setting has been made in the mode registers 31 and 41 as to which one of the ports is responsible for refresh management, the self refresh circuit 13 may be activated when the port responsible for refresh management becomes inactive.

[0038] Further, the DRAM core 14 includes a memory array 51, a decoder 52, a control circuit 53, a WriteAmp 54, and a sense buffer 55. The memory array 51 stores therein data that was written and to be read, and includes DRAM memory cells, cell gate transistors, word lines, bit lines, sense amplifiers, column lines, column gates, etc. The decoder 52 decodes an address to be accessed. The control circuit 53 controls operations of the DRAM core 14. The WriteAmp 54 amplifies data to be written in the memory array 51. The sense buffer 55 amplifies data that is read from the memory array 51.

[0039] Inputs to the A port 11 are transferred to the address register A 20, the refresh-command register 16, the command register A 17, and the write-data register A 22. Further, inputs to the B port 12 are supplied to the address register B 21, the refresh-command register 16, the command register B 18, and the write-data register B 23. The arbiter (arbitration circuit) 15 determines an order in which commands were entered, in order to determine which command is given priority for processing between the A port 11 and the B port 12. In the order that is determined, the arbiter 15 transfers commands, addresses, and data (in the case of write operation) to the DRAM core 14 from the respective registers. The DRAM core 14 operates based on the received data. In the case of a Read command, data read from the DRAM core 14 is transmitted to the port where the corresponding command was input, and is then converted from parallel data to serial data, followed by being output in synchronization with the clock of this port.

[0040] Fig.5 is a block diagram of circuitry relevant to the command input to the arbiter 15.

[0041] The command decoder 35 includes an input buffer 61, a command decoder 62, and an (n-1)-clock-delay circuit 63. Moreover, the command decoder 45 includes an input buffer 71, a command decoder 72, and an (n-1)-clock-delay circuit 73. The command register A 17 includes a read-command register 17-1 and a write-command register 17-2. Moreover, the command register B 18 includes a read-command register 18-1 and a write-command register 18-2.
In the case of a Read command, a command input to the input buffer 61 or 71 is transmitted to the read-command register 17-1 or 18-1 through the command decoder 62 or 72, respectively, without any timing manipulation. In the case of a Write command, an entered command is delayed (n-1) clocks by the (n-1)-clock-delay circuit 63 or 73, and is then transferred to the write-command register 17-2 or 18-2 at timing when the n-th data (i.e., last data) of a series of burst data to be written is input.

In the case of a refresh command, a refresh command supplied from the A port 11, the B port 12, or the refresh-command generator 47 is transferred to the refresh-command register 16. Since the occurrence of refresh commands is not so frequent, there is no need to provide a plurality of refresh-command registers. Further, self-refresh setting information that is input to the refresh-command generator 47 is supplied from the mode registers 31 and 41, and indicates which one of the ports is responsible for refresh management.

The arbiter 15 detects an order in which the commands were transferred to the respective command registers, and transmits the commands one after another to the DRAM control circuit 53 in this order.

When receiving a command (or when coming close to an end of command execution), the DRAM control circuit 53 generates a RESET1 signal, letting the arbiter 15 be prepared for a next command. In the particular configuration of this embodiment, the DRAM control circuit 53 receives the next command when the RESET1 signal is terminated:

Upon reception of the RESET1 signal, the arbiter 15 supplies one of reset signals ResetRA, ResetWA, and ResetRB, ResetWB and ResetREF to a corresponding one of the command register A 17, the command register B 18, and the refresh command registers 16. Through this operation, the command register storing therein a command that has been transferred to the DRAM core 14 is reset, and the following command is prepared in this command register.

Figs.6A and 6B are circuit diagrams showing a configuration of the arbiter 15.

As shown in Fig.6A, the arbiter 15 includes comparators 80-1 through 80-10, AND circuits 81-1 through 81-5, AND circuits 82-1 through 82-5, AND circuits 83-1 through 83-5, the delay circuits 84-1 through 84-5, inverters 85 through 87, a NAND circuit 88, and inverters 89 and 90. The comparators 80-1 through 80-10 each have the same circuit configuration, and, as shown in Fig.6B, includes NAND circuits 91 and 92, and inverters 93 and 94.

A read-command signal RA2 and a write-command signal WA2 from the command register A 17, a read-command signal RB2 and a write-command signal WB2 from the command register B 18, and a refresh command REF2 from the refresh-command register 16 are supplied to the arbiter 15. With respect to all of the ten combinations obtained by choosing two of the five command signals, the 10 comparators 80-1 through 80-10 determines which one is earlier than the ether in terms of the timing of command arrivals.

Each comparator compares the timings of two commands, and sets to HIGH one of the outputs that corresponds to the input that has received HIGH ahead of the other input. For example, each of the comparator 80-1 through 80-4 determines which one is the earlier of the read-command signal RA2 from the A port 11 or a corresponding one of the four other commands. If the read-command signal RA2 is earlier than any of the four other commands, a read-command signal RA31 output from the AND circuit 83-1 is set to HIGH. When the RESET1 signal is LOW, this read-command signal RA31 is supplied to the DRAM core 14 from the arbiter 15 as a read-command signal RA3.

When the DRAM core 14 receives the command, the DRAM core 14 generates the RESET1 signal that is HIGH. This RESET1 signal is converted into a pulse signal by the inverter 85 through 87, the NAND circuit 88, and the inverter 89, and is supplied to the AND circuit 83-1 through 83-5. When the Read command signal RA31 is HIGH, for example, a signal (ResetRA) that resets the command register having the received command therein is generated through the delay circuit 84-1.

Fig.7 is a timing chart that shows operation of the arbiter 15.

Signals having names listed in Fig.7 are shown in respective positions of Fig.6A. Fig.7 shows operations of the arbiter 15 when Read commands are supplied to the A port 11 and the B port 12. As shown in Fig.7, a Read command RA2 corresponding to the A port 11 is selected as having priority, thereby generating RA31, so that the core circuit performs a read operation READ-A. In response to the reset signal RESET1 generated by this, the read-command signal RA2 is reset. In response, a Read command RB2 corresponding to the B port 12 is chosen, thereby generating RB31. When the reset signal RESET1 becomes LOW, the Read command RB3 is supplied to the core circuit, thereby carrying out a read operation READ-B.

The address buffer 34 of the A port 11 includes an input buffer 34-1, a transfer gate 34-2, and an OR circuit 34-3. A pulse signal that has pulses corresponding to rising edges of the read-command signal RA1 output form the command decoder 62 shown in Fig.5 is supplied as RA1P to one of the inputs of the OR circuit 34-3. Further, a pulse signal that has pulses corresponding to rising edges of the write-command signal WA1 output form the command decoder 62 shown in Fig.5 is supplied as WA1P to the other one of the inputs of the OR circuit 34-3. Hereinafter, a signal having the letter “P” at the end of its signal name represents a signal that has pulses made from rising edges of a signal of a corresponding signal name.
The address buffer 44 of the B port 12 includes an input buffer 44-1, a transfer gate 44-2, and an OR circuit 44-3.

The address register A 20 includes an address latch 101, a transfer gate 102, an address latch 103, a transfer gate 104, a transfer gate 105, an address latch 106, and a transfer gate 107. Further, the address register B 21 includes an address latch 111, a transfer gate 112, an address latch 113, a transfer gate 114, a transfer gate 115, an address latch 116, and a transfer gate 117.

The refresh address register 19 includes a refresh-address-counter/register 19-1, an inverter 19-2, and a transfer gate 19-3. A refresh address is generated and held by the refresh-address-counter/register 19-1.

Through operations of the above-described circuit configuration, when a Read command or a Write command is input from the outside of the device, an address entered together with the command is transmitted to the address latch 101 or 111. In the case of a Read command, the address is transferred to the address latch 106 or 116 without any timing manipulation. In the case of a Write command, the address is transferred to the address latch 103 or 113 at the timing at which the last data of a series of write data is acquired.

As shown in the circuit configuration of Fig.8, an address signal is transmitted from an address latch to the DRAM core 14 in response to pulse signals RA3P, WA3P, RB3P, WB3P, and REF3P corresponding to the respective command signals RA3, WA3, RB3, WB3, and REF3, which are transmitted from the arbiter 15 to the DRAM core 14.

Fig.9 is a block diagram of circuitry relevant to data output.

A portion relevant to the data output of the data I/O circuit 33 includes a data latch 121, a transfer gate 122, a data latch 123, a parallel serial converter 124, an output buffer 125, and a transfer signal generating circuit 126. Moreover, the portion relevant to the data output of the data I/O circuit 43 includes a data latch 131, a transfer gate 132, a data latch 133, a parallel serial converter 134, an output buffer 135, and a transfer signal generating circuit 136.

Data read from the memory array 51 is amplified by the sense buffer 55, and is supplied to the data I/O circuit 33 or the data I/O circuit 43 through the transfer gate A 24 or the transfer gate B 25, respectively. If the executed command relates to data reading from the A port 11, the transfer gate A 24 opens, whereas if the executed command relates to data reading from the B port 12, the transfer gate B 25 will open. The data supplied in this manner is latched and held by the data latch 121 or 131.

The transfer gate 122 or 132 opens a predetermined latency after reception of a Read command at a corresponding port in response to the transfer signal supplied from the transfer signal generating circuit 126 or 136. The data of the data latch 121 or 131 is thus transmitted to the data latch 123 or 133, respectively. Thereafter, the data is converted from parallel data to serial data by the parallel serial converter 124 or 134. The data is then transmitted to the output buffer 125 or 135, and is output therefrom.

Fig.10 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration of the transfer signal generating circuit 126 or 136.

The transfer signal generating circuit 126 or 136 includes flip-flops 141 through 144 and a multiplexer 145. The read-command signal RA1 or RB1 is supplied to the flip-flop 141, and continues to propagate from one flip-flop to next in synchronization with the clock signal CLKA1 or CLKB1. The latency information A and B is supplied to the multiplexer 145. This latency information specifies a length of latency by the number of clock cycles, for example. Based on the latency information, the multiplexer 145 selects a Q output of a corresponding flip-flop, and outputs it as a data transfer signal.

Fig.11 is a block diagram of circuitry relevant to data input.

The portion relevant to the data input of the data I/O circuit 33 includes a data input buffer 151, a serial parallel converter 152, and a data transfer unit 153. The portion relevant to the data input of the data I/O circuit 43 includes a data input buffer 154, a serial parallel converter 155, and a data transfer unit 156.

Data that is serially input to the data input buffer 151 or 154 is converted into parallel data by the serial parallel converter 152 or 155, respectively. When the last data is input, the parallel data is transmitted to the write-data register A 22 or the write-data register B 23. When the Write command is transmitted to the DRAM core 14 from the arbiter 15, the data of the write-data register A 22 or the write-data register B 23 is transferred to the DRAM core 14, responding to a signal WA3P or WB3P which shows the timing corresponding to the transmission of the Write command to the DRAM core 14.

Fig.12 is a timing chart showing operations performed when Read commands are continuously entered.

The A port 11 and the B port 12 operate in synchronization with the clocks CLKA and CLKB, respectively, which have different frequencies. In this example, the A port 11 operates with a maximum clock frequency, and the B port 12 operates with a slower clock frequency.

The A ports 11 has the following settings: read-command cycle = 4 (CLKA), data latency = 4, and burst length = 4. The B ports 12 has the settings as read-command cycle = 2 (CLKB), data latency = 2, and burst length = 2. A data latency and a burst length are set in the mode register of each port.

Commands received by the ports are stored in respective command registers. A refresh command is stored in the refresh command register. The arbiter monitors these command registers, and transmits commands to the DRAM core in an order in which the com-
mands are received. A next command is transmitted when processing of the preceding command is completed.

[0074] Data read from the DRAM core are transmitted to the data buffer (see Fig.9) of the respective ports from the sense buffer. Thereafter, the data is converted from parallel to serial, and is output as burst outputs in synchronization with the external clock.

[0075] Although the refresh command is input once from the A port, operations of the B port are not affected, as shown in Fig.12.

[0076] Fig.13 is a timing chart showing operations performed when Write commands are input continuously.

[0077] Data input from the exterior of the device at the time of write operation takes a form of burst inputs. Timing at which the Write command is stored in the write-command register is the timing at which the last data of burst inputs is input.

[0078] As shown in Fig.13, the refresh command supplied from the A port does not affect operations of the B port.

[0079] Fig.14 is a timing chart showing the case in which both the A port and the B port operate at the maximum clock frequency.

[0080] As shown in Fig.14, there may be a phase difference between the clock signals of these ports. Both ports have the following settings: read-command cycle = 4, data latency = 4, and burst length = 4. As can be seen in the figure, there is no problem concerning the operations even when both ports are operated at the maximum clock frequency, and Read commands are input continuously.

[0081] Fig.15 is a timing chart showing the case in which both the A port and the B port operate at the maximum clock frequency. In Fig.15, both ports receive continuously Write commands.

[0082] As shown in Fig.15, a phase difference may exist between the clock signals of these ports. Both ports have the settings as a write-command cycle = 4, data latency = 4, and burst length = 4. As can be seen in the figure, operations properly proceed even when both ports are operated at the maximum clock frequency, and Write commands are input continuously.

[0083] Fig.16 is a timing chart showing operations in the case in which commands change from a Read command to a Write command.

[0084] As shown in Fig.16, a command transition "Write->Read" needs to have an extra command interval in comparison with the command interval of "Write->Write" or "Read->Read". This is because a Write command is transmitted for processing thereof at the timing when the last data of a burst input is entered. In contrast, the timing at which a Read command is transferred for processing thereof is defined as the timing at which the Read command is entered, so that there is a need to provide an extra command interval when successive commands are "Write->Read". Such a need can be attributable to the fact that input data taking a form of a burst input is converted into parallel data. If only one piece of data is input instead of entering four pieces of data as a burst input, there is no need to provide an extra command interval even when two successive commands are "Write->Read".

[0085] In such a configuration as only one piece of data is input for one Write command, operations can be properly performed for the "Write->Read" command succession even if the same command interval as in the case of "Write->Write" or "Read->Read" is used.

[0086] Fig.17 is a drawing showing the timing at which a refresh command is input when commands change from "Read" to "Write".

[0087] At the top of the drawing, timing at which a refresh command should be entered is shown. A refresh command can properly be entered at any timing during the period as is illustrated. For example, even if a refresh command is input at the timing shown in Fig.17, a refresh operation starts only when the execution of a preceding Write command is completed, until which time the refresh command is kept in a standby state. Because of this, a refresh command may properly be entered at any timing as long as it falls within the period that corresponds to this standby state.

[0088] Fig.18 is a timing chart showing operations performed when one of the ports is deactivated.

[0089] As shown in Fig.18, when one of the ports (i.e., the A port 11 in Fig.18) is deactivated, a refresh command is internally generated based on the refresh timer, thereby executing a refresh operation.

[0090] Fig.19 is a timing chart showing operations performed when both ports are deactivated.

[0091] As shown in Fig.19, when both ports are deactivated, a refresh command is internally generated based on the refresh timer, thereby executing a refresh operation.

[0092] Figs.20A and 20B are timing charts showing operations of the DRAM core.

[0093] Fig.20A shows the case of a read operation, and Fig.20B shows the case of a write operation. At the operation timing as shown in Figs.20A and 20B, an entered command is ensued by successive operations of word line selection, data amplification, a write back, and a precharge before the entire operation is completed.

[0094] Fig.21 is a timing chart showing double-rate operations performed when only one port is operated.

[0095] By stopping one of the two ports, the intervals of command inputs to the operating port can be shortened by half. When this happens, the fastest cycle of external commands and the fastest cycle of internal actions are identical to each other. In the example of Fig.21, the command intervals are shortened without changing the clock frequency. In this case, since the burst length also becomes shorter, a data transfer rate is the same as when both ports are used.

[0096] Fig.22 is a timing chart showing a double-rate operation when a data transfer rate is doubled by mak-
ing the clock frequency twice as high.

[0097] In Fig. 22, when one of the two ports is stopped, the clock signal input to the operating port is set to a frequency that is twice as high. In connection with this, the time intervals of command inputs become half as long. In this case, since the burst length is the same as the case where both ports are used, the data transfer rate is twice as fast as when both ports are used.

[0098] In addition, since the external-clock signal is input only to the I/O circuit unit, it is easy to actually implement the double-rate operation if this circuit unit is so designed as to cope with high-speed operations.

[0099] Fig. 23 is a drawing for explaining a second embodiment of the present invention.

[0100] In general, memory is extended according to usage thereof. The same applies in the case of a multi-port memory, and there may be a case in which a plurality of multi-port memories is provided for the purpose of expanding memory space.

[0101] A multi-port memory includes an arbiter, and detects which one of the commands are earlier in entering the respective ports, followed by executing commands in the detected order. Even when commands are input at almost the same timing to the respective ports, an order is determined for successive execution of the commands. In an example shown in Fig. 23, a plurality of multi-port memories 200-1 through 200-n are provided, and the same commands are supplied to the multi-port memories 200-1 through 200-n from an A port controller 201 and a B port controller 202. The relative timing of command arrival at each multi-port memory may slightly differ because of different lengths of signal lines and/or the influence of power supply noise even if the commands are supplied to the A port and the B port simultaneously. In this case, the arbiter of each multi-port memory may execute commands in an order different from memory to memory.

[0102] Different orders of command execution between memory devices may not present a problem if the command to the A port and the command to the B port are directed to different addresses. When commands are for the same address, however, a problem arises.

[0103] For example, retrieved data would be different between when the data is read after write access to the same memory cell and when the data is read before write access to the same memory cell. Moreover, the data of the B port stays in memory when the data of the B port is written after the data of the A port is written, whereas the data of the A port will remain in the memory if operations are performed in the reverse order.

[0104] There is a serious problem regarding the reliability of data if an order of command execution differs from memory to memory in the manner as described above.

[0105] Accordingly, when a plurality of multi-port memories is used, there is a need to keep consistency between memories regarding decisions made by the arbiters. To this end, the second embodiment of the present invention assigns one of the multi-port memories as a master device 200-1, and uses the remaining devices as slave devices 200-2 through 200-n. The slave devices conform to a decision made by the arbiter of the master device.

[0106] Fig. 24 is a block diagram showing the second embodiment of the multi-port memory according to the present invention. A configuration of this example is provided with two ports, i.e., an A port and a B port.

[0107] Differences from the first embodiment shown in Fig. 4 includes the fact that an A port 11A and a B port 12A are provided with BUSY signal I/O units 36 and 46, respectively, and the fact that an address comparator 26 is provided to compare an address of the A port with an address of the B port. If the address comparator 26 detects an address match and thus generates a match signal, an arbiter 15A will switch operation modes of a DRAM core so as to initiate a continuation mode.

[0108] Figs. 25A and 25B are timing charts for explaining the continuation mode.

[0109] As shown in the drawing (Fig. 20) showing operations of the first embodiment, a DRAM core operation is divided into a ROW operation and a COLUMN operation. In the present invention, a ROW operation, a COLUMN operation, and a precharge operation are performed as a series of continuous executions, which defines a single internal operation cycle.

[0110] The continuation mode in the second embodiment is the same as a column access operation of an ordinary DRAM, and executes a command repeatedly with respect to the same cell. That is, this mode performs a precharge after carrying out executions of COLUMN operations multiple times after a ROW operation. When Write commands with respect to the same cell address are supplied consecutively, the later command is performed without carrying out the former command. This is because even if these Write commands are carried out consecutively, data that is written by the former command will be overwritten by the data of the latter command.

[0111] As shown in Fig. 25A, a continuation mode allows operations to be shortened compared with 2 cycles of ordinary internal operations, thereby providing an extra time. The margin-obtained by this extra time is allocated to a point between a ROW operation and a COLUMN operation (this margin will hereinafter be called a Wait period). During this Wait period, processing for making orders of command execution consistent between the master and the slaves is carried out.

[0112] In the following, a procedure of making operations consistent between the master and the slaves by use of a BUSY signal will be explained.

[0113] A BUSY signal is used in order to insures the same order of command execution between the master and the slaves. BUSY signal I/O units 36 and 46 serve as a BUSY output circuit that outputs a BUSY signal in the master device 200-1, and serve as a BUSY input circuit that receives a BUSY signal in the slave devices...
200-2 through 200-n. Information indicative of either a master device identification or a slave device identification is stored in the mode register 31 or 41.

[0114] The memory device receives a command from one of the ports, and starts the operation shown in Figs. 20A and 20B.

[0115] When a command is input from the other port to access the same address within the period of a ROW operation, the address comparator 26 generates a match signal. Upon reception of this match signal, the arbiter 15A supplies a continuation-mode signal to the control circuit 53 of the DRAM core 14. In response to a continuation mode signal, the DRAM core 14 shifts to a continuation mode as shown in Fig.25B.

[0116] During the Wait period, the master device 200-1 generates a BUSY-A signal or a BUSY-B signal based on the decision made by arbiter 15A. In this example, a BUSY signal is generated with respect to the port that is identified by the arbiter 15A as having received a command earlier.

[0117] Similarly, during the Wait period, the slave device detects the BUSY signal generated by the master device, and changes the decision made by its own arbiter 15A so as to conform to the master if it differs from the indication of the BUSY signal. A COLUMN operation is then performed according to a command order as modified.

[0118] Fig.26 is a timing chart showing an operation performed when a BUSY signal is generated with respect to a Read command of the A port and a Write command of the B port.

[0119] In this embodiment, the BUSY signal assumes a logic level "L" to indicate selection. Moreover, a BUSY signal is preferably transmitted and received asynchronously. This is because there is a need to promptly exchange the BUSY signal within a limited Wait period.

[0120] In the example of Fig.26, since ReadA2 of the A port is earlier than WriteB2 of the B port, the master generates a BUSY signal indicative of the A port during the Wait period. The slaves receive this BUSY signal, and lends that ReadA2 of the A port is earlier than WriteB2 of the B port. Then, the master and the slaves execute column operations in the continuation mode in the order of ReadA2 first and WriteB2 second.

[0121] Fig.27 is a timing chart showing an operation performed when a BUSY signal is generated with respect to a Read command of the A port and a Write command of the B port. While Fig.26 illustrated the case where the Read command of the A port was earlier, Fig. 27 shows a case in which a Write command of the B port is earlier.

[0122] Fig.28 is a timing chart showing an operation performed when a BUSY signal is generated in respect of a Write command of the A port and a Write command of the B port.

[0123] An example of operation shown in Fig.28 concerns the case in which the Write command of the A port is earlier than the Write command of the B port. That is, since WriteA2 of the A port is earlier than WriteB2 of the B port, a BUSY signal indicative of the A port is generated, and is supplied to the slaves. In this case, since data that would be written by executing the Write command of the B port will be immediately rewritten, only the Write command WriteB2 of the B port is executed as it is entered later.

[0124] Fig.29 is a timing chart showing an operation performed when a BUSY signal occurs with respect to a Write command of the A port and a Write command of the B port.

[0125] The example of operation shown in Fig.29 concerns the case in which the Write command of the B port is earlier than the Write command of the A port. In this case, since data that would be written by executing the Write command of the B port will be immediately replaced, only the Write command WriteA2 of the A port is executed. In this example, the clock frequency of the A port is set slightly lower than the clock frequency of the B port. Although the command input is earlier for the A port when the commands WriteA2 and WriteB2 are compared, it is the B port that is earlier in receiving the last data input. Because of this, the Write command of the B port is determined to be earlier than the Write command of the A port.

[0126] The description provided above has not made any reference to a case regarding a combination of a Read command of the A port and a Read command of the B port. Since the reliability of data is not affected regardless of relative timings, there is no need to generate a BUSY signal in this case.

[0127] Fig.30 is a timing chart showing an operation in a configuration that can handle an interruption issued by the controller.

[0128] "Interruption" is an instruction that orders a change of the decision made by the arbiter of the master device when a BUSY state is initiated. Method of causing interruption include:

  a) inputting as a command;
  b) providing a dedicated terminal pin;
  c) using a special address combination; and
  d) using a BUSY signal.

The method d) supplies a BUSY signal by the controller with respect to the port that is different from a port for which a BUSY signal is generated, and arranges for the master memory and the slave memories to detect it.

[0129] In the example of Fig.30, an interruption is generated when a BUSY signal occurs with respect to a Write command of the A port and a Write command of the B port. As described in connection with Fig.28 and Fig.29, only one of the Write command of the A port and the Write command of the B port will be executed when a BUSY signal is brought about by a Write-&-Write combination. As a result, data that is entered earlier will be lost.

[0130] In Fig.30, WriteA2 of the A port is earlier than
WriteB2 of the B port, so that a BUSY signal directed to the A port is generated. Having received the BUSY signal generated by the master, the controller generates an interruption command in order to prevent the write data of the A port from being erased.

[0131] The master and the slaves receive the interruption command from the controller, and change the decisions made by the arbiters, followed by carrying out Write operations according to the interruption command after the end of the Wait period. Namely, the arbiters modify their decisions to indicate that the command WriteA2 of the A port is later than the command of the B port, and perform a write operation relating to WriteA2. This can prevent the write data of the A port from being eliminated. In the case of the Write->Write combination, performing a write operation only once is all that is necessary, so that it is possible to allocate a longer Wait period compared with the continuation mode of the Read->Write combination or the Write->Read combination. It is thus possible to make use of this time period to carry out the interruption command in response to the BUSY signal.

[0132] In the following, a description will be given with regard to the configuration of the address comparator, a BUSY I/O system, and an interruption system for attaining the operation described above.

[0133] Fig.31 is a drawing showing the configuration of the address comparator, a BUSY I/O system, and an interruption system of the multi-port memory according to the second embodiment of the present invention.

[0134] The address comparator 26 compares addresses stored in address registers, and outputs a match signal when there is a match between the address of the A port and the address of the B port. Moreover, in order to indicate which two addresses are matching addresses, signals ARA, AWA, ARB, and AWB are generated. For example, AWA and AWB are set to "H" when the address of the Write command of the A port and the address of the Write command of the B port show a match. NAND circuits 208 through 210 each obtain a logic NAND of these signals, so that one of N1, N2, and N3 becomes "L".

[0135] The BUSY signal I/O units 36 and 46 and an interruption circuitry are provided on the left-hand side of Fig.31 (under the address comparator 26). Based on the settings of the mode register 31 or 41, a BUSY-&-I/O-hardware-control unit 211 generates an activation signal (master) in response to detection of the match signal in the case of the master device, and generates an activation signal (slave) in the case of a slave device. The activation signal (master) activates BUSY output circuits 212 and 213, and the activation signal (slave) activates BUSY input circuits 214 and 215.

[0136] In the arbiter, a command chosen as being first in the command order is output to one of the outputs RA3, WA3, RB3, and WB3 (i.e., one of the outputs is "H"). In the case of the master device, RA3 through WB3 are latched by latches 216 and 217 in response to a signal N4, which is comprised of a pulse corresponding to a rising edge of the match signal. A BUSY-A signal or BUSY-B signal is output based on the latched data.

[0137] In the case of a slave device, if the BUSY-A signal that is "L" is received, a signal N10 output from the interruption circuitry 218 is set to "L". If the BUSY-B signal that is "L" is received, a signal N11 that is output from an interruption circuitry 219 is set to "L". The signals N10 and N11 are "H" when they are in a deactivated state, and become "L" when a BUSY signal or an interruption is detected.

[0138] An interruption detecting unit 220 detects the interruption command supplied from the controller, and outputs interruption signals A or B. The interruption signals are given priority over an incoming BUSY signal, and are transmitted as signals N10 and N11.

[0139] Three comparators 80-3, 80-5, and 80-6 shown at the bottom of Fig.31 are part of the comparator circuitry of the arbiter 15A (see Fig.6A and Fig.24). These comparators make comparisons with respect to command combinations that require BUSY determination.

[0140] Fig.32 is a timing chart showing an operation of the master device. Fig.33 is a timing chart showing an operation of a slave device.

[0141] These timing charts illustrate a case in which the address of a Read command of the A port and the address of a Write command of the B port match each other. The master of Fig.32 decides that the A port is earlier, and the slave of Fig.33 decides that the B port is earlier. In this case, the comparator 80-3 of the master outputs N21 being "L" and N22 being "H". Further, the comparator 80-3 of the slave outputs N21 being "H" and N22 being "L". The master generates a BUSY-A signal, and the slave changes N10 to "L" upon receiving the BUSY-A signal. Since N1 is "L" at this point of time, the LOW signal of N10 is supplied to the comparator 80-3 of the slave through a NOR circuit 221 and an inverter 222. In response, the outputs of the comparator 80-3 of the slave change to N21 being "L" and N22 being "H". In this manner, a decision by the arbiter is changed.

[0142] Consideration is now given to a case in which the address of a Write command of the A port and the address of a Read command of the B port match each other as opposed to the case that was described above. In this case, the outputs of the comparator 80-5 of the slave are changed, thereby modifying the decision made by the arbiter in the slave.

[0143] The comparator 80-6 that compares WA2 with WB2 has a different peripheral circuitry configuration than the comparators 80-3 and 80-5. This is because when the generation of a BUSY signal is in response to a Write-&-Write combination, only one of the command of the A port and the command of the B port is going to stay.

[0144] Fig.34 is a timing chart showing an operation of a master device performed when the write addresses of the two ports are identical. Fig.35 is a timing chart
showing an operation of a slave device performed when the write addresses of the two ports are identical.

[0145] Consideration is now given to a case in which the master decides that the A port is earlier as shown in Fig.34, and the slave ascertains that the B port is earlier as shown in Fig.35. At the instant at which the address comparator 26 has just generated a match signal, the outputs of the comparator 80-6 of the master are N25 being “L” and N26 being “H”, and the outputs of the comparator 80-6 of the slave are N25 being “H” and N26 being “L”. The master latches RA3, WA3, RB3, and WB3 in this state, and outputs a BUSY-A signal.

[0146] When a BUSY signal occurs in a Write-Write combination as in this case, it is necessary to erase a Write command that has been entered earlier. An inverter 231, a NOR circuit 232, NAND circuits 233 and 234, and inverters 235 and 236 are provided for this purpose. In response to the match signal, a HIGH edge pulse circuit 230 generates a “H” pulse of the signal N4. The signal N4 is combined with the signal N3 through a certain logic operation, generating a “H” pulse in the signal N31. In this example, N26 is “H” for the master, so that N33 changes to “L” and N26 changes to “L”. Here, delay circuits 237 and 238 serve to provide an extra time that can be utilized to generate the BUSY signal before the changes occur, and to prevent the already changed status from being changed again as the changed status is fed back to the NAND circuits 233 and 234. In the slave, N25 is changed to “L” and N26 is changed to “H”.

[0147] As previously described, the master generates a BUSY-A signal, and the slave that receives this signal has N10 thereof changed to “L”. Since N3 is “L” at this particular instant, since it is “L”, the comparator 80-6 of the slave is reversed again, resulting in the N25 being changed to “H” and N26 being changed to “L”. Here, delay circuits 237 and 238 serve to provide an extra time that can be utilized to generate the BUSY signal before the changes occur, and to prevent the already changed status from being changed again as the changed status is fed back to the NAND circuits 233 and 234. In the slave, N25 is changed to “L” and N26 is changed to “H”.

[0148] The delay circuit 250 receives the signal N4, and delays this signal by a predetermined time length, thereby creating a Wait period. Here, Delay(t1) is chosen when N1 or N2 is selected, whereas Delay(t2) is chosen when N3 is selected.

[0149] NAND circuits 251 and 252 and inverters 253 and 254 are provided for the purpose of purging the skipped Write command from the command register when the Wait period comes to an end. For example, if N25 is “L” and N26 is “H” at the end of the “Wait period”, the Write command of the A port will be executed. Accordingly, ResetWB2 is generated in order to eliminate the Write command of the B port from the register. Since it is necessary to change decisions through BUSY reception or interruption during the Wait period, commands in the command registers are left intact for the duration of this period.

[0150] Fig.36 is a timing chart showing an operation of the master device in the case where the write addresses of the two ports match each other to cause the controller to issue an interruption command. Fig.37 is a timing chart showing an operation of the slave device in the case where the write addresses of the two ports match each other to cause the controller to issue an interruption command.

[0151] As shown in Fig.36, the command selection status in the master device is reversed by interruption. Moreover, as shown in Fig.37, the command selection status in the slave device is reversed by the BUSY signal, and is then further reversed by the interruption. Here, operations of reversing the status by interruption are the same as those of reversing status by a BUSY signal, and a detailed description thereof will be omitted.

[0152] In the operation of the second embodiment described above, a command cycle extending from a given command to the next following command is designed not to change even after a BUSY signal or interruption is generated.

[0153] In Fig.26, for example, although BUSY occurs in response to ReadA2, the command interval of ReadA2->ReadA3 is the same as the command interval of ReadA1->ReadA2. It is required that BUSY and interruption be handled during the Wait period. For this reason, a longer Wait period becomes necessary when exchanging of the BUSY signal or interruption signal takes a long time because of a long system bus, a large number of slave devices, a slow response of the controller, etc.

[0154] In order to obviate this problem, the Wait period may be extended while delaying the next command input following the BUSY or interruption. Namely, the command interval of ReadA2->ReadA3 may be extended so as to be longer than the command interval of ReadA1->ReadA2 in Fig.26 while lengthening Wait period.

[0155] In order to delay a command input, the delaying of command input may be specified in a design sheet, and the controller may be designed to operate according to the data sheet. Extension of the Wait period is achieved by lengthening the delay time of the delay circuit 250 shown in Fig.31. If the Wait period needs to be adjusted according to usage, two or more delay lines may be provided in the delay circuit 250 so as to make it possible to change the setting of a delay length through the setting of a mode register.

[0156] When the Wait period is extended in this manner, a long Wait period can be provided in other cases in addition to the case in which the BUSY signal is generated in response to a Write-Write command combination. In consideration of this, the controller may issue an interruption command even when a BUSY signal occurs in response to a ReadWrite or Write-Read command combination.

[0157] In the present invention described above, when commands are entered into N ports, all the N commands corresponding to the N ports are executed one after another within a minimum command cycle of any given port. Because of this, an access operation relating to any given port appears to the exterior of the device to be performed within the minimum command cycle.
In the semiconductor memory device of the present invention, furthermore, the internal circuit includes a cell array comprised of dynamic-type memory cells and a refresh circuit that defines timings at which the memory cells are refreshed. In a first mode, the memory cells are refreshed in response to a refresh command input to at least one of the N external ports, and, in a second mode, the memory cells are refreshed at the timing that is specified by the refresh circuit.

Namely, the present invention as described above is provided with the first operation mode in which a refresh operation is performed in response to an instruction from an external port and with the second operation mode in which a refresh operation is performed in response to the internal refresh circuit. Because of this configuration, one of the external ports is allowed to operate as a port for refresh management so as to receive refresh commands at constant internals, or the internal refresh circuit performs refresh operations if this port for refresh management is in a deactivated state. This makes it possible to manage refresh operations in a flexible manner according to system configurations.

[Second Aspect of the Invention]

In the following a second aspect of the present invention will be described.

There are several kinds of multi-port memories. Hereinafter, it refers to a memory having a plurality of ports, and allows accesses from the respective ports to be made independently of each other to a common memory array. For example, a multi-port memory of a two-port type is equipped with an A port and a B port, and allows read/write accesses to the common memory to be independently made from a CPU-A linked to the A port and from a CPU-B connected to the B port.

As a multi-port memory of this kind, a memory having an SRAM memory array is known, in which word lines and bit line pairs are provided in duplicate sets, and each memory cell is connected to 2 sets of word lines and bit line pairs. However, this multi-port memory has a problem of low circuit density in that the duplicate sets of word lines and bit line pairs need to be provided.

To obviate this, it is conceivable to use the same mechanism as shared memories used by a computer having a multiprocessor configuration. A shared memory has a plurality of ports provided for a common memory. Typically, an SRAM is used as a memory, and the plurality of ports are implemented as discrete ICs. When accesses are made simultaneously from the plurality of ports, operations responsive to the plurality of ports cannot be performed simultaneously because the memory array is of shared use. The easiest way to prevent such a problem is to generate a busy signal to a port to prevent an access thereto when access is being made from another port. This, however, gives rise to a problem of limiting usage of the memory. In consideration of this, an arbitration circuit called arbiter is provided for a common memory, and determines priority of access requests received by the plurality of ports. A control circuit of the memory array is configured to carry out operations responsive to access requests in an order of priority. For example, access requests are attended in an order of arrival, i.e., in an order in which the access requests are supplied to respective ports.

In such a case, the memory array ends up being accessed at random from the plurality of ports. Because of this, a column access operation that successively accesses consecutive column addresses at the same row address is not provided whereas such a column access operation is typically available in DRAMs. That is, a cell is selected, accessed for read/write operation, and reset, all of which are performed in response to a single access.

When a shared memory is to be implemented, in general, an SRAM is conventionally used as a memory array. This is because an SRAM is capable of high-speed random access operations, and, also, it is easy to use an SRAM because there is no need for refresh operation. Moreover, a multi-port memory of a single chip is conventionally provided with duplicate sets of word lines and bit line pairs, and a multi-port memory of a single chip based on a memory array having an ordinary SRAM configuration has not yet been used in practice.

In summary, multi-port memories and shared memories are implemented by using SRAMs, and DRAMs are not used that require refresh operations.

The amount of data to be processed increases as systems offer increasingly high performance, and multi-port memories are also required to have a large capacity. It is conceivable to implement a multi-port memory by using a dynamic-type-memory-cell (DRAM) array that has a higher circuit density than the SRAMs, thereby providing a multi-port memory having a large storage capacity at a low cost. Refresh operation of the memory cells, however, poses a problem.

In conventional DRAMs, a refresh command needs to be provided at constant intervals from an exterior of the device between read/write commands. To this end, a controller device in a DRAM-based system is provided with a timer and/or a control circuit for refresh management. Such a circuit, however, is not provided in systems that use SRAM-based multi-port memories. Even in a case where memories are implemented based on DRAMs such memories need to be usable in the same manner in these systems as are the conventional multi-port memories. Namely, a multi-port memory that has a memory array thereof comprised of DRAMs needs to be usable in the same manner in these systems as are the conventional multi-port memories. Hence, a DRAM-based system is required to have a BUSY occurrence probability that is far lower than that of a SRAM-based system, and it is thus not possible to attain a BUSY occurrence probability that is as low as a BUSY occurrence probability of an SRAM-type multi-port memory.
multi-port memory that has a memory array thereof comprised of a DRAM core, and can be used without any regard to refresh operations, thereby providing a multi-port memory at a low cost that has a large capacity and is easy to use.

[0170] Fig. 38 is a drawing for explaining the principle of the invention, and shows a case in which read operations are performed with respect to two ports.

[0171] Commands that are supplied to the two external ports, an A port and a B port, are provided at minimum intervals during which three internal operation cycles can be performed. That is, an external command cycle is set to a length longer than a duration that is required for three internal operation cycles. Clocks CLKA and CLKB are input to the A port and the B port, respectively, and exchanges of addresses and data between an exterior of the device and the external ports are conducted in synchronization with the clock signals.

Addresses (not shown) are entered concurrently with commands. When read commands are entered into the A port and the B port at the minimum external command cycles, an arbitration circuit controls core operations by giving priority to an input of a first arrival. Three internal operations can be performed during one external command cycle as described above, and two read operations are carried out on the memory array during this external command cycle, followed by outputting the read data to the A port and the B port. Both the A port and the B port hold the retrieved data, and outputs the retrieved data at the start of the next following external command cycle, i.e., in synchronization with the fourth clock from the inputting of the read command. That is, the data latency in this case is 4.

[0172] A refresh timer is provided as internal circuitry, and generates a refresh command on its own. Since three internal operations can be performed during one external command cycle as described above, a command A, a command B, and a refresh command can be executed during a single external command cycle when a refresh command is generated. The read data is output at the start of the next following external command cycle. In this manner, the multi-port memory can be accessed from the exterior of the device without any regard to a refresh operation.

[0173] In the example of Fig. 38, one item of read data is output in response to one read command. That is, a burst length is 1. After the outputting of read data is completed in one clock cycle, therefore, the external ports will not output any data during the three remaining clock cycles of the external command cycle, which results in inefficient data transfer. This problem can be obviated by elongating the burst length.

[0174] Fig. 39 is a drawing for explaining the principle of the present invention, and shows an example in which the burst length is 4. In this example, like the previous case, the external command cycles of the two external ports are set to a length that can accommodate three internal operation cycles. Further, one external command cycle corresponds to four clock cycles. Data are output four times from an external port during a single external command cycle in synchronization with the clock. Therefore, if the burst length is set according to the number of clock cycles of one external command cycle, gapless read operations are achieved in both of the two ports, thereby significantly boosting the data transfer rate. In this case, it is required that data items as many as the burst length be input/output internally to/from the memory array in response to a single access. For example, if the number of data input/output pins of an external port is 4, and the burst length is 4, it is necessary to ensure that 16-bit data be output/input from/to the memory array by a single access operation.

[0175] It should be noted that the A port and the B port do not have to operate in synchronization, and respective external command cycles can be set independently of each other to any timings as long as the minimum cycle is set equal to a duration necessary for three internal operation cycles.

[0176] Moreover, the number of external ports can also be any number. If the number of external ports is set to n, the external command cycle of each port is set to such a minimum cycle as n+1 internal operation cycles can be conducted. If this requirement is satisfied, it is possible to perform all the operations requested from the respective ports during an external command cycle even when a refresh operation is carried out, thereby allowing the multi-port memory to be used without any regard to refresh operations.

[0177] Fig. 40 and Fig. 41 are drawings showing the relationship between a minimum external command cycle and internal operation cycles in the case of 2, 3, and n ports.

[0178] As shown in the figures, if the number of ports is 2, the minimum external command cycle has a length that accommodates 3 internal operations, and if the number of ports is 3, the minimum external command cycle is a time period in which 4 internal operations are possible. Further, if the number of ports is n, the minimum external command cycle is equal to a time length in which n+1 internal operations can be carried out.

[0179] Fig. 42 and Figs. 43A through 43C are drawings showing a configuration of the multi-port memory according to an embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 42 shows a DRAM core and its relevant circuitry, and Fig. 43A shows the A port, and Fig. 43B shows the B port. Further, Fig. 43C shows a refresh circuit. Circuits shown in Figs. 43A through 43C are connected to respective portions of Fig. 42.

[0180] As shown in the figures, the multi-port memory of this embodiment includes a DRAM core 2011, an arbiter 2026 for the controlling purpose of determining an operation order and insuring that operations are performed in the determined order, sets of registers that temporarily store commands, addresses, and data, two external ports comprised of an A port 2030 and a B port 2040, and a refresh circuit 2050.
According to a first embodiment, the same elements as those of Fig.42 and Figs.43A-43C are referred to by the same reference numerals. The same applies in the case of other drawings.

As shown in Fig.44, the command input unit 2035 of the A port includes an input buffer 2036, a command decoder 2037, and an (n-1)-clock delay 2038, and the command input unit 2045 of the B port includes an input buffer 2046, a decoder 2047, and an (m-1)-clock delay 2048. Here, n and m are burst lengths. Moreover, as shown in Fig.45, the command register A 2028 includes a Read command register AR and a Write command register AW, and the command register B 2029 includes a Read command register BR and a Write command register BW.

The input buffers 2036 and 2046 acquire supplied Read commands in synchronization with the respective clocks CLKA1 and CLKB1, and the command decoders 2037 and 2047 attend to decoding processes. The command decoders 2037 and 2047 generate RA1 and RB1, respectively, in the case of a read command, and generate WA1 and WB1, respectively, in the case of a write command. The signals RA1 and RB1 are transmitted to the Read command registers AR and BR, respectively, without any timing manipulation, whereas the signals WA1 and WB1 are delayed by the (n-1)-clock delay 2038 and the (m-1)-clock delay 2048 until the last data item of burst data is input, followed by being transmitted to the Write command registers AW and BW, respectively. Moreover, a refresh command REF1 generated by the refresh circuit 2050 is transmitted to the refresh command register 2027.

The arbiter 2026 determines an order of command execution based on the order of command arrivals, and transfers commands to the control circuit 2014 of the DRAM core 2011 in the determined order. Further, the arbiter 2026 transmits a transfer signal to a corresponding address register and a corresponding data register (in the case of write operation). In the DRAM core 2011, the control circuit 2014 responds to the supplied command, and controls a decoder 2013, an amplifier (WriteAmpl) 2015, and a sense buffer 2016 accordingly, thereby performing an access operation with respect to the memory array 2012. In the case of a write operation, the decoder 2013 decodes an address to be accessed for the write operation so as to activate a word line and a column signal line in the memory array 2012, resulting in the write data being written in the memory array 2015 through the WriteAmp 2015. In the case of a read operation, the memory array 2012 is accessed in a similar manner, resulting in the read data being transferred from the sense buffer 2016 to the data output circuits of respective ports through transfer gates A 2024 and B 2025. Transfer timings of the transfer gates are controlled according to operation cycles of the DRAM core 2011, and are determined by the control circuit 2014. Output data are output from the data output circuit of each port in synchronization with the corresponding external clock.

In the following, details that are relevant to each of command processing, address processing, and data processing will be described.

Fig.44 and Fig.45 are drawings showing a configuration of units relevant to command processing according to a first embodiment. The same elements as
nal RESET1 is generated from the DRAM core 2011, and a signal (ResetRA, ResetWA, or the like) for resetting the command register of the executed command is generated. When the command register of the executed command is reset, the output of the comparator 2053 that receives this executed command changes; and the command next in the order will be transmitted to the DRAM core 2011. In this manner, commands are executed in the order of command inputs.

[0191] Fig.47 is a drawing showing a configuration of a portion relevant to address processing according to the first embodiment. Hereinafter, a signal having the letter "P" at the end of its signal name represents a signal that has pulses made from rising edges of a signal of a corresponding signal name. As shown in the figure, the address input circuits 2034 and 2044 include input buffers 2057A and 2057B and transfer gates 2058A and 2058B, respectively. Further, the address register A 2019 and the address register B 2020 include address latches A1 and B1, transfer gates 2060A and 2060B, address latches A2 and B2, transfer gates 2062A and 2062B, and transfer gates 2063A and 2063B, respectively. An address supplied from the transfer gates 2062A, 2062B, 2063A, and 2063B is transmitted to the DRAM core 2011 through an address bus 2017. Further, a refresh address supplied from the refresh-address counter/register 2018 is also transmitted to the DRAM core 2011 through the transfer gate 2064 and the address bus 17.

[0192] When a Read command or a Write command is input from an exterior of the device, an address supplied to the input buffer 2057A or 2057B concurrently with the input command is transmitted to the address latch A1 or B1 through the transfer gate 2058A or 2058B, respectively. In the case of a Read command, the address is sent to the DRAM core 2011 through the transfer gate 2063A or 2063B in synchronization with the transfer of the command to the DRAM core. In the case of a Write command, an address is transferred further to the address latch A2 or B2 at the timing of the last data acquisition, and, then, is transferred through the transfer gates 2062A or 2062B to the DRAM core 2011 in synchronization with the transfer of the command to the DRAM core. Further, the refresh-address counter/register 2018 generates and keeps therein a refresh address, which is then transmitted through the transfer gate 2064 to the DRAM core 2011 in synchronization with the transfer of the refresh command to the DRAM core.

[0193] Fig.48 is a drawing showing a configuration of a portion relevant to data outputting according to the first embodiment. Fig.49 is a drawing showing a transfer signal generating circuit of Fig.48. The respective data I/O circuits 2033 and 2043 of the A port 2030 and the B port 2040 include data-output-purpose circuits 2065A and 2065B and data-input-purpose circuits 2074A and 2074B, respectively, which will be described later. As shown in the figure, data read from the memory array 2012 through the sense buffer 2016 are transmitted to the data-output-purpose circuit 2065A or 2065B through the data bus 2021 and the transfer gate 2024 or 2025, respectively.

[0194] The data-output-purpose circuits 2065A and 2065B include data latches A1 and B1, transfer signal generating circuits 2067A and 2067B, transfer gates 2069A and 2069B, data latches A2 and B2, parallel-to-serial converters 2070A and 2070B, and output buffers 2071A and 2071B, respectively.

[0195] The transfer gates 2024 and 2025 are controlled by the control circuit 2014 of the DRAM core 2011 based on the internal operations. If the executed command is Read-A (i.e., a read operation with respect to the A port), the transfer gate 2024 will be open. If the executed command is Read-B, the transfer gate 2025 will be open. The data latches A1 and B1 store the data therein, which are then transmitted the respective data latches A2 and B2 at a predetermined latency after the reception of Read commands in the respective ports where such latency is introduced through operations of the transfer gates 2068A and 2068B. The data are then converted by the parallel-to-serial converters 2070A and 2070B, followed by being transferred to the output buffers 2071A and 2071B to be outputted therefrom, respectively.

[0196] As shown in Fig.49, the transfer signal generating circuits 2067A and 2067B employ a series of flip-flops 2072 to delay the respective Read commands RA1 and RB1 by such a number of clock cycles as determined by the latency settings, thereby generating a data transfer signal 2002. Since the transfer of read data from the transfer gates 2068A and 2068B is responsive to the data transfer signal 2002, the read data ends up being delayed from the timing of read operation by as many clock cycles as equivalent to the latency.

[0197] Fig.50 is a drawing showing a configuration of a portion relevant to data inputting according to the first embodiment. The data-input-purpose circuits 2074A and 2074B include data input (Din) buffers 2075A and 2075B, serial-to-parallel converters 2076A and 2076B, and data transfer units 2077A and 2077B, respectively. Write data from the data transfer units 2077A and 2077B are sent to the WriteAmp 2015 through the Wire data registers 2022 and 2023, the data transfer units 2078A and 2078B, and the data bus 21, respectively, and are written in the memory array 2012.

[0198] Serially input data are converted from serial to parallel according to the burst length, and are then transmitted to the Write registers 2022 and 2023 at the timing at which the last data item is input. When the Write command is transmitted to the DRAM core 2011 from the arbiter 2026, the corresponding data will also be transmitted to the DRAM core 2011 through the data transfer gate 2078A or 2078B.

[0199] Fig.51 to Fig.58 are time charts which show operations of the multi-port memory of the first embodiment. Fig.51 and Fig.52, Fig.54 and Fig.55, and Fig.57
and Fig.58 are drawings which divide a single time chart for the sake of proper illustration, one showing the first half of the time chart and the other showing the second half with some overlaps therebetween.

[0200] Fig.51 and Fig.52 show operations performed when Read commands are consecutively input to the two ports. The A port and the B port, which are provided with the respective clocks CLKA and CLKB having mutually different frequencies, take in a command, an address, and write data in synchronization with the received clock, and output retrieved data in synchronization with the clocks. In this example, the A port operates at a maximum clock frequency, and the B port operates at a clock frequency slightly slower. For the A port, a Read command cycle = 4 (CLKA), a data latency = 4, and a burst length = 4. For the B port, a Read command cycle = 2 (CLKB), a data latency = 2, and a burst length = 2. The data latencies and the burst lengths are set in the mode registers 2031 and 2041 of the respective ports. In this example, the inputting/outputting of data is performed 4 times in synchronization with clocks in response to one command, and the retrieved data is output 4 clocks after the inputting of a read command.

[0201] The commands supplied to the ports A and B are stored in the command registers 2028 and 2029, respectively. When the refresh timer 2051 generates a signal, the refresh command register 2027 stores therein a refresh command. The arbiter 2026 monitors these command registers, and transmits these commands to the DRAM core 2011 in the order in which they are issued. A next command is transmitted after processing of the last transmitted command is completed. Data read from the DRAM core 2011 are transmitted to the data latches 2069A and 2069B of the respective ports from the sense buffer 2016, and are then converted into serial data from parallel data, followed by being output as burst data in synchronization with the respective external clocks.

[0202] As shown in the figure, a command Read-A2 is input into the Read command register AR and a command Read-B2 is input into the Read command register BR. Before this, a refresh occurs once, and a refresh command is input into the refresh command register. According to the order of command issuances, the arbiter 2026 transmits these commands to the DRAM core 2011 in the order of Read-A2 -> Ref -> Read-B2, and these commands are then executed by the core. Even when a refresh operation is performed internally, it appears externally that data are output after a predetermined data latency. There is thus no need to pay any regard to refresh operations.

[0203] Fig.53 shows an example in which Write commands are consecutively input under the same conditions as described above. Data input from the exterior of the device at the time of a Write operation is also given in the form of burst inputs. The Write command is stored in the Write command register AW at the timing at which the last data piece is input. In this case also, there is no need to pay any regard to refresh operations even when a refresh command is generated and executed internally.

[0204] Fig.54 and Fig.55 show operations performed when both the A port and the B port operate for Read operations at the maximum clock frequency. Fig.56 is a drawing showing operations performed when both the A port and the B port operate for Write operations at the maximum clock frequency. In this case, a phase difference may exist in the clocks of both ports. For both ports, a Read command cycle = 4, a Write command cycle = 4, a data latency = 4, and a burst length = 4. As can be seen from the figure, operations are properly performed also in this case.

[0205] Fig.57 and Fig.58 are time charts showing operations performed when both ports operate at the highest frequency, and undergo changes from Write commands to Read commands, with a refresh command being generated internally. This is the case in which commands are crowded most.

[0206] As illustrated, the DRAM core 2011 operates in the order of Ref -> Write-A1 -> Write-B1 -> Read-A2 -> Read-B2 without any gaps therebetween. In this example, Read-A2 and Read-B2 are input 6 clocks after the inputting of Write commands. Even if these timings are advanced by 2 clocks, it is not possible to advance the internal operations of the DRAM core. The output timing of read data is controlled by the data latency from the inputting of a Read command. If the input timings of Read-A2 and Read-B2 are advanced, the data output timings also need to be brought forward. In this case, the data output timing in response to Read-B2 comes too close to the start of the DRAM-core operation, so that Read-B2 cannot be executed properly. Because of this reason, the command interval of a Write->Read transition needs to be set relatively long such as 6 clocks as in this example.

[0207] As for the command interval of Read->Write, since Write data cannot be input into DQ terminals unless the outputting of Read data is completed, the command interval inevitably becomes long.

[0208] Figs.59A and 59B are drawings showing operations of the DRAM core 2011. Fig.59A shows a Read operation, and Fig.59B shows a Write operation. As shown in the figures, a series of operations are performed in response to a single command, in the order of word line selection -> data amplification -> write-back -> precharge, thereby completing the whole operation.

[0209] As described above, a command interval is elongated at the time of command transition from a Write command to a Read command in the first embodiment. This is improved in a second embodiment. While a relevant command interval in the first embodiment is six clock cycles, the second embodiment can shorten this to five clock cycles.

[0210] The multi-port memory of the second embodiment of the present invention has a configuration similar to that of the multi-port memory of the first embodiment,
and differs only in that a refresh circuit has a configuration as shown in Fig.60. Fig.61 is a drawing showing the circuit configuration of a second arbiter 2083.

[0211] As shown in Fig.60, the refresh circuit of the second embodiment includes a refresh-timer/refresh-command-generator 2081 combining the refresh timer 2051 and the refresh command generator 2052 of Fig. 43C, a second refresh command register 2082, and a second arbiter 2083, and a refresh command output from the second arbiter 2083 is input into the refresh command register 2027. The refresh command REF2 of the refresh command register 2027 is input into the arbiter 2026 as in the first embodiment. In this configuration, a reset signal ResetREF output from the arbiter 2026 to the refresh command register 2027 after the completion of a refresh operation is also supplied to the second refresh command register 2082.

[0212] In the refresh circuit of the second embodiment, the second arbiter 2083 is provided along the path of a refresh command. If it is expected that commands are crowded as in the case of a command transition of Write command -> Read command, the second arbiter 2083 delays transfer of a refresh command to the refresh command register 2027. The second arbiter 2083 checks whether a change from a Write command to a Read command takes place by using a circuit configuration as shown in Fig.61, and delays transfer of a refresh command from the second refresh command register 2082 to the refresh command register 2027 if such a change is detected.

[0213] As shown in Fig.61, REF transfer prohibition signals A and B are deactivated upon reception of a Write command supplied from the exterior of the device by the respective ports, and are activated one clock cycle later, followed by being deactivated again several clock cycles (i.e., 3 clock cycles in this example) after receiving the last data item. 3CLK delays 2084A and 2084B of Fig.61 include flip-flops etc., and are reset by WA1 and WB1, respectively, which results in WA1D and WB1D being reset while passing through the delays. A logic AND of the REF transfer prohibition signals A and B is obtained to generate a REF command transfer prohibition signal. This logic AND is obtained by setting a problem in this example arises only when both ports experience changes from a Write command to a Read command, and no problem exists when only one port experiences such a change. Further, the reason why the REF transfer prohibition signals A and B are deactivated only for one clock cycle after reception of a Write command is that this gives an extra time to perform refresh operation before the reception of the last data item. Further, the delay 2086 is provided for the purpose of slightly delaying the timing relative to the clock so as to enhance a difference in relative timings between the REF command transfer prohibition signal and the command supplied from the exterior of the device.

[0214] Fig.62 to Fig.69 are time charts which show operations of the second arbiter. Fig.70 through Fig.72 are time charts showing operations of the multi-port memory of the second embodiment. Fig.62 and Fig.63, Fig.64 and Fig.65, Fig.66 and Fig.67, Fig.68 and Fig.69, and Fig.70 and Fig.71 are drawings which divide a single time chart by half for the sake of illustration, one showing the first half of the time chart and the other showing the second half, with some overlaps therebetween.

[0215] Fig.62 and Fig.63 show a case in which both ports experience a Write->Read command change, and a refresh timer event occurs during a REF transfer prohibition period. In this case, a refresh operation Ref is performed after the completion of Read-A2 and Read-B2.

[0216] Fig.64 and Fig.65 show a case in which both ports experience a Write->Read command change as in the above case, but a refresh timer occurs before a REF transfer prohibition period. In this case, a Write operation and a Read operation are performed after a refresh operation Ref is performed.

[0217] Fig.66 and Fig.67 illustrate a case in which only the A port undergoes a Write->Read command transition, and a refresh timer event occurs during a REF transfer prohibition period. In this case, a refresh operation Ref is performed after the completion of a Write operation, and a Read operation is then performed.

[0218] Fig.68 and Fig.69 exhibit a case in which Write continues in both ports. In this case, no sooner has the Write command been input following the last data input, the 3CLK delays 2084A and 2084B are deactivated.

[0219] Fig.70 and Fig.71 are time charts showing operations of the second embodiment corresponding to operations of the first embodiment shown in Fig.57 and Fig.58. The command interval of a Write->Read command transition is shortened from six clocks to five clocks compared with the first embodiment.

[0220] Fig.72 is a time chart showing operations of the second embodiment corresponding to operations of the first embodiment shown in Fig.56. Although the order of command execution regarding a refresh operation is changed compared with the first embodiment, orderly operations are maintained.

[0221] As described above, the second embodiment can perform operations properly under any conditions, and can shorten the command interval of a Write command -> Read command transition to 5 clock cycles.

[0222] As described above, the present invention allows the multi-port memory to be used without any regard to refresh operations when the memory array is implemented based on a DRAM core, thereby providing a multi-port memory at a low cost that has a large capacity and is easy to use.

[Third Aspect of the Invention]

[0223] In the following a third aspect of the present invention will be described.

[0224] There are several kinds of multi-port memories. Hereinafter, it refers to a memory having a plurality
of ports, and allows accesses from the respective ports to be made independently of each other to a common memory array. For example, a multi-port memory of a two-port type is equipped with an A port and a B port, and allows read/write accesses to the common memory to be independently made from a CPU-A linked to the A port and from a CPU-B connected to the B port.

As a multi-port memory of this kind, a memory having an SRAM memory array is known, in which word lines and bit line pairs are provided in duplicate sets, and each memory cell is connected to 2 sets of word lines and bit line pairs. However, this multi-port memory has a problem of low circuit density in that the duplicate sets of word lines and bit line pairs need to be provided.

To obviate this, it is conceivable to use the same mechanism as shared memories used by a computer having a multiprocessor configuration. A shared memory has a plurality of ports provided for a common memory. Typically, an SRAM is used as a memory, and the plurality of ports are implemented as discrete ICs. When accesses are made simultaneously from the plurality of ports, operations responsive to the plurality of ports cannot be performed simultaneously because the memory array is of shared use. The easiest way to prevent such a problem is to generate a busy signal to a port to prevent an access thereto when access is being made from another port. This, however, gives rise to a problem of limiting usage of the memory. In consideration of this, an arbitration circuit called arbiter is provided for a common memory, and determines priority of access requests received by the plurality of ports. A control circuit of the memory array is configured to carry out operations responsive to access requests in an order of priority. For example, access requests are attended in an order of arrival, i.e., in an order in which the access requests are supplied to respective ports. However, this does not change the situation that a new command cannot be executed while a command of another port is being processed. A busy signal needs to be transmitted in such a case, and, also, a device that accesses the memory needs to be provided with a mechanism that handles busy signals.

The memory array ends up being accessed at random from the plurality of ports. Because of this, a column access operation that successively accesses consecutive column addresses at the same row address is not provided whereas such a column access operation is typically available in DRAMs. That is, a cell is selected, accessed for read/write operation, and reset, all of which are performed in response to a single access.

When a shared memory is to be implemented, in general, an SRAM is conventionally used as a memory array. This is because an SRAM is capable of high-speed random access operations, and, also, it is easy to use an SRAM because there is no need for refresh operation. Moreover, a multi-port memory of a single chip is conventionally provided with duplicate sets of word lines and bit line pairs, and a multi-port memory of a single chip based on a memory array having an ordinary SRAM configuration has not yet been used in practice.

In summary, multi-port memories and shared memories are implemented by using SRAMs, and DRAMs are not used that require refresh operations.

The amount of data to be processed increases as systems offer increasingly high performance, and multi-port memories are also required to have a large capacity. It is conceivable to implement a multi-port memory by using a dynamic-type-memory-cell (DRAM) array that has a higher circuit density than the SRAMs, thereby providing a multi-port memory having a large storage capacity at a low cost. Refresh operation of the memory cells, however, poses a problem.

In conventional DRAMs, a refresh command needs to be provided at constant intervals from an exterior of the device between read/write commands. To this end, a controller device in a DRAM-based system is provided with a timer and/or a control circuit for refresh management. Such a circuit, however, is not provided in systems that use SRAM-based multi-port memories. Even in a case where memories are implemented based on DRAMs, such memories need to be usable in the same manner in these systems as are the conventional multi-port memories. Namely, a multi-port memory that has a memory array thereof comprised of DRAMs needs to take care of refresh operations by itself.

When an arbiter outputs a busy signal, there is a problem in that the use of the memory is rather cumbersome as described above.

The present invention is aimed at providing a multi-port memory that has a memory array thereof comprised of a DRAM core, and can be used without any regard to refresh operations, thereby providing an multi-port memory at a low cost that has a large capacity and is easy to use.

In order to obviate the problems described above, a multi-port semiconductor memory device of the present invention is configured to be capable of carrying out n internal operations during a time period m (m ≥ 2) times as long as a minimum input cycle of each external port where mN < n < m(N+1) is satisfied.

The condition described above requires that the minimum command cycle of each one of N ports be set to a time period allowing N internal operation cycles plus a time period α that is shorter than a single internal operation cycle. When N = 2, for example, the minimum external command cycle of each port is set to a time period allowing two internal operation cycles plus a time period α. Here, the time period α is shorter than one internal operation cycle.

The present invention utilizes the time period allowing two internal operation cycles to obviate the problem of cumbersome use of the memory caused by the arbiter outputting a busy signal, and utilizes the time period α to attend to the problem of refresh operations.

Fig.73 is a drawing for explaining the principle
of the present invention (third aspect), and shows a case in which read operations are performed with respect to two ports.

[0238] Commands to the two external ports, the A port and the B port, are entered at a minimum interval during which internal operation cycles can be performed 2.2 times. That is, 2.2 times the internal operation cycle is equal to the minimum external command cycle, and an external command cycle is set to more than the time period that allows internal operation cycles to be performed 2.2 times. Clocks CLKA and CLKB are input into the A port and the B port, respectively, and the inputting/outputting of a command, an address, and data into/from an external port is performed in synchronization with a corresponding clock. Although not illustrated, an address is input simultaneously with a command. When read commands are supplied to the A port and the B port at the minimum external command cycles, as shown in the figure, an arbitration circuit attends to control that gives priority to a command of a first arrival when performing core operations.

[0239] The DRAM core performs two read operations to read data from a memory array during one external command cycle, and outputs the data to the A port and the B port. The A port and the B port hold the retrieved data, respectively, and output the retrieved data in synchronization with a particular clock timing of the respective clock signals that is the 6th clock from the inputting of the read commands. That is, the data latency in this case is 6.

[0240] A refresh timer is provided as internal circuitry, and generates a refresh command on its own. When a refresh operation does not occur, the internal circuitry of the device operates in a routine manner so as to perform two operations corresponding to commands A and B during one external command cycle. Since the internal operations can be carried out 2.2 times during one external command cycle, the DRAM core will have an extra time \( \alpha \) remaining after completing the two internal operations.

[0241] When a refresh command is internally generated, the internal circuitry of the device operates at a fast speed. Here, the fast speed means that operations are carried out without producing an extra time \( \alpha \). When a refresh command is generated, the device performs a refresh operation. Since commands are input to the A port and the B port in the meantime, commands that should be processed will accumulate. The device executes commands one after another at the fast speed without providing the extra time \( \alpha \). Although commands are input to the A port and the B port one after another, refresh commands take place only at longer intervals than the external command cycle, and only the commands A and the commands B have to be executed until the next refresh command is generated. Since the speed of internal command processing is faster, there will be no accumulated commands in the end. In other words, the internal processing will catch up with the inputting of external commands. Thereafter, the device returns to its routine operation. The extra time \( \alpha \) is determined by taking into consideration the number of external ports, the number of internal operation cycles, a refresh interval, etc.

[0242] The delay time (data latency) of a data output responding to a Read command (RD) needs to be set to 3 cycles of internal operations (in the case of two ports) since the timing becomes the worst when an internal refresh command and a command input to another port take place immediately prior to the Read command. However, since an external command cycle slightly longer than two internal operation cycles is all that is necessary for proper device operation, a data transfer rate is rather high.

[0243] As described above, the present invention can conceal refresh operations from the exterior of the device, and sets the external command cycle to only slightly longer than two internal operation cycles. There is no need to attend to refresh control from the exterior, and even when a refresh operation is carried out internally, it is completely invisible to the exterior, and does not affect the way the device operations appear to the exterior. Accordingly, access to the memory can be made from each external port without any regard to other ports.

[0244] In this manner, the present invention can provide a multi-port memory using DRAM memory cells that has a large capacity and a fast data transfer rate, while allowing use of the memory without any regard to refresh operations as if it was implemented based on the SRAMs.

[0245] In the example of Fig. 73, one item of read data is output in synchronization with the external clock in response to one read command. That is, a burst length is 1. After the outputting of read data is completed in one clock cycle, therefore, the external ports will not output any data during the three remaining clock cycles of the external command cycle, which results in inefficient data transfer. This problem can be obviated by elongating the burst length.

[0246] Fig. 74 is a drawing for explaining the principle of the present invention, and shows an example in which the burst length is 4. In this example, like the previous case, the external command cycles of the two external ports are set to a length that can accommodate 2.2 internal operation cycles. Further, one external command cycle corresponds to four clock cycles. Data are output four times from an external port during a single external command cycle in synchronization with the clock in such a manner as to provide a data latency of 6. Therefore, if the burst length is set according to the number of clock cycles of one external command cycle, gapless read operations are achieved in both of the two ports, thereby significantly boosting the data transfer rate. In this case, it is required that data items as many as the burst length be input/output internally into/from the memory array in response to a single access. For example, if the number of data input/output pins of an external port is 4, and the
burst length is 4, it is necessary to ensure that 16-bit data be output/input from/into the memory array by a single access operation.

[0247] It should be noted that the A port and the B port do not have to operate in synchronization, and respective external command cycles can be set independently of each other to any timings as long as the minimum cycle is set equal to a duration necessary for N internal operation cycles plus a duration \(\alpha\) shorter than a single internal operation cycle.

[0248] Fig.75 and Fig.76 are drawings showing the relationship between a minimum external command cycle and internal operation cycles in the case of 2, 3, and N ports. As shown in the figures, if the number of ports is 2, the minimum external command cycle is a time length allowing two internal operations plus \(\alpha\), and if the number of ports is 3, the minimum external command cycle is a time period allowing three internal operations plus \(\alpha\). Further, if the number of ports is N, the minimum external command cycle is equal to a time length in which N+1 internal operations can be carried out, plus a time length \(\alpha\).

[0249] Fig.77 and Figs.78A through 78C are drawings showing a configuration of the multi-port memory according to an embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 77 shows a DRAM core and its relevant circuitry, and Fig.78A shows the A port, and Fig.78B shows the B port. Further, Fig.78C shows a refresh circuit. Circuits shown in Figs.78A through 78C are connected to respective portions of Fig.77.

[0250] As shown in the figures, the multi-port memory of this embodiment includes a DRAM core 3011, an arbiter 3026 for the controlling purpose of determining an operation order and insuring that operations are performed in the determined order, a command register 3025 that temporarily stores commands supplied from the arbiter 3026, and that transfers these commands to a control circuit 3014 of the DRAM core 3011 in the order in which the commands are received, sets of registers that temporarily store commands, addresses, and data of respective ports, two external ports comprised of an A port 3030 and a B port 3040, and a refresh circuit 3050.

[0251] The A port 3030 and the B port 3040 include mode registers 3031 and 3041, the CLK buffers 3032 and 3042, data I/O circuits 3033 and 3043, address input circuits 3034 and 3044, and command input units 3035 and 3045, respectively, which operate based on respective separate clock frequencies supplied from the exterior of the device. A data latency and a burst length are stored in the mode registers 3031 and 3041, so that they can be set separately. The data I/O circuits 3033 and 3043 are equipped with a mechanism to perform the parallel-to-serial conversion and serial-to-parallel conversion of input/output data according to the burst length.

[0252] The refresh circuit 3050 includes a refresh timer 3051 and a refresh command generator 3052. The refresh timer 3051 generates a refresh start signal at predetermined intervals, and the refresh command generator 3052 generates a refresh command in response.

[0253] Commands supplied to the A port and the B port are stored in a command register A 28A and a command register B 28B, respectively. Addresses are stored in an address register A 19A and an address register B 19B, respectively, and data to be written are stored in a Write data register A 22A and a Write data register B 22B, respectively. Further, a refresh command is stored in a refresh command register 3027, and a refresh address is stored in a refresh-address counter/register 3018.

[0254] The arbiter 3026 determines an order of command execution based on the order of command arrivals, and transfers the commands to the command register 3025 in the order that is determined. The command register 3025 sends these commands to the control circuit 3014 of the DRAM core 3011 in the order in which the commands are received from the arbiter 3026. When the DRAM core processes a given command, the control circuit 3014 is placed in a state in which it can receive a next command. In response, the command register 3025 sends the next command to the control circuit 3014. Commands that are supplied from the arbiter 3026 in the meantime are temporarily stored in the command register 3025. Further, the command register 3025 transmits a transfer signal to a corresponding address register and a corresponding data register (in the case of write operation) in addition to transferring the commands to the control circuit 3014 of the DRAM core 3011. In the DRAM core 3011, the control circuit 3014 responds to the supplied command, and controls a decoder 3013, a write amplifier (WriteAmmp) 3015, and a sense buffer 3016 accordingly, thereby performing an access operation with respect to the memory array 3012. In the case of a write operation, the decoder 3013 decodes an address to be accessed for the write operation so as to activate a word line and a column signal line in the memory array 3012, resulting in the write data stored in the Write data registers A and B being written in the memory array 3012 through the WriteAmmp 3015. In the case of a read operation, the memory array 3012 is accessed in a similar manner, resulting in the read data being transferred from the sense buffer 3016 to the data output circuits of respective ports through transfer gates A and B designated as 3024A and 3024B, respectively. Transfer timings of the transfer gates are controlled according to operation cycles of the DRAM core 3011, and are determined by the control circuit 3014. Output data are output from the data output circuit of each port in synchronization with the corresponding external clock.

[0255] In the following, details that are relevant to each of command processing, address processing, and data processing will be described.

[0256] Fig.79 and Fig.80 are drawings showing a configuration of units relevant to command processing ac-
As shown in Fig.79, the command input unit 3035 of the A port includes an input buffer 3036, a command decoder 3037, and an (n-1)-clock delay 3038, and the command input unit 3045 of the B port includes an input buffer 3046, a command decoder 3047, and an (m-1)-clock delay 3048. Here, n and m are burst lengths. Moreover, as shown in Fig.80, the command register A includes a Read command register AR and a Write command register AW, and the command register B includes a Read command register BR and a Write command register BW.

The input buffers 3036 and 3046 acquire supplied Read commands in synchronization with the respective clocks CLKA1 and CLKB1, and the command decoders 3037 and 3047 attend to decoding processes. The command decoders 3037 and 3047 generate RA1 and RB1, respectively, in the case of a read command, and generate WA1 and WB1, respectively, in the case of a write command. The signals RA1 and RB1 are transmitted to the Read command registers AR and BR, respectively, without any timing manipulation, whereas the signals WA1 and WB1 are delayed by the (n-1)-clock delay 3038 and the (m-1)-clock delay 3048 until the last data item of burst data is input, followed by being transmitted to the Write command registers AW and BW, respectively. Moreover, a refresh command REF1 generated by the refresh circuit 3050 is transmitted to the refresh command register 3027.

The arbiter 3026 detects an order in which commands are transferred to these five command registers AR, AW, BR, BW, and 3027, and sends these commands one after another in the detected order to the command register 3025. Upon reception of a command sent from the arbiter 3026, the command register 3025 transmits a command reception acknowledgement to the arbiter 3026. In response to the command reception acknowledgement, the arbiter 3026 sends a next command to the command register.

The command register 3025 transfers the commands one after another to the control circuit 3014 of the DRAM core 3011 in the order in which these commands are received from the arbiter 3026. The control circuit 3014 of the DRAM core executes the received commands, and transmits a command reception ready signal to the command register 3025 when the command execution finishes or comes close to an end. In response to the command reception ready signal, the command register 3025 transmits the next command to the control circuit 3014. In the meantime, commands that are supplied from the arbiter 3026 are temporarily stored in the 3025.

Fig.81 is an embodiment of the arbiter 3026. An order in which commands arrive in the five command registers (the Read command register AR, the Write command register AW, the Read command register BR, the Write command register BW, and the refresh command register 3027) of Fig.80 is detected by comparators 3053 as shown in the figure. Each comparator 3053 compares the timings of two command registers, and changes an output thereof to "H" on the side where "H" is input first. An AND gate 3054 determines whether a given command is input ahead of all the four other commands by checking whether all the relevant outputs of the related comparators 3053 are 'H'. Signals RA31, WA31, RB31, WB31, and REF31 corresponding to respective commands become "H" if a corresponding command is the earliest, and are transferred to the command register 3025. If RA2 is the earliest of RA2 through REF2, the comparators connected to RA2 has an output thereof being "H" on the side where the RA2 is connected, resulting in RA31 being "H". At this particular instant, the command reception acknowledgement has not yet been produced ("L"), so that N1 = "H", resulting in RA3 being "H". The command RA3 is thus sent to the command register 3025.

The command register 3025 generates a command reception acknowledgement when receiving a command. When this happens, an "L" pulse is generated at a node N1, resulting in RA3 through REF3 being all "L". In the meantime, one of ResetRA through ResetREF will be generated. If RA31 is "H", ResetRA is generated, thereby resetting the Read command register AR. In response, RA2 becomes "L", and one of RA31 through REF31 then becomes "H" indicative of a command next in line. When N1 becomes "H" at an end of the "L" pulse, the command next in line is transferred to the command register 3025. The operations described above are repeated thereafter.

Fig.82 and Fig.83 are drawings showing a configuration of the command register 3025. It is divided and shown in the two drawings.

The command register 3025 mainly includes a shift register 3092 that stores therein commands and successively outputs these commands to the DRAM core 3011, and includes switches (SW1-SW3) 3082-3084 which transfer the commands received from the arbiter 3026 to the shift register 3092. In this example, the shift register 3092 has a three-stage configuration, and includes registers 3085-3087 for storing commands, flags 3088-3090 indicative of storage statuses of the registers 3085-3087, and a reset data unit 3091 which resets the state of the registers 3085-3087. In the state where no command is stored in the registers 3085-3087, flag 3088-3090 are all low (FL1-FL3 = "L"), so that the switch 3082 (SW1) is connected. The first command is stored in the register 3085 through SW1, so that FL1 becomes "H". When FL1 becomes "H", a "H"-edge pulse circuit 3093 generates a pulse, so that a command reception acknowledgement is transmitted to the arbiter 3026.

If the command reception ready signal is asserted by the DRAM core 3011 at this particular instant,
the gate 3097 is opened to transfer the command of the register 3085 to a latch 3098, the command then being sent to the control circuit 3014 of the DRAM core 3011. At the same time, an address corresponding to the command and the like are transmitted to the DRAM core 3011. The DRAM core 3011 negotiates the command reception ready signal while starting operations according to the received command. The gate 3097 is thus closed. The register-control circuit 3096 generates a shift signal that prompts the data of the register 3086 to move to the register 3085 and the data of the register 3087 to the register 3086. If a command is not stored in the register 3086 prior to the generation of a shift signal, a shift operation results in the register 3085 being reset and FL1 becoming "L". The register-control circuit 3096 generates a transfer inhibiting signal concurrently with the generation of the shift signal so as to disconnect SW1-SW3, thereby prohibiting data from being transferred to the shift register 3092 during the shift operation. When the first command (command 1) is supplied to the register 3085 through SW1, the command is stored in the register 3085 if the DRAM core 3011 is executing the preceding command. FL1 becomes "H", which disconnects SW1, and further disconnects SW2 after a predetermined delay. Here, the predetermined delay corresponds to a time period from the generation of a command reception acknowledgement to the resetting of an arbiter output. If the next command (command 2) is supplied from the arbiter 3026 before the DRAM core 3011 is ready to receive a command, the command 2 is stored in the register 3086 through SW2. FL2 becomes "H", which generates a command reception acknowledgement, and disconnects SW2, followed by further disconnecting SW3 after a predetermined delay time. When the DRAM core is in such a state as to be able to receive a command, a command reception ready signal is generated to open the gate 3097, so that the command 1 of the register 3085 is transmitted to the latch 3098 and then to the DRAM core 3011. The DRAM core 3011 negotiates the command reception ready signal while starting operations thereof according to the command 1. In response, the gate 3097 is closed. The register-control circuit 3096 generates a shift signal, which shifts the command 2 of the register 3086 to the register 3085, and also shifts the contents (reset state) of the register 3087 to the register 3086. The register 3085 ends up storing the command 2, and the registers 3086 and 3087 end up being in a reset state. Since FL1 is "H" and FL2 and FL3 are "L", SW2 is connected whereas SW1 and SW3 are disconnected.

The reset data unit 3091 is connected to the register 3087 of the shift register 3092 on the left-hand side thereof. This configuration is provided for the purpose of shifting the command of the register 3087 to the register 3086 by a subsequent shift signal when commands are stored all the way up to the register 3087. In this manner, the command register 3025 temporarily accumulates commands sent from the arbiter 3026, and detects the state of the DRAM core 3011, followed by transmitting the commands one after another.

A command generation detecting signal is input into the register-control circuit 3096. The command generation detecting signal is generated when a command is transmitted from the arbiter 3026. Figs.84A and 84B show operations of the register-control circuit 3096. A shift signal and a transfer inhibiting signal are generated when the command reception ready signal to the register-control circuit 3096 is deactivated. When a command is transmitted from the arbiter 3026 immediately before the command reception ready signal is deactivated, however, it is preferable to perform a shift operation only after transmitting an earlier received command to the shift register 3092. Because of this, a comparison is made as to which one of the falling edge of the command reception ready signal and the rising edge of the command generation detecting signal is earlier. If the former is earlier, a shift signal and a transfer inhibiting signal are generated in response to the former falling edge, and if the latter is earlier, a shift signal and a transfer inhibiting signal are generated in response to the falling edge of the latter signal.

Fig.85 and Fig.86 are drawings showing operations of the command register 3025. Illustration is given here with regard to a case in which a refresh command is generated at the time of a Write->Read command transition that presents a timing condition most crowded with input commands. Numbers of SW1 through SW3 shown in the figures indicate an SW that is connected, and the duration for which an SW is connected is illustrated. Further, resisters 1 through 3 correspond to the registers 3085 through 3087, respectively.

A command generation detecting signal is in-
the address is sent to the DRAM core 3011 through the transfer gates 3061A and 3063A or 3061B and 3063B and the address latch A4 or B4 in synchronization with the transfer of the command to the DRAM core. In the case of a Write command, an address is transferred further to the address latch A2 or B2 at the timing of the last data acquisition, and, then, is transferred through the transfer gate 3062A or 3062B to the DRAM core 3011 in synchronization with the transfer of the command to the DRAM core. Further, the refresh-address counter/register 3018 generates and keeps therein a refresh address, which is then transmitted through the transfer gate 3064 to the DRAM core 3011 in synchronization with the transfer of the refresh command to the DRAM core.

[0271] Fig.88 is a drawing showing a configuration of a portion relevant to data outputting according to the embodiment. Fig.89 is a drawing showing a transfer signal generating circuit of Fig.88. The respective data I/O circuits 3033 and 3043 of the A port 3030 and the B port 3040 include data-output-purpose circuits 3065A and 3065B and data-input-purpose circuits 3074A and 3074B, respectively. As shown in the figure, data read from the memory array 3012 through the sense buffer 3016 are transmitted to the data-output-purpose circuit 3065A or 3065B through the data bus 3021 and the transfer gate 3024A or 3024B, respectively.

[0272] The data-output-purpose circuits 3065A and 3065B include data latches A1 and B1, transfer signal generating circuits 3067A and 3067B, transfer gates 3068A and 2068B, data latches A2 and B2, parallel-to-serial converters 3070A and 3070B, and output buffers 3071A and 3071B, respectively.

[0273] The transfer gates 3024A and 3024B are controlled by the control circuit 3014 of the DRAM core 3011 based on the internal operations. If the executed command is Read-A (i.e., a read operation with respect to the A port), the transfer gate 3024A will be open. If the executed command is Read-B, the transfer gate 3024B will be open. The data latches A1 and B1 store the data therein, which are then transmitted the respective data latches A2 and B2 a predetermined latency after the reception of Read commands in the respective ports where such latency is introduced through operations of the transfer gates 3068A and 3068B. The data are then converted by the parallel-to-serial converters 3070A and 3070B, followed by being transferred to the output buffers 3071A and 3071B to be outputted therefrom, respectively.

[0274] As shown in Fig.89, the transfer signal generating circuit 3067 (i.e., 3067A or 3067B) employs a series of flip-flops 3072 to delay a respective Read command RA1 or RB1 by such a number of clock cycles as determined by the latency settings, thereby generating a data transfer signal 3002. Since the transfer of read data through the transfer gates 3068A and 3068B is responsive to the data transfer signal 3002, the read data ends up being delayed from the timing of read operation by as many clock cycles as the latency settings.

[0275] Figs.90 and 91 are drawings showing a configuration of a portion relevant to data inputting according to the embodiment. The data-input-purpose circuits 3074A and 3074B include data input (Din) buffers 3075A and 3075B, serial-to-parallel converters 3076A and 3076B, and data transfer units 3077A and 3077B, respectively. Write data WDA and WDB from the data transfer units 3077A and 3077B are sent to the WriteAmmp 3015 through first Write data registers 3078A and 3078B, data transfer gates 3079A and 3079B, second Write data registers 3080A and 3080B, data transfer gates 3081A and 3081B, and the data bus 3021, respectively, and are then written in the memory array 3012.

[0276] Serially input data are converted from serial to parallel according to the burst length, and are then transmitted to the first Write data registers 3078A and 3078B at the timing at which the last data item is input. When the Write command is transmitted to the DRAM core 3011 from the command register 3025, the corresponding data will also be transmitted to the DRAM core 3011.

[0277] Fig.92 to Fig.99 are time charts which show operations of the multi-port memory of the first embodiment. Fig.92 and Fig.93, Fig.95 and Fig.96, and Fig.98 and Fig.99 are drawings which divide a single time chart for the sake of proper illustration, one showing the first half of the time chart and the other showing the second half of the time chart with some overlaps therebetween.

[0278] Fig.92 and Fig.93 show operations performed when Read commands are consecutively input to the two ports. The A port and the B port, which are provided with the respective clocks CLKA and CLKB having mutually different frequencies, take in a command, an address, and write data in synchronization with the received clocks, and output retrieved data in synchronization with the clocks. In this example, the A port operates at a maximum clock frequency, and the B port operates at a clock frequency slightly slower. For the A port, a Read command cycle = 4 (CLKA), a data latency = 6 (CLKA), and a burst length = 4. For the B port, a Read command cycle = 2 (CLKB), a data latency = 3 (CLKB), and a burst length = 2. The data latencies and the burst lengths are set in the mode registers 3031 and 3041 of the respective ports. With respect to the A port, the inputting/outputting of data is performed 4 times in synchronization with the clock in response to one command, and the retrieved data is output 6 clock cycles after the inputting of a read command. With respect to the B port, the inputting/outputting of data is performed 2 times in synchronization with the clock in response to one command, and the retrieved data is output 3 clock cycles after the inputting of a read command.

[0279] The commands supplied to the ports A and B are stored in the command registers 3028A and 3028B, respectively. When the refresh timer 3051 generates a signal, the refresh command register 3027 stores therein a refresh command. The arbiter 3026 monitors these
command registers, and transmits these commands to the command register 3025 in the order in which they are issued. The command register 3025 temporarily stores the received commands, and transfers them successively to the DRAM core 3011 in the order in which they are received. That is, a next command is transmitted after processing of the last transmitted command is completed.

[0280] As shown in the figure, a command Read-A2 is input into the Read command register AR, and a command Read-B2 is input into the Read command register BR. Before this, a refresh occurs once, and a refresh command is input into the refresh command register. According to the order of command issuances, the arbiter 3026 transmits these commands to the DRAM core 3011 in the order of Read-A2 -> Ref -> Read-B2, and these commands are then executed by the core.

[0281] There is an extra time between Read-B1 and Read-A2 in terms of core operations, and normal and routine operations are performed up to this point. When a refresh occurs, Refresh is performed immediately after Read-A2 without any time gap therebetween. Thereafter, Read-B2, Read-A3, and so on are consecutively performed without any time gaps until the execution of Read-A5. Fast operations, as opposed to the normal and routine operations, are performed up to this point.

[0282] Due to the execution of a refresh command, internal operations exhibit some delay relative to the inputting of commands from an exterior of the device. The fast operations make up for the delay, and catch up by the time the command Read-A5 is executed. There is again an extra time between Read-A5 and Read-B5, indicating a return of normal and routine operations. Data read from the DRAM core 3011 through the sense buffer 3016 are transmitted through transfer gates to the data latch (data latch A1 or B1) of a port that received a corresponding Read command. The data latch A1 or B1 provides time adjustment for the data, which are then transferred to the data latch A2 or B2, and are output in synchronization with the clock signal of the corresponding port.

[0283] Even when a refresh operation is performed internally, it appears externally that data are output after a predetermined data latency. There is thus no need to pay any regard to refresh operations.

[0284] Fig.94 shows an example in which Write commands are consecutively input under the same conditions as described above. Data input from the exterior of the device at the time of a Write operation is also given in the form of burst inputs. The Write command is stored in the Write command register AW at the timing at which the last data piece is input. In this case also, there is no need to pay any regard to refresh operations even when a refresh command is generated and executed internally.

[0285] Fig.95 and Fig.96 show operations performed when both the A port and the B port operate for Read operations at the maximum clock frequencies. Fig.97 is a drawing showing operations performed when both the A port and the B port operate for Write operations at the maximum clock frequencies. In this case, a phase difference may exist in the clocks of the two ports. For both ports, a Read command cycle = 4, a Write command cycle = 4, a data latency = 6, and a burst length = 4. As can be seen from the figure, operations are properly performed also in this case.

[0286] Fig.98 and Fig.99 are time charts showing operations performed when both ports operate at the highest frequency, and undergo changes from Write commands to Read commands, with a refresh command being generated internally. This is the case in which commands are crowded most.

[0287] As illustrated, the DRAM core 3011 operates in the order of Ref -> Write-A1 -> Write-B1 -> Read-A2 -> Read-B2 without any gaps therebetween. In this example, Read-A2 and Read-B2 are input 6 clock cycles after the inputting of Write commands. Even if these timings are advanced by 2 clocks, it is not possible to advance the internal operations of the DRAM core. The output timing of read data is controlled by the data latency from the inputting of a Read command. If the input timings of Read-A2 and Read-B2 are advanced, the data output timings also need to be advanced accordingly. If Read-B2 is input 4 clock cycles after Write-B1, for example, the data output timing in response to Read-B2 comes too close to the start of the DRAM-core operation, so that Read-B2 cannot be executed properly. Because of this reason, the command interval of a Write->Read transition needs to be set relatively long such as 6 clocks as in this example.

[0288] As for the command interval of Read->Write, since Write data cannot be input into DQ terminals unless the outputting of Read data is completed, the command interval inevitably becomes long.

[0289] Figs.100A and 100B are drawings showing operations of the DRAM core 3011. Fig.100A shows a Read operation, and Fig.100B shows a Write operation. As shown in the figures, a series of operations are performed in response to a single command, in the order of word line selection -> data amplification -> write-back -> precharge, thereby completing the whole operation. The DRAM core 3011 deactivates the command reception ready signal upon receiving a command, and generates the command reception ready signal when the execution of a command is completed or comes close to an end.

[0290] As described above, the present invention allows the multi-port memory to be used without any regard to refresh operations when the memory array is implemented based on a DRAM core, thereby providing a multi-port memory at a low cost that has a large capacity and is easy to use.

[0291] In the following, a fourth aspect of the present invention is described.
Multi-port memories, which are semiconductor memory devices equipped with a plurality of ports, can be classified into various types. When the term "multi-port memory" is used hereinafter, it refers to a memory that is provided with a plurality of ports, and that allows access to be independently made from any one of the ports to a common memory array. Such a memory may have an A port and a B port, and allows a read/write operation to be conducted with respect to the common memory array independently from a CPU linked to the A port and from a CPU linked to the B port.

A multi-port memory is equipped with an arbitration circuit called an arbiter. The arbiter determines priority of access requests received from the plurality of ports, and a control circuit of a memory array attends to access operations one after another according to the determined priority. For example, the earlier the arrival of an access request to a port, the higher priority the access is given.

In such a case, since the memory array is accessed from the plurality of ports at random, it is necessary to reset the memory array immediately after a read or write operation is carried out, thereby making sure to be prepared for next access. That is, if a word line is kept in the selected state in response to an access from a given port, and column addresses are successively shifted to read successive data as in a column access operation generally used in DRAMs, access from another port will be kept waiting during this operation. Accordingly, it is necessary to reset the memory array immediately after each read or write operation.

Conventionally, an SRAM has typically been used as a memory array of a multi-port memory. This is because an SRAM allows high-speed random accessing, and also, nondestructive read operation is possible.

In a multi-port memory having two ports, for example, one SRAM memory cell is provided with two sets of word lines and bit line pairs. One of the ports performs a read/write operation by using one set of a word line and a bit line pair, and the other one of the ports performs a read/write operation by using the other set of a word line and a bit line pair. In this manner, read/write operations can be independently carried out from the two different ports. However, since it is impossible to perform two write operations simultaneously when the two ports attempt to write data in the same cell at the same time, one of the ports is given priority to perform the write operation, and the other one of the ports is given a BUSY signal. This is called a BUSY state.

As a system develops to have improved performance, the amount of data treated by the system also increases. As a result, a multi-port memory needs a large capacity. The SRAM-type multi-port memories, however, have a drawback in that the size of a memory cell is large.

In order to obviate this, it is conceivable to adopt a DRAM array in a multi-port memory to make a new-type multi-port memory. In order to attain a significantly higher circuit density than multi-port SRAMs, one DRAM memory cell used for a multi-port memory needs to be connected to only one word line and one bit line in the same manner as a typical DRAM cell. If memory blocks are implemented by using DRAM cells in such a manner, one of the ports cannot access a given block if another one of the ports is carrying out a read or write operation with respect to this block. This is because only a destructive read operation is possible in a DRAM cell. That is, when information is read, another word line in the same block cannot be selected until this information is amplified and restored in the cell and a word line and a bit line are precharged.

In multi-port memories of the conventional SRAM type, a BUSY state will be created only when a plurality of ports make simultaneous write requests to the same memory cell. Accordingly, a multi-port memory of the DRAM type needs to be provided with a unique function of BUSY-state control that is different from conventional SRAM-type multi-port memories.

Further, unlike an SRAM-type multi-port memory, a DRAM-type multi-port memory needs a refresh operation to be periodically performed for the purpose of maintaining stored information, so that some measure has to be taken to insure proper refresh timing.

Accordingly, the present invention is aimed at providing a DRAM-type multi-port memory that obviates problems particularly associated with DRAMs.

According to the present invention, a semiconductor memory device includes a plurality of N external ports, each of which receives commands, a plurality of N buses corresponding to the respective external ports, a plurality of memory blocks connected to the N buses, an address comparison circuit which compares addresses that are to be accessed by the commands input into the N respective external ports, and an arbitration circuit which determines which one or ones of the commands accessing a same memory block are to be executed and which one or ones of the commands accessing the same memory block are to be not executed when the address comparison circuit detects accesses to the same memory block based on the address comparison.

In the invention described above, if commands input into the ports from the exterior of the device attempt to access the same memory block, an arbitration circuit determines which one of the commands is to be executed and which one of the commands is not to be executed. For example, command timings are compared, and the earliest command is executed while the other command(s) is (are) not executed. When there is a command that is not executed, a BUSY signal or the like is generated and output to the exterior of the device. This makes it possible to perform a proper access operation and achieve proper BUSY control even when command accesses are in conflict with each other in the DRAM-core-based multi-port memory.
According to one aspect of the present invention, the memory blocks include cell arrays implemented based on dynamic-type memory cells, and the semiconductor memory device includes a refresh circuit which defines a timing at which the memory cells are refreshed. The memory cells are refreshed in a first mode in response to a refresh command that is input into at least one of the N external ports, and the memory cells are refreshed in a second mode at the timing indicated by the refresh circuit.

The invention described above is provided with an operation mode for performing a refresh operation in response to an instruction from the exterior of the device and an operation mode for performing a refresh operation in response to an instruction from the internal refresh circuit. This makes it possible to use the multi-port memory in such a manner that a predetermined external port is assigned as a port for refresh management to receive refresh commands at constant intervals, or to use the multi-port memory in such a manner that the internal refresh circuit initiates refresh operations when all the external ports are in the deactivated state. Accordingly, the present invention provides a basis for flexible refresh management that conforms to the system requirements.

In the following, embodiments of the present invention (fourth aspect) will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 101 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of the multi-port memory according to the present invention. In this example, a configuration is such that two ports, i.e., an A port and a B port, are provided.

A multi-port memory 4010 of Fig. 101 includes an A port 4011, a B port 4012, a self-refresh circuit 4013, memory blocks 4014-1 through 4014-n, an arbiter 4015, a refresh address counter 4016, an address change circuit 4017, an address change circuit 4018, an address comparator 4019, a bus A 4020-1, and a bus B 4020-2.

The A port 4011 includes a mode register 4031, a CLK buffer 4032, a data I/O circuit 4033, a command decoder register 4034, an address buffer/register 4035, and a BUSY signal I/O unit 4036. Further, the B port 4012 includes a mode register 4041, a CLK buffer 4042, a data I/O circuit 4043, a command decoder register 4044, an address buffer/register 4045, and a BUSY signal I/O unit 4046. At the A port 4011 and the B port 12, access to/from an external bus is established independently in synchronization with respective clock signals CLKA and CLKB. The mode registers 4031 and 4041 can store therein mode settings such as a data latency and a burst length with respect to respective ports. In this embodiment, both the A port 4011 and the B port 4012 are provided with the respective mode register, so that each port can make mode settings. However, a mode register may be arranged only in one of the ports, for example, such that settings for both ports may be made by making settings to this one port.

The self-refresh circuit 4013 includes a refresh timer 4046 and a refresh command generator 4047. The self-refresh circuit 4013 generates a refresh command inside the device, and receives signals CKEA1 and CKEB1 from the A port 4011 and the B port 4012, respectively. The signals CKEA1 and CKEB1 are obtained by buffering external signals CKEA and CKEB by the CLK buffers 4032 and 4042, respectively. The external signals CKEA and CKEB are used to suspend the clock buffers of respective ports and to deactivate the respective ports. If both the A port 4011 and the B port 4012 are brought into a deactivated state, the self-refresh circuit 13 starts an operation thereof.

The memory blocks 4014-1 through 4014-n are each connected to the internal bus A 4020-1 and the internal bus B 4020-2. There are a plurality of external ports (i.e., the A port and the B port), wherein the A port 4011 interfaces with each one of the memory blocks 4014-1 through 4014-n through the bus A 4020-1, and the B port interfaces with each one of the memory blocks 4014-1 through 4014-n through the bus A 4020-2.

If access from the A port 4011 and access from the B port 4012 are input at the same time, accessed memory blocks independently perform operations thereof corresponding to these access requests, provided that these accesses are directed to different memory blocks.

If access from the A port 4011 and access from the B port 4012 are directed to the same memory block, the arbiter (arbitration circuit) 4015 determines an order of command arrivals, and executes the command of the first arrival while canceling the command of the second arrival. When the command is canceled, the arbiter 4015 generates a BUSY signal so as to notify an external controller that an access requested by the command of the second arrival has been canceled.

The address comparator 4019 determines whether access requests entered into the two ports are directed to the same memory block. In detail, the address comparator 4019 compares block selection addresses that are included in the addresses entered into the two ports. If they are identical, a match signal is supplied to the arbiter 4015.

When the A port 4011 or the B port 4012 is in an activated state, a refresh command is input from the A port 4011 or the B port 4012.

The arbiter 4015 determines an order of command arrivals if a refresh command entered into one of the two ports accesses the same memory block as does a read command or a write command that is input to the other one of the two ports. If the refresh command is later than the other command, the refresh command is canceled. In this case, the arbiter 4015 generates a BUSY signal, and supplies it to an exterior of the device. When detecting a BUSY signal, the external controller will provide a refresh command to the multi-port memory 4010 again after the BUSY signal is turned off.

If the refresh command is earlier than the other command, or if a self-refresh command is supplied from
the self-refresh circuit 4013, the arbiter 4015 generates a count-up signal, and supplies it to the refresh address counter 4016.

[0318] The refresh address counter 4016 counts up addresses in response to the count-up signal, thereby generating refresh addresses. The reason why the count-up signal needs to be supplied from the arbiter 4015 is that counting-up operations should be responsive only to a refresh command actually issued from the arbiter 4015 since a refresh command can be canceled as described above. Here, the counting-up operation is operated after the refresh operation is performed.

[0319] The address change circuit 4017 transfers an address externally input into the A port 4011 to the bus A 4020-1 if the command input to the A port 4011 is a Read command (read-out command) or a Write command (write-in command). If the command input to the A port 4011 is a refresh command, an address that is generated by the refresh address counter 4016 is transmitted to the bus A 4020-1.

[0320] The address change circuit 4018 transfers an address externally input into the B port 4012 to the bus B 4020-2 if the command input to the B port 4012 is a Read command (read-out command) or a Write command (write-in command). If the command input to the B port 4012 is a refresh command, on the other hand, an address that is generated by the refresh address counter 4016 is transmitted to the bus B 4020-2.

[0321] As mentioned above, if both the A port 4011 and the B port 4012 are in the deactivated state, the self-refresh circuit 4013 generates a refresh command based on the timing signal of the refresh timer 46 provided as internal circuitry. In this embodiment, a self-refresh command and a self-refresh address are transmitted to the memory blocks 4014-1 through 4014-n through the bus A 4020-1. Since self-refresh does not conflict with commands of the A port 4011 and the B port 4012, there is no need for the arbiter 4015 to determine priority. Since a count-up signal needs to be generated by the arbiter 4015, however, the self-refresh command is also supplied to the arbiter 4015.

[0322] Fig.102 is a timing chart showing an example of operations of the multi-port memory 4010 according to the present invention.

[0323] A command Read-x is a Read command directed to a memory block 4014-(x+1). Read-0 is input into the A port 4011 first, and Read-3 is then input into the B port 4012. In this case, memory blocks to be accessed are different, so that the memory block 4014-1 and the memory block 4014-4 operate in parallel.

[0324] Thereafter, Read-1 is input into the A port 4011, followed by Read-1 input into the B port 4012. Since memory blocks to be accessed are the same in this case, a match signal is generated, canceling the command that is input to the B port 4012. Furthermore, a BUSY-B (negative logic) is output from the BUSY signal I/O unit 4046 of the B port 4012.

[0325] The external controller of the B port 4012 detects the BUSY-B, and supplies Read-1 again to the multi-port memory 4010 after this signal is turned off.

[0326] Fig.103 is a timing chart showing another example of operations of the multi-port memory 4010 according to the present invention.

[0327] Operations shown in Fig.103 are the same as those of Fig.102 until the second commands Read-1 are input into the A port 4011 and the B port 4012, generating BUSY-B. After BUSY-B occurs in response to the Read-1 input into the B port 4012 in this example, a read command Read-2 is entered in order to access another memory block before BUSY-B comes to an end. In this manner, a next command can be input even during the period in which the BUSY is asserted as long as the next command is directed to another block.

[0328] Fig.104 is a timing chart showing yet another example of operations of the multi-port memory 4010 according to the present invention.

[0329] The example of Fig.104 shows a case in which a Write command is input. A Read command is input into the A port 4011, followed by a Write command input into the B port 4012.

[0330] In this embodiment, input/output data is that of a burst type. That is, data output is obtained by reading parallel data from a plurality of column addresses and by converting it into serial data in the data I/O circuits 4033 and 4043 at the time of data outputting. Data input is input serially, and is then converted into parallel data in the data I/O circuits 4033 and 4043, followed by writing the parallel data into a plurality of column addresses of a relevant memory block. Use of this kind of burst operation can enhance data transfer speed. In this example, burst length is 4, so that four data items are output/input continuously.

[0331] In the case of Write operation, a Write operation cannot be started unless all the four data items are input. Therefore, timing at which the arbiter 4015 can determine priority for a Write operation is the timing at which the last item of a series of serial data inputs is given.

[0332] In Fig.104, the third command input Read-3 of the A port 4011 and the second command input Write-3 of the B port 4012 attempt to access the same memory block. Although the Write-3 of the B port 4012 is ahead of the other in terms of input timing of commands into the ports, the Read-3 of the A port 4011 is given before the last item of write data is entered. Accordingly, the arbiter 4015 determines that the command of the A port 4011 is ahead of the other, and cancels the command of the B port 4012.

[0333] As shown in Fig.101, the A port 4011 and the B port 4012 are provided with the CLK buffers 4032 and 4042, respectively, and receive different clock signals from the exterior of the device. The clock signals have phases and frequencies that may be the same or may be different.

[0334] Fig.105 is a block diagram of the command decoder registers 4034 and 4044.
[0335] The command decoder register 4034 includes an input buffer 4061, a command decoder 4062, and an (n-1)-clock-delay circuit 4063. The command decoder register 4044 includes an input buffer 4071, a command decoder 4072, and an (n-1)-clock-delay circuit 4073.

[0336] If a command input into the input buffer 4061 or 4071 is a Read command (RA1, RB1) or a refresh command (REFA, REFB), the input command is transmitted to the arbiter 4015 through the command decoder 4062 or 4072 without any timing manipulation. In the case of a Write command (WA1, WB1), the input command is delayed (n-1) clock cycles by the (n-1)-clock-delay circuit 4063 or 4073, and is transmitted to the arbiter 4015 at the timing at which the last and n-th data item of the series of burst write input is given.

[0337] Fig. 106 is a block diagram of the arbiter 4015 according to the embodiment of the present invention.

[0338] The arbiter 4015 includes a register 4081, a delay circuit 4082, a transfer gate 4083, a register 4084, a register 4085, a delay circuit 4086, a transfer gate 4087, a register 4088, NOR circuits 4091 and 4092, NAND circuits 4093 through 4096, inverters 97 through 101, and NOR circuits 102 and 103.

[0339] A command transmitted from the command decoder register 4034 or 4044 is stored in the register 4081 or 4085, respectively. When the A port 4011 is given a command input, a HIGH signal is generated at the node N1 that is the output of the inverter 4097. When the B port 4012 is given a command input, a HIGH signal is generated at the node N2 that is the output of the inverter 100. The earlier of the signal of N1 or the signal of N2 is latched at the node N3 or N4.

[0340] If the block selection addresses do not match between the A port 4011 and the B port 4012, the address comparator 4019 generates a match signal that is LOW. In this case, therefore, N5 and N6 are set to HIGH. In response to these HIGH signals, both the transfer gate A 4083 and the transfer gate B 4087 open, so that the commands of the registers 4081 and 4085 are transmitted to registers 4084 and 4088 without exception.

[0341] If the block selection addresses match between the A port 4011 and the B port 4012, the address comparator 4019 generates a match signal that is HIGH. In this case, therefore, signal levels at the nodes N5 and N6 will be controlled by the signal levels of the nodes N3 and N4. If the A port 4011 is earlier, N5 is set to HIGH, and N6 is set to LOW. In response to the HIGH state of N5, the transfer gate A 4083 opens, so that the command of the A port 4011 is transmitted to the register 4084. Further, the LOW state of N6 closes the transfer gate B 4087, so that the command of the B port 4012 is not transmitted to the register 4088.

[0342] Moreover, based on the signal levels of N5 and N6, reset signals BUSY1-A and BUSY1-B are generated that reset the respective registers 4081 and 4085. If the command of the A port 11 is selected, for example, BUSY1-B is generated, and the register 4085 is reset.

[0343] There is no need to determine priority for a self-refresh command, the self-refresh command is combined with the refresh command REFA of the A port 4011 at the output stage of the register 4084. A refresh command signal REFA2 created in this manner with respect to the A port 4011 is combined with a refresh command signal REF2B of the B port 4012 so as to generate a count-up signal. In response to occurrence of a refresh command, the count-up signal is supplied to the refresh address counter 4016 from the arbiter 4015.

[0344] Fig. 107 is a timing chart showing operations of the arbiter 4015.

[0345] Fig. 107 shows a case in which the block selection addresses match between the A port 4011 and the B port 4012, and a Read command RA1 of the A port 4011 is earlier than a Read command RB1 of the B port 4012. In the same manner as described above, signal levels of the nodes N5 and N6 are controlled by signal levels of the nodes N3 and N4 that reflect signal levels of the nodes N1 and N2, and the Read command RA2 is transmitted from the arbiter 4015 accordingly. The Read command of the B port 4012 is canceled without being output, and a BUSY1-B signal is generated.

[0346] Fig. 108 is a block diagram of the address buffer/register and the address change circuit.

[0347] In Fig. 108, a signal having a signal name (e.g., RA1P) with a letter "P" added to the end of a signal name (e.g., RA1) is generated by creating pulses at rising edge timings of a signal having the latter signal name (e.g., RA1).

[0348] The address buffer/register 4035 of the A port 4011 includes an input buffer 4035-1, a transfer gate 4035-2, and an OR circuit 4035-3. With respect to a read command signal RA1 output from the command decoder 4062 shown in Fig. 105, rising edges are converted into pulses to generate a pulse signal RA1P, which is then supplied to one input of the OR circuit 4035-3. With respect to a write command signal WA1 output from the command decoder 4062 shown in Fig. 105, rising edges are converted into pulses to generate a pulse signal NA1P, which is then supplied to the other input of the OR circuit 4035-3. An output of the OR circuit 4035-3 is supplied to the transfer gate 4035-2 as a transfer direction signal that orders data transfer.

[0349] The address buffer/register 4045 of the B port 4012 includes an input buffer 4045-1, a transfer gate 4045-2, and an OR circuit 4045-3. The configuration of the address buffer/register 4045 for the B port 4012 is the same as the configuration of the address buffer/register 4035 for the A port 4011.

[0350] The address change circuit 4017 includes an address latch 4017-1, transfer gates 4017-2 and 4017-3, an address latch 4017-4, and OR circuits 4017-5 and 4017-6. The OR circuit 4017-5 receives signals RA1P and WAD1P, and supplies an output thereof to the transfer gate 4017-2 as a transfer instructing signal. The OR circuit 4017-6 receives signals REFAP and SR-AP, and supplies an output thereof to the transfer
gate 4017-3 as a transfer instructing signal.  

[0351] The address change circuit 4018 includes an address latch 4018-1, transfer gates 4018-2 and 4018-3, an address latch 4018-4, and an OR circuit 4018-5. The OR circuit 4018-5 receives signals RB1P and WBD1P, and supplies an output thereof to the transfer gate 4018-3 as a transfer instructing signal. Also, a signal REFBP is supplied to the transfer gate 4018-2 as a transfer instructing signal.  

[0352] When a Read command or a Write command is input from the exterior of the device, an address input together with the command is transmitted to the address change circuit 4017 or 4018. In the case of a Read command, the command is transmitted to the address latch 4017-4 or 4018-4 without any timing manipulation. In the case of a Write command, the command is transmitted to the address latch 4017-4 or 4018-4 at the timing at which the last item of a series of write data input is acquired.  

[0353] In the case of a refresh command, a refresh address generated by the refresh address counter 4016 is transmitted to the address latch 4017-4 or 4018-4 at the timing of a signal REFA, REFB, or SR-A.  

[0354] Fig.109 is a block diagram of a memory block.  

[0355] Fig.109 shows the Memory block 4014-1 as an example of the memory blocks 4014-1 through 4014-n. The memory blocks 4014-1 through 4014-n has the same configuration.  

[0356] The memory block 4014-1 includes a memory array 4111, a control circuit 4112, bus selectors 4113 and 4114, a sense amplifier buffer 4115, and a write amplifier 4116. The memory array 4111 includes DRAM memory cells, cell gate transistors, word lines, bit lines, sense amplifiers, column lines, column gates, etc., and stores data for read operations and write operations. The control circuit 4112 controls the operation of the memory block 4014-1. The write amplifier 4116 amplifies data to be written in the memory array 4111. The sense buffer 4115 amplifies data read from the memory array 4111.  

[0357] The control circuit 4112 is connected to the bus A 4020-1 and the bus B 4020-2, and is selected in response to a relevant block selection address corresponding to its own block. When selected, the control circuit 4112 acquires a command from one of the buses that has issued the relevant block selection address. If the command of the bus A 4020-1 is acquired, the bus selector 4113 is controlled such as to send address signals of the bus A 4020-1 to the memory array 4111. Further, the bus selector 4114 is controlled so as to connect the sense buffer 4115 or the write amplifier 4116 to the data lines of the bus A 4020-1. If the command of the bus B 4020-2 is acquired, the bus selector 4113 is controlled such as to send address signals of the bus B 4020-2 to the memory array 4111. Further, the bus selector 4114 is controlled such as to connect the sense buffer 4115 or the write amplifier 4116 to the data lines of the bus B 4020-2. If the command acquired by the control circuit 4112 is a refresh command, the bus selector 114 needs not be operated.  

[0358] One of the buses is selected as described above, and, then, word line selection, cell-data amplification, either Read, Write, or Refresh, and a precharge operation are successively performed as a series of continuous operations.  

[0359] Figs.110A and 110B are timing charts showing operations of the memory block.  

[0360] Fig.110A shows a case of a read operation, and Fig.110B shows a case of a write operation. At operation timings as shown in Fig.110A and 110B, word line selection, data amplification, either a read operation or a write operation, a write-back (data-restore) operation, and a precharge operation are successively performed in response to a single command, thereby completing a requested operation.  

[0361] In the present invention (fourth aspect), if commands input into the ports from the exterior of the device attempt to access the same memory block, an arbitration circuit determines which one of the commands is to be executed and which one of the commands is not to be executed. For example, command timings are compared, and the earliest command is executed while the other command(s) is (are) not executed. When there is a command that is not executed, a BUSY signal or the like is generated and output to the exterior of the device. This makes it possible to perform a proper access operation and achieve proper BUSY control even when command accesses are in conflict with each other in the DRAM-core-based multi-port memory.  

[0362] Further, the present invention is provided with an operation mode for performing a refresh operation in response to an instruction from the exterior of the device and an operation mode for performing a refresh operation in response to an instruction from the internal refresh circuit. This makes it possible to use the multi-port memory in such a manner that a predetermined external port is assigned as a port for refresh management to receive refresh commands at constant intervals, or to use the multi-port memory in such a manner that the internal refresh circuit initiates refresh operations when all the external ports are in the deactivated state. Accordingly, the present invention provides a basis for flexible refresh management that conforms to the system requirements.  

[Fifth Aspect of the Invention]  

[0363] In the following, a fifth aspect of the present invention will be described.  

[0364] Multi-port memories have two or more sets of input/output terminals (i.e., a plurality of input/output ports), and perform memory operations responsive to received signals. Unlike ordinary memories, a read operation and a write operation can be executed simultaneously. For example, if a plurality of buses exists in a system, and if a plurality of controllers (CPU or the like)
needs to use the respective buses, the system can be implemented by connecting input/output ports of a multi-port memory to the respective buses. This eliminates a need for using a specifically designed control logic circuitry (FIFO logic or the like).

Moreover, multi-port memories are also developed as image memories (generally as dual-port report memories). An image memory has random access ports through which access to any memory cell can be made and serial access ports that exchange data with a display device.

This kind of multi-port memory employs an SRAM memory core or a DRAM memory core in the memory cell area.

However, multi-port memories have yet to be developed that receive different clock signals at respective input/output ports and make random access to one of the memory cell area in synchronization with the clock signals. That is, it is not yet known how to implement details of circuitry and how to control a clock-synchronized multi-port memory of such a kind.

Moreover, conventional multi-port memories (especially, dual-port memories) are provided with bit lines and sense amplifiers separately for respective sets of input/output ports. Because of this reason, there is a problem in that the layout size of a memory core becomes large, thereby undesirably enlarging the chip size of a multi-port memory.

Accordingly, the present invention is aimed at providing a clock-synchronized multi-port memory that allows random access to be made.

The present invention is further aimed at providing a multi-port memory that receives mutually different clock signals at respective sets of input/output ports, and operates in a reliable manner.

The present invention is moreover aimed at providing a multi-port memory that can drive a memory core by receiving a command signal at any time regardless of status of other input/output ports.

The present invention is furthermore aimed at providing a multi-port memory small having a reduced chip size.

According to the present invention (fifth aspect), some of the plurality of memory cores operate based on clock signals and address signals supplied to a plurality of input/output ports. Each of the input/output ports includes a clock terminal for receiving a clock signal, address terminals for receiving address signals that are supplied in synchronization with the clock signal, and data input/output terminals for inputting/outputting data signals. Control circuits are provided for the respective memory cores.

A control circuit makes a memory core operate in response to address signals received first if address signals indicating the same memory core are supplied to two or more of the input/output ports. That is, the memory operation is performed with respect to an input/output port that received address signals first. The memory cores may be so defined as to correspond to respective sense amplifier areas where a sense amplifier area is an area in which sense amplifiers operate together. A memory core is selected by an upper portion of the address signals. Memory cells of the memory core are selected by a lower portion of the address signals. Data signals of the memory cells selected by the lower portion of the address signals are input from or output to the exterior of the device via an input/output port that corresponds to the upper portion of the address signals that are received first.

The control circuit can be implemented as a simple circuit since all that is necessary is to compare address signals. This contributes to a chip size reduction.

Since each input/output port has a clock terminal, frequency of the clock signal can be controlled separately for each input/output port. That is, a plurality of controllers having different operation frequencies can be connected to the multi-port memory.

In the multi-port memory of the present invention, the address signals are settled a predetermined setup time prior to a particular edge of the clock signal that is used for acquiring the address signals. The control circuit determines an order of arrivals of address signals by using the address signals that are settled before this particular edge of the clock signal. Because of this, an order of address signal arrivals can be determined by using an edge of a clock signal that is received first. This makes it possible to identify an input/output port having priority before a start of memory core operation, thereby achieving a high-speed memory operation. Since the address signals are compared at a predetermined timing (i.e., the edge of the clock signal), a wrong comparison of address signals irrelevant to memory operations can be prevented.

According to the present invention, some of the plurality of memory cores operate based on clock signals and address signals supplied to a plurality of input/output ports. Each of the input/output ports includes a clock terminal for receiving a clock signal, address terminals for receiving address signals that are supplied in synchronization with the clock signal, and data input/output terminals for inputting/outputting data signals. Control circuits are provided for the respective memory cores.

A control circuit makes a memory core operate in response to address signals received first if address signals indicating the same memory core are supplied to two or more of the input/output ports. Thereafter, the control circuit makes the memory core operate in response to address signals in an order in which the address signals are received. A memory core is selected by an upper portion of the address signals. Memory cells of the memory core are selected by a lower portion of the address signals. Data signals of the memory cells selected by the lower portion of the address signals are successively input from or output to the exterior of the
device via input/output ports that correspond to respective address signals. Accordingly, memory operations are performed without exception for all the input/output ports that received requests for memory operations.

[0380] Namely, the multi-port memory is in a ready state at all times. A controller connected to the multi-port memory does not have to detect a busy state of the multi-port memory. This simplifies the operation of the controller in terms of hardware and software. The control circuit can be implemented as a simple circuit since all that is necessary is to compare address signals. This contributes to a chip size reduction.

[0381] Since each input/output port has a clock terminal, frequency of the clock signal can be controlled separately for each input/output port. That is, a plurality of controllers having different operation frequencies can be connected to the multi-port memory.

[0382] In the multi-port memory of the present invention, each input/output port is provided with a command terminal for receiving a command signal in synchronization with the clock signal for controlling memory core operations. In each input/output port, the command signals for activating memory cores are supplied at intervals at least twice as long as the operation period of memory cores that is necessary for a read operation and a write operation. If the multi-port memory is provided with two input/output ports or four input/output ports, the intervals of command signals may be set to twice the operation period or four times the operation period, respectively. With such settings, the multi-port memory is in a ready state to respond to the external controller.

[0383] If the command signals are supplied at intervals shorter than the predetermined intervals, the command signals are invalidated to prevent malfunction. If the command signals are supplied to different input/output ports, these command signals are accepted even if the intervals are not shorter than the predetermined intervals.

[0384] According to the present invention, further, data read from or written in the memory cells are transferred between the data input/output terminals and the memory cells via a buffer. The buffer stores therein data having a predetermined number of bits that is equal in amount to two or more of the memory cells.

[0385] At a start of a read operation and a write operation, for example, the data having a predetermined number of data is transferred from the memory cells to the buffer. In the read operation, data corresponding to respective address signals are read from the buffer and output to the exterior from the data input/output terminals. In the write operation, data corresponding to respective address signals are stored in the buffer, and the data of the buffer are written in the memory cells at once at the end of the write operation.

[0386] In this manner, a page operation is readily performed. In general, memory cores (sense amplifiers and the like) must be kept activated during a page operation. If the buffer of the present invention was not provided, it would be impossible to perform a memory operation with respect to an input/output port during a page operation that is performed for another input/output port. In the present invention, data of the memory cells are transferred to the buffer at the start of an operation, so that the memory cores can be deactivated immediately after this. As a result, a controller connected to the multi-port memory does not have to detect a busy state of the multi-port memory even during the page operation.

[0387] In the following, embodiments of the present invention (fifth aspect) will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0388] Fig.111 shows a first embodiment of a multi-port memory according to the present invention (fifth aspect). A multi-port memory M is formed on a silicon substrate by using a CMOS process.

[0389] The multi-port memory M includes two input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, an I/O circuit 5010 that outputs and inputs signals to and from the ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and a plurality of memory blocks MB. The memory blocks MB each includes a DRAM memory core (including memory cells, sense amplifier lines SA, etc.), and further includes control circuitry, decoders, etc., that are not illustrated in the drawing. The memory cells each include a capacitor that stores electric charge responsive to the value of a data signal. One of the memory cores is selected according to a row address signal supplied through the port PORT-A or the port PORT-B. All the sense amplifiers of the sense amplifier line SA in a given memory core are activated simultaneously in response to the selection of the given memory core. Namely, a memory core is activated in response to an active command ACT, which will be described later, and all the memory cell areas in this memory core are selected. Read data or write data is read or written at a memory cell according to a column address signal supplied after the activation of sense amplifiers.

[0390] Fig.112 shows details of the I/O circuit 5010 and a memory block MB of the multi-port memory M. In the figure, signal lines shown by thick line illustration are each comprised of a plurality of lines.

[0391] The I/O circuit 5010 includes mode registers 5012a and 5012b, clock buffers 5014a and 5014b, data input/output buffers 5016a and 5016b, address buffer/registers 5018a and 5018b, command buffers 5020a and 5020b, and busy buffers 5022a and 5022b, corresponding to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, respectively. The mode registers 5012a and 5012b are registers for setting an operation mode of the multi-port memory M from the exterior of the device.

[0392] The clock buffer 5014a, the address buffer/register 5018a, and the command buffer 5020a supply a clock signal CLKA, address signals ADDA, and command signals CMDA, respectively, to the memory block MB as they are supplied from the exterior of the device. The input/output buffer 5016a are used to output and input data signals DQA from and to the memory block.
MB. The busy buffer 5022a outputs a busy signal /BSYA to the exterior of the device. The clock buffer 5014b, the address buffer/register 5018b, and the command buffer 5020b supply a clock signal CLKB, address-signal ADDB, and command signals CMDB, respectively, to the memory block MB as they are supplied from the exterior of the device. The input/output buffer 5016b are used to output and input data signals DB from and to the memory block MB. The busy buffer 5022b outputs a busy signal /BSYB to the exterior of the device. The clock signals CLKA and CLKB, the address-signal ADDA and ADDB, the command signals CMDA and CMDB, the data signals DQA and DQB, and the busy signals /BSYA and /BSYB are transferred through clock terminals, address terminals, command terminals, data input/output terminals, and busy terminals, respectively. The active command ACT and an operation command (e.g., a read command RD, a write command WR), etc., are supplied as the command signals CMDA and CMDB for controlling operation of the memory core.

The addresses ADDA and ADDB are each supplied as row address signals RA and column address signals CA separate from each other. In the input/output port PORT-A, the row address signals RA, the column address signals CA, and command signals CMDA are supplied in synchronization with rising edges of the clock signal CLKA. In the input/output port PORT-B, the row address signals RA, the column address signals CA, and command signals CMDB are supplied in synchronization with rising edges of the clock signal CLKB. In this manner, the multi-port memory M receives the clock signals CLKA and CLKB of exclusive use at the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, respectively, and operates in synchronization with the clock signals CLKA and CLKB.

The memory block MB includes clock buffers 5024a and 5024b, command latches 5026a and 5026b, data latches 5028a and 5028b, row address latches 5030a and 5030b, column address buffers 5031a and 5031b, and column address latches 5032a and 5032b, corresponding to input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, respectively. The memory block MB includes an arbitration circuit 5034, a control signal latch 5036, a column address counter 5038, and a memory core 5040, which are common to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B. The memory core 5040 is of a type that takes in command signals RAS, CAS, and WE, the row address signals RA, and the column address signals CA in synchronization with the clock signal.

The mode register 5012a, the clock buffer 5024a, the command latch 5026a, the data latch 5028a, the row address buffer 5031a, and the column address latch 5032a corresponding to the input/output port PORT-A operate when an enable signal /ENA supplied from the arbitration circuit 5034 is activated. The mode register 5012b, the clock buffer 5024b, the command latch 5026b, the data latch 5028b, the row address buffer 5031b, and the column address latch 5032b corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B operate when an enable signal /ENB supplied from the arbitration circuit 5034 is activated.

Namely, at the time of activation of the enable signal /ENA, the clock buffer 5024a supplies the clock signal CLKA to a clock terminal CLK of the memory core 5040. Further, the command latch 5026a supplies the latched command signals CMDA to the control signal latch 5036, and the row address buffer 5031a supplies the latched row address signal RA (e.g., corresponding to upper address bits) to row address terminals RA of the memory core 5040. Moreover, the column address latch 5032a supplies the latched column address signal CA (e.g., corresponding to lower address bits) to the column address counter 5038, and the data latch 5028a exchanges data signals with data input/output terminals DQ of the memory core 5040 and the input-output-buffer 5016a.

Similarly, at the time of activation of the enable signal /ENB, the clock buffer 5024b supplies the clock signal CLKB to the clock terminal CLK of the memory core 5040. Further, the command latch 5026a supplies the latched command signals CMDB to the control signal latch 5036, and the row address buffer 5031b supplies the latched row address signal RA to the row address terminals RA of the memory core 5040. Moreover, the column address latch 5032b supplies the latched column address signal CA to the column address counter 5038, and the data latch 5028b exchanges data signals with data input/output terminals DQ of the memory core 5040 and the input-output-buffer 5016b.

The control signal latch 5036 generates a row address strobe signal RAS, a column address strobe signal CAS, and a write enable signal WE for operating the memory core 5040 according to the received command signals CMDA and CMDB, and supplies the generated signals to the memory core 5040. Moreover, the control signal latch 5036 supplies the arbitration circuit 5034 the Read/Write command signals RWCMD that indicate one of the read operation and the write operation.

The column address counter 5038 generates the column address signal CA according to the information about the burst length supplied from the mode registers 5012a and 5012b and the address signals ADDA and ADDB, and outputs the column address signal to the memory core 5040.

The arbitration circuit 5034 includes an address comparison circuit 5042 and an arbitration control circuit 5044. The address comparison circuit 5042 compares the row address signals RA between the address signals ADDA and ADDB supplied from the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and decides which one is earlier to arrive. The arbitration control circuit 5044 generates the busy signals /BSYA and /BSYB and the enable signals /ENA and /ENB for operating an internal circuitry according to the comparison by the address comparison circuit 5042.
The address comparison circuit 5042 includes two address matching circuits 5042a and an address comparator 5042b, which detects an order of address arrivals. The address matching circuits 5042a includes a plurality of EOR circuits 5042c, each of which compares corresponding bits of the row address signals RA between the address signal ADDA and the address signal ADDB, and further includes a plurality of nMOS transistors 5042d which correspond to the respective EOR circuit 5042c. The nMOS transistors 5042d each have the gate thereof connected to the output of a corresponding EOR circuit 5042c, the source thereof grounded, and the drain thereof connected with each other. Each EOR circuit 5042c outputs a low level signal when bit values of the row address signals RA match each other between the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and outputs a high level signal when the bit values of the row address signals RA do not match. The nMOS transistors 5042d are turned off in response to the low level signal from the EOR circuits 5042c, and turns on in response to the high level signal.

The address matching circuit 5042a shown in Fig.113 brings the match signals /COIN1 and /COIN2 to a floating state (Hi-z) when the row address signals RA do not match between corresponding bits, and become a low level signal when at least one bit of the row address signals differs between corresponding bits. The two address matching circuits 5042a are arranged at the respective upper end and lower end of the memory block MB shown in Fig.111 (i.e., arranged close to the input/output circuits 5010). Arrangement of the address matching circuits 5042a close to the I/O circuits 5010 makes it possible to shorten the propagation delay of the address signals ADDA and ADDB all the way to the address matching circuits 5042a. Consequently, the address signals ADDA and ADDB can be compared at an early timing, thereby attaining a high-speed operation.

The comparator 5042b receives matching signals /COIN1 and /COIN2 and the clock signals CLKA and CLKB, and outputs first-arrival signals /FSTA and /FSTB. The comparator 5042b performed when the row address signals supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match each other. In this example, the clock signals CLKA and CLKB have the same cycle.

Fig.114 shows the details of the comparator 5042b. The flip-flop 5042f shown in Fig.114 activates the first-arrival signal /FSTA in response to the pulse PLSB that is received ahead of the other (Fig.115-(b)). The first-arrival signal /FSTA in a case in which the row address signals RA do not match under the condition of the clock signal CLKA having a cycle different from the cycle of the clock signal CLKB. In this example, the clock signals CLKA and CLKB are set equal to double the cycle of the clock signal CLKA. The row address signals RA are acquired in synchronization with the rising edges of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB, respectively. In the drawing, the row address signals RA shown by solid lines illustrate signals supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and the row address signals RA shown by dashed lines illustrate the signals latched by the respective row-address latches S030a and 5030b shown in Fig.112.

When the row address signals RA match, the match signals /COIN1 and /COIN2 are brought into the floating state (Hi-z) in the same manner as in Fig.115. With the match signals /COIN1 and /COIN2 being in the floating state, the pulse generator 5042e shown in Fig.114 comes into effect, so that the pulse signals PLSA and CLKB are generated in synchronization with the rising edge of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB, respectively, (Fig.115-(a)). The flip-flop 5042f shown in Fig.114 activates the first-arrival signal /FSTA in response to the pulse PLSB that is received ahead of the other (Fig.115-(b)). Consequently, the first-arrival signals /FSTA and /FSTB are held at the high level (Fig.116-(c)).
and PLSB and the first-arrival signals /FSTA and /FSTB are generated in synchronization with the rising edges of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB, respectively.

[0412] Fig.118 shows the arbitration control circuit 5044 provided in the arbitration circuit 5034 shown in Fig.112.

[0413] The arbitration control circuit 5044 includes control circuits 5044a and 5044b respectively corresponding to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B. The control circuit 5044a receives a reset signal RESETA, a delay clock signal DCLKA, an active command signal ACTA, and the first-arrival signal /FSTA, and a busy signal /BSYA, and outputs an enable signal /ENA and a busy signal /BSYB. The control circuit 5044b receives a reset signal RESETB, a delay clock signal DCLKB, an active command signal ACTB, the first-arrival signal /FSTB, and a busy signal /BSYB, and outputs an enable signal /ENB and a busy signal /BSYB.

[0414] When read or write operations corresponding to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B are completed, the reset signals RESETA and RESETB are activated for respective predetermined periods. The delay clock signals DCLKA and DCLKB are signals obtained by delaying the clock signals CLKA and CLKB, respectively. The active command signals ACTA and ACTB are activated when an active command ACT is supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B.

[0415] Fig.119 shows operations of the arbitration control circuit 5044 performed when the row address signals supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match. In this example, the cycles of clock signals CLKA and CLKB are the same. An active command ACT is supplied in synchronization with the clock signal CLKA, immediately followed by an active command ACT being supplied in synchronization with the clock signal CLKB.

[0416] The control circuit 5044a takes in the first-arrival signal /FSTA of a low level in synchronization with a rising edge of the delay clock signal DCLKA, and activates the busy signal /BSYB (Fig.119-(a)). In response to the activation of the active command signal ACTA and a deactivated state of the busy signal /BSYA, the control circuit 5044a activates the enable signal /ENA (Fig.119-(b)). Since the control circuit 5044b activates the first-arrival signal /FSTB of a high level in synchronization with a rising edge of the delay clock signal DCLKB, the busy signal /BSYA is not activated (Fig.119-(c)). Although the control circuit 5044b receives the active command signal ACTB of an activated state, the control circuit 5044b does not activate the enable signal /ENB since the busy signal /BSYB is activated (Fig.119-(d)).

[0417] In response to the activation of the enable signal /ENA, the signal supplied to the input/output port PORT-A is transmitted to the memory core 5040. The memory core 5040 is activated, performing a read operation according to the read command RD supplied to the input/output port PORT-A. After the completion of the read operation, the control circuit 5044a responds to the activation of the reset signal RESETA to deactivate the enable signal /ENA and the busy signal /BSYB (Fig.119-(e)).

[0418] In the following, the multi-port memory M described above will be further described with regard to operations thereof.

[0419] Fig.120 shows operations performed when the row address signals RA supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match each other. In this example, the clock signals CLKA and CLKB have the same cycle, and the phase of the clock signal CLKA is slightly ahead of the phase of the clock signal CLKB.

Both the burst lengths of the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B are set equal to 4 by the respective mode registers 5012a and 5012b. Here, the burst length is the number of the data items that are output and input during one write or read operation.

[0420] The input/output port PORT-A receives the active command ACT (command signal CMDA) and the row address signals RA (address signals ADDA) in synchronization with a rising edge of the clock signal CLKA (Fig.120-(a)). Immediately after the signal reception by the input/output port PORT-A, the input/output port PORT-B receives an active command ACT (command signal CMDB) and the row address signals RA (address-signals ADDR) in synchronization with a rising edge of the clock signal CLKB (Fig.120-(b)). Here, the command signals CMDA and CMDB and the address signals ADDA and ADDR have signal levels therefrom settled a predetermined setup time tS before the respective rising edges of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB (i.e., according to timing specifications).

[0421] Since the row address signals RA supplied to the port PORT-B is the same as the row address signals RA supplied to the port PORT-A, the first-arrival signals /FSTA and /FSTB are generated one after another as shown in Fig.115. The arbitration control circuit 5044 activates the enable signal /ENA and the busy signal /BSYB (Fig.120-(c) and (d)) in response to the first-arrival signals /FSTA and /FSTB as described in connection with Fig.119. In this manner, the first one to arrive between the two address signals is determined by using the row address signals RA supplied during the setup time tS and by utilizing a rising edge of the clock signal (CLKA in this example) having an earlier phase. Therefore, the memory core 5040 corresponding to the row address signals RA operates in response to the activation of the enable signal /ENA (Fig.120-(e)).

[0422] In response to the busy signal /BSYB, a controller such as a CPU connected to the input/output port PORT-B ascertains that the active command ACT supplied to the multi-port memory M is invalid.

[0423] The input/output port PORT-A receives a read command RD (i.e., a command signal CMD) and column address signals CA (address-signals ADDA) in synchronization with the following rising edge of the clock signal CLKA (Fig.120-(f)). The input/output port PORT-B receives a read command RD (command sig-
nal CMDB) and column address signals CA (address signals ADDB) in synchronization with the following rising edge of the clock signal CLKB (Fig.120-(g)). The read commands RD (or write commands WR) are supplied after the active commands ACT in synchronization with the next rising edges of the respective clock signals CLKA and CLMB (according to timing specifications). Depending on the busy signal /BSYB, the controller connected to the input/output port PORT-B may not supply the read command RD and the column address signals CA.

[0424] The memory block MB successively outputs data as a data signal DQA (Q0-Q3) (Fig.120-(h)) as they are read from memory cells corresponding to the column address signals CA supplied to the input/output port PORT-A. The data signal DQA is output 2 clocks after the reception of the read command RD. After outputting the data signal DQA as many as the burst length (=4), the memory core 5040 performs a precharge operation (Fig.120-(i)), thereby completing one memory cycle. The enable signal /ENA is deactivated in response to the completion of the read operation (Fig.120-(j)). Here, the precharge operation charges bit lines for transferring data to and from memory cells to a predetermined potential, and deactivates circuitry relevant to row address operations. This precharge operation is automatically performed at every memory operation. The timing of precharge operation is determined according to the larger of the burst length of the input/output port PORT-A or the burst length of the input/output port PORT-B, which is stored in the corresponding mode register. In this embodiment, if the burst length is 4, the memory cycle (i.e., the time period required for a single read or write operation) is fixed to four clock cycles. That is, the read operation and the write operation are always completed a predetermined time after the reception of an active command.

[0425] In synchronization with the clock signal CLKA used for outputting the data Q1, a next active command ACT is supplied to the input/output port PORT-A (Fig.120-(k)). Since a command signals CMDB is not supplied to the input/output port PORT-B at this particular instant, comparison of the row address signals RA by the address comparison circuit 5042 shown in Fig.113 produces a result indicative of a mismatch. Because of this, the busy signals /BSYA and /BSYB are not activated, and only the enable signal /ENA is activated (Fig.120-(l)). The first-arrival signals /FSTA and /FSTB are held at a high level, as shown in Fig.116.

[0426] The memory core 5040 operates according to the row address signals RA supplied to the input/output port PORT-A as was previously described (Fig.120-(m)). The memory block MB outputs the data signal DQA (Q0-Q3) one after another according to a read command RD and column address signals CA that are supplied in synchronization with the following clock signal CLKA (Fig.120-(n)).

[0427] After the operation of the memory core 5040 corresponding to the input/output port PORT-A is completed, an active command ACT and a read command RD are successively supplied to the input/output port PORT-B (Fig.120-(o)). Since a command signals CMDB is not supplied to the input/output port PORT-A at this particular instant, the memory core 5040 operates with respect to the input/output port PORT-B, thereby outputting a data signal DQB (Fig.120-(p)).

[0428] Although not shown in the figure, a refresh operation that restores charge in the capacitors of memory cells is performed in response to row address signals RA and a refresh command supplied in synchronization with a rising edge of a clock signal where the row address signals RA specify the memory core 5040 to be refreshed. Refresh operation can be requested via either the input/output port PORT-A or the input/output port PORT-B. In this manner, refresh operations are performed by the unit of one memory core 5040 according to the address signals supplied from the exterior of the device.

[0429] Fig.121 shows operations performed when the cycles of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB are the same, and the phase of clock signal CLKA is ahead of the phase of clock signal CLKB by more than half a cycle. The command signals CMDA and CMDB and the address signals ADDA and ADDB supplied to the multi-port memory M are the same as in the case of Fig.120.

[0430] In this example, when an active command ACT and row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output port PORT-A (Fig.121-(a)), a command signal CMDB and address signals ADDB are not yet supplied to the input/output port PORT-B. Because of this, the enable signal /ENA is activated (Fig.121-(b)), and the memory core 5040 operates with respect to the input/output port PORT-A (Fig.121-(c)). Thereafter, an active command ACT and the same row address signals RA as the input/output port PORT-A are supplied to the input/output port PORT-B (Fig.121-(d)).

[0431] The control circuit 5044b shown in Fig.118 activates the busy signal /BSYB (Fig.121-(e)) according to the activation of the first-arrival signal /FSTA and the activation of the enable signal /ENA. In response to the busy signal /BSYB, a controller such as a CPU connected to the input/output port PORT-B ascertains that the active command ACT supplied to the multi-port memory M is invalid. Operations thereafter are the same as those of Fig.120 described above.

[0432] Fig.122 shows operations in the case where the row address signals RA almost simultaneously supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B differ from each other. The clock signals CLKA and CLKB have the same clock cycle, and the phase of the clock signal CLKA is slightly ahead of the phase of the clock signal CLKB. The burst length is set equal to 4 with respect to both of the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B by the mode register 12.

[0433] When the row address signals RA differ, different memory cores 5040 operate. The comparator 5042b
shown in Fig.114 thus deactivates both the first-arrival signals /FSTA and /FSTB. That is, address arbitration is not performed. The arbitration circuit 5044 responds to the deactivated state of the first-arrival signals /FSTA and /FSTB and the activation of the active command signals ACTA and ACTB, and activates the enable signals /ENA and /ENB (Fig.122-(a) and (b)). As a result, a relevant memory core 5040 operates (Fig.122-(c)) in response to the active command ACT and the row address signals RA supplied to the input/output port PORT-A, and another memory core 5040 operates (Fig.122-(d)) in response to the active command ACT and the row address signals RA supplied to the input/output port PORT-B. Namely, the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B operate independently of each other. Since the row address signals RA differ from each other, neither the busy signal /BSYA or the busy signal /BSYB is activated.

[0434] In this embodiment described above, the memory core 5040 operates with respect to the first one to arrive between the two row address signals RA when the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive the two row address signals RA indicative of the same memory core 5040 in synchronization with the clock signals CLKA and CLKB, respectively. That is, the multi-port memory M of a clock synchronization type can thus be implemented.

[0435] The arbitration circuit 5034 satisfies all that is expected thereof by comparing the row address signals RA, and, thus, can be implemented through a simple configuration. Consequently, the chip size of the multi-port memory M can be made small.

[0436] Since the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B have the respective clock terminals CLKA and CLKB, the frequency of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB can be set separately for each one of the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B. That is, a plurality of controllers operating on different operation frequencies can be connected to the multi-port memory M.

[0437] Further, the first one to arrive between the two addresses is decided by using the row address signals RA that are settled before the relevant rising edges of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB. Namely, the first one to arrive is identified by utilizing the setup time IS of address signals. Because of this, an input/output port that will be given priority can be identified before the memory core 5040 starts operation thereof, thereby achieving high-speed memory operation. Further, since the first one to arrive is determined based on a rising edge of the clock signal CLKA (or CLKB) having an earlier phase, the memory operation speed can be further enhanced.

[0438] In the arbitration circuit 5034, the address comparison circuit 5042 compares the row address signals RA, and the arbitration control circuit 5044 checks an address match in synchronization with the clock signals CLKA and CLKB that are used to acquire the active commands ACT. Since the row address signals RA are always compared with each other at a predetermined timing (i.e., at the edge of a clock signal), it is possible to prevent a malfunction of the memory core 5040 caused by address signals irrelevant to memory operations.

[0439] Fig.123 shows a second embodiment of the multi-port memory and the method of controlling the multi-port memory according to the present invention (fifth aspect). The same elements as those of the first embodiment are referred to by the same numerals, and a detailed description thereof will be omitted.

[0440] In this embodiment, one memory block MB (illustrated as a thick-line frame in the figure) is formed one fourth of the size of the first embodiment. That is, the number of sense amplifiers activated simultaneously is one quarter of that of the first embodiment. Except for the size of the memory block MB, configurations are the same as the first embodiment. Since the multi-port memory M of Fig.123 has fewer sense amplifiers driven simultaneously, power consumption at the time of memory operation is reduced.

[0441] This embodiment can produce the same advantages as the first embodiment described above. In addition, power consumption can be reduced in this embodiment.

[0442] Fig.124 shows a third embodiment of the multi-port memory and the method of controlling the multi-port memory according to the present invention (fifth aspect). The same elements as those of the first embodiment are referred to by the same numerals, and a detailed description thereof will be omitted.

[0443] In this embodiment, data registers (buffers) 5046a and 5046b that temporarily store respective data signals DQA and DQB between the data latches 5028 and the memory core 5040 are provided in each memory block MB. The data registers 5046a and 5046b operate in association with either one the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B. Moreover, the arbitration control circuit 5048 of the arbitration circuit 5034 is different from the arbitration control circuit 5044 of the first embodiment. The arbitration control circuit 5048 does not output the busy signals /BSYA and /BSYB, and no busy buffer is provided in the I/O circuit 5010. Other configurations are almost the same as that of the first embodiment. Namely, in the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, the clock signals CLKA and CLKB, the address signals ADDA and ADDB, the command signals CMDA and CMDB, and the data signals DQA and DQB are transferred through clock terminals, address terminals, command terminals, and data input/output terminals, respectively. The memory block MB includes the DRAM memory core 5040, and further includes control circuitry, decoders, and the like, which are not illustrated. Memory cells include capacitors that store electric charge in accordance with values of data signals.

[0444] This multi-port memory M can perform memory operations with respect to both the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B even when the input/output ports
PORT-A and PORT-B simultaneously receive a request for memory operation in respect of the same row address signals RA, as will be later described. Because of this, there is no need to output the busy signals /BSYA and /BSYB to the exterior of the device as in the first embodiment.

[0445] In each input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, intervals at which the active commands ACT are supplied are set equal to more than double the operation period of the memory core 5040 (according to timing specifications). If the intervals of the active commands ACT are smaller than the above-identified period in the same input/output port PORT-A (or PORT-B), the supplied active command ACT is cancelled. Intervals of the active commands ACT supplied to different input/output ports are not limited.

[0446] A read commands RD and a write command WR are supplied as in the first embodiment in synchronization with a particular timing of the clock signal following the timing that is used to receive the active command ACT. The memory core 5040 is automatically pre-charged following the operation thereof. In this embodiment, the cycle tCLK of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB is set to 10 ns, the burst length BL to 4, and the data latency DL to 4, for example. The data latency DL defines the number of clock cycles from the inputting of a read command RD to the outputting of data. The burst length BL and the data latency DL are set in the mode registers 5012a and 5012b.

[0447] Fig.125 shows details of the arbitration control circuit 5048.

[0448] The arbitration control circuit 5048 is configured by adding control circuits 5048a and 5048b to the control circuits 5044a and 5044b of the first embodiment, respectively. The control circuit 5048a corresponding to the input/output port PORT-A receives a reset signal RESETA and a reverse signal RVS as well as an enable signal /ENA0 and a busy signal /BSYB from the control circuit 5044a, and outputs an enable signal /ENA. The control circuit 5048b corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B receives a reset signal RESETB and a reverse signal RVS as well as an enable signal /ENB0 and a busy signal /BSYB from the control circuit 5044b, and outputs an enable signal /ENB. The enable signals /ENA0 and /ENB0 are generated at the same timing as the enable signals /ENA and /ENB of the first embodiment.

[0449] Fig.126 shows operations of the arbitration control circuit 5048 performed when the row address signals supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match each other. In this example, the cycles of clock signals CLKA and CLKB are the same. In synchronization with the clock signal CLKA, an active command ACT is supplied to the input/output port PORT-A. Immediately following this, an active command ACT is supplied to the input/output port PORT-B in synchronization with the clock signal CLKB. The controller connected to the input/output port PORT-A requests a write operation, and the controller connected to the input/output port PORT-B requests a read operation.

[0450] Operations of the control circuits 5044a and 5044b are almost identical to those of the first embodiment (Fig.119) previously described. The control circuit 5044a takes in the first-arrival signal /FSTA of a low level in synchronization with a rising edge of the delay clock signal DCLKA, and activates the busy signal /BSYB (Fig.126-(a)). Since the control circuit 5044b acquires the first-arrival signal /FSTB of a high level in synchronization with a rising edge of the delay clock signal DCLKB, the busy signal /BSYA is not activated (Fig.126-(b)). The control circuit 5048a responds to the activation of the busy signal /BSYB and the low level of the reverse signal RVS to activate the enable signal /ENA (Fig.126-(c)). The control circuit 5048b responds to the deactivated state of the busy signal /BSYA and the low level of the reverse signal RVS to deactivate the enable signal /ENB (Fig.126-(d)).

[0451] In synchronization with the next timing of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB, a write command WR and a read command RD are supplied, respectively (Fig.126-(e)). In response to the write command WR and the read command RD, the control circuit (not shown) that generates the reverse signal RVS activates the reverse signal RVS (Fig.126-(f)).

[0452] The control circuits 5048a and 5048b respond to the activation of the reverse signal RVS to switch the levels of the enable signals /ENA and /ENB (Fig.126-(g)), respectively. Then, the read operation in respect of the input/output port PORT-B is performed first (Fig.126-(h)). After the completion of the read operation, the reset signal RESETB is activated, and the reverse signal RVS is deactivated (Fig.126-(i)). The control circuits 3048a and 5048b respond to the deactivation of the reverse signal RVS to return the levels of the enable signals /ENA and /ENB to their respective original levels (Fig.126-(j)). Then, a read operation with respect to the input/output port PORT-A is performed (Fig.126-(k)) in response to the activation of the enable signal /ENA.

[0453] After the completion of the read operation, the reset signal RESETA is activated (Fig.126-(l)), and the busy signal /BSYB is deactivated (Fig.126-(m)). The control circuit 5048a deactivates the enable signal /ENA in response to the deactivation of the busy signal /BSYB (Fig.126-(n)). In this manner in this embodiment, when the row address signals RA are the same, and when the command of the first arrival requests a write operation followed by the command of the second arrival requesting a read operation, the memory core 5040 is controlled such as to perform a read operation first. In memory LSIs such as DRAMS having a multi-port memory, a write operation is carried out by driving the memory core after receiving data to be written, and a read operation is performed by driving a memory core first and outputting data next. Because of this, when a read operation is performed after a write operation, total operation cycles usually become lengthy. In this embodiment, a read
operation is carried out first when a write operation and a read operation compete with each other, thereby shortening total operation cycles and improving usage efficiency of the data bus that transfers data signals.

[0454] In the following, operations of the multi-port memory M according to the third embodiment will be described.

[0455] Fig.127 shows the way a read operation is performed when the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA. The phase of the clock signal CLKA is slightly ahead of the phase of the clock signal CLKB. Namely, inputting of an active command ACT to the input/output port PORT-A is slightly earlier than entering of an active command ACT in the input/output port PORT-B.

[0456] With respect to the input/output port PORT-A, a read operation READ is performed in response to the active command ACT (Fig.127-(a)). Data read from memory cells are stored in the data register 5046a (or 5046b). With respect to the input/output port PORT-B, then, a read operation READ is performed in response to the active command ACT (Fig.127-(b)). The read operation READB with respect to the input/output port PORT-B is performed after the completion of the read operation READA under the control of the arbitration circuit 5034 (Fig.127-(c)). The data read from the memory cells through the read operation READB is stored in the data register 5046b (or 5046a) (Fig.127-(d)). In this manner, even when the active command ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied substantially simultaneously to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, a read operation (or a write operation) is successively performed with respect to each of the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B. The memory core 5040 automatically performs a pre-charge operation after the completion of each of the read operations READA and READB, thereby completing a memory cycle.

[0457] The retrieved data that are stored in the register 5046a corresponding to the input/output port PORT-A are successively output as output data Q0-Q3 after inputting of the read command RD in synchronization with the fifth to eighth clock signals CLKA shown in the figure (Fig.127-(e)). The retrieved data that are stored in the register 5046 corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B are successively output as output data Q0-Q3 after inputting of the read command RD in synchronization with the fifth to eighth clock signals CLKB shown in the figure (Fig.127-(f)).

[0458] Both the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive the next active command ACT 4 clocks after the first active command ACT, and perform further read operations READA and READB, respectively (Fig.127-(g) and (h)). When the active commands ACT are supplied once in every four clock cycles, retrieved data can be continuously output without any gap (i.e., gapless read). Moreover, random access operations are attained by receiving active commands ACT once in every four clock cycles.

[0459] Fig.128 shows the way a read operation is performed when active commands ACT and mutually different row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B.

[0460] With respect to the input/output port PORT-A which has received an active command ACT and row address signals RA first, a read operation READA is performed in response to the active command ACT (Fig.128-(a)). Data read from memory cells are stored in the data register 5046a (Fig.128-(b)). With respect to the input/output port PORT-B, then, a read operation READB directed to another memory core 5040 different from the one for the read operation READA is performed in response to the active command ACT (Fig.128-(c)). Namely, the read operation READA and the read operation READB are performed independently of each other. Data read from memory cells by the read operation READB are stored in the data register 5046b (Fig.128-(d)).

[0461] The retrieved data stored in the register 5046a are successively output as output data Q0-Q3 after inputting of the read command RD in synchronization with the fifth to eighth clock signals CLKA shown in the figure (Fig.128-(e)). The retrieved data that are stored in the register 5046 corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B are successively output as output data Q0-Q3 after inputting of the read command RD in synchronization with the fifth to eighth clock signals CLKB shown in the figure (Fig.128-(f)).

[0462] Both the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive the next active command ACT 4 clocks after the first active command ACT, and perform further read operations READA and READB, respectively (Fig.128-(g) and (h)).

[0463] Fig.129 shows the way a write operation is performed when the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA.

[0464] In the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, a write command WR, column address signals CA, and the first write data Q0 and Q0 are supplied (Fig.129-(a) and (b)) in synchronization with a rising edge of the respective clock signals CLKA and CLKB next following the rising edge that is used to receive the active command ACT. Thereafter, write data Q1-Q3 and Q0-Q3 are supplied (Fig.129-(c) and (d)) in synchronization with the respective clock signals CLKA and CLKB. The write data Q0-Q3 and Q0-Q3 are stored in the separate data registers 5046a and 5046b, respectively (Fig.129-(e) and (f)). With respect to the input/output port PORT-A which received the active command ACT and the row address signals RA first, a write operation WRITEA is performed in synchronization with a particular timing of the clock signal CLKA that acquires the write data Q3 (Fig.129-(g)). A write operation WRITEB corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B is performed after the
completion of the write operation WRITEA (Fig.129-(h)). Through the write operations WRITEA and WRITEB, the write data Q0-Q3 and Q0-Q3 stored in the respective data registers 5046a and 5046b are written in memory cells corresponding to the column address signals CA, thereby completing the write operations.

In write operations also, a set of write data is supplied once in every four clock cycles, so that the write data can be continuously entered without any gap (i.e., gapless write).

Fig.130 shows a case in which a write operation and a read operation are successively performed with respect to the input/output port PORT-A and a write operation directed to the same row address signals RA as those of the write operation of the input/output port PORT-A and a write operation directed to the same row address signals RA as those of the read operation of the input/output port PORT-A are consecutively performed with respect to the input/output port PORT-B. The timing of the first write operation is the same as that of Fig.127, and a description thereof will be omitted.

In the input/output port PORT-B; an active command ACT corresponding to the second write operation is supplied at the same timing as Fig.127 (Fig.130-(a)). Since a command signal CMDA is not supplied to the input/output port PORT-A, a write operation WRITEB is performed immediately after the acquisition of write data Q0-Q3 (Fig.130-(b)).

In the input/output port PORT-A, a next active command ACT is supplied in synchronization with the 7-th clock signal CLKA shown in the figure (Fig.130-(c)). Although not illustrated, the enable signal /ENB with respect to the input/output port PORT-B is activated at this particular instant. As a result, a read operation READA is performed after the completion of the write operation WRITEB (Fig.130-(d)). Since the multi-port memory M carries out the write operation WRITEB and the read operation READA in the order in which the respective commands are received, there is no chance of data of memory cells being read before the write operation is completed.

In addition, since the input/output port PORT-A can output as retrieved data the data stored in the data register 5046b that corresponds to the input/output port PORT-B, it is possible to perform the read operation READA of the input/output port PORT-A ahead of the write operation WRITEB of the input/output port PORT-B.

Fig.131 shows a case in which a write operation and a read operation are successively performed with respect to the input/output port PORT-A and a read operation directed to the same row address signals RA as those of the write operation of the input/output port PORT-A and a write operation directed to the same row address signals RA as those of the read operation of the input/output port PORT-A are consecutively performed with respect to the input/output port PORT-B. The timing of the first write operation for the input/output port PORT-A and the timing of the first read operation for the input/output port PORT-B are the same as the write operation of Fig.129 and the read operation of Fig.128, respectively.

In the input/output port PORT-A, an active command ACT and a read command RD are supplied in synchronization with the 7th and 8th clock signals CLKA shown in the figure (Fig.131-(a)). Since an active command ACT is not supplied to the input/output port PORT-B at this particular instant, a read operation READA with respect to the input/output port PORT-A is performed (Fig.131-(b)).

Next, in the input/output port PORT-B, an active command ACT and a write command WR are supplied in synchronization with the 8th and 9th clock signals CLKB shown in the figure (Fig.131-(c)). After receiving data Q0-Q3, a write operation not shown with respect to the input/output port PORT-B is performed.

Fig.132 shows operations performed when the row address signals RA supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B match each other in the case of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB having different clock cycles. In this example, the cycle of the clock signal CLKB is twice as long as the cycle of the clock signal CLKA.

In the input/output port PORT-A, a set of an active command ACT and a read command RD is supplied once in every four clock cycles, and read operations are performed in the same manner as in Fig.127. In the input/output port PORT-B also, a set of an active command ACT and a read command RD is supplied once in every four clock cycles. Inputting of the first active command ACT to the input/output port PORT-B is later than inputting of the first active command ACT to the input/output port PORT-A (Fig.132-(a)). Because of this, a read operation READB is performed after the read operation READA as in the case of Fig.127 (Fig.132-(b)). A next read operation READB responding to the following active command ACT of the input/output port PORT-B is carried out between two read operations READA (Fig.132-(c)).

This embodiment can provide the same advantages as the first embodiment previously described. In addition, this embodiment uses the interval (according to timing specifications) of active commands ACT that is more than double the operation cycle of the memory core 5040 in each of the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B. Because of this, even when the row address signals RA supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B are the same, a read operation and a write operation can surely be performed with respect to each port. Accordingly, the controller that controls the multi-port memory M does not need to detect the busy state of the multi-port memory M. Control of the controller (in terms of hardware and software) is thus simplified.

Fig.133 shows a fourth embodiment of the multi-port memory and the method of controlling the multi-
port memory according to the present invention (fifth aspect). The same elements as those of the first and third embodiments are referred to by the same numerals, and a description thereof will be omitted.

[0477] In this embodiment, page buffers 5050a and 5050b are provided in place of the data registers 5046a and 5046b of the third embodiment described above. The page buffers 50a and 50b operate in association with at least one of the input/output port PORT-A and PORT-B. Other configurations are almost the same as those of the third embodiment.

[0478] The page buffers 5050a and 5050b each include a latch, which stores therein data of all memory cells in the memory core 5040. At the start of a read operation and a write operation, data stored in the memory cells of a selected memory core 5040 are read to the page buffer 50a (or 50b). In read operation, the data latched in the page buffer 5050a are output as data signals in response to column address signals CA. In write operation, data signals are written in the page buffer 5050a first according to column address signals CA. Thereafter, the data of the page buffer 5050a are written in memory cells at the time of completion of write operation.

[0479] In the following, operations of the multi-port memory M of the fourth embodiment will be described.

[0480] Fig.134 shows the way a read operation is performed when the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA. The phase of the clock signal CLKA is slightly ahead of the phase of the clock signal CLKB. Namely, an active command ACT input to the input/output port PORT-A is slightly earlier than the active command ACT input to the input/output port PORT-B.

[0481] In the input/output port PORT-A, a read operation READA is performed in response to the active command ACT (Fig.134-(a)). Data are read from all the memory cells of a memory core 5040 selected by the read operation READA, and the retrieved data are stored in one of the page buffers 5050a (or 5050b) (Fig.134-(b)). In the input/output port PORT-B, on the other hand, the row address signals RA are the same as those supplied to the input/output port PORT-A, so that a read operation responding to the active command ACT is not performed.

[0482] In the input/output port PORT-A, a read command RD is supplied in synchronization with the 1st and 5th clock signals CLKA shown in the figure (Fig.134-(c) and (d)). The data stored in the page buffer 5050a are successively output as output data Q0-Q7 in synchronization with the 5th through 12th clock signals CLKA after receiving the respective read commands RD (Fig.134-(e)). That is, a page read operation is performed.

[0483] By the same token, in the input/output port PORT-B, read commands RD are supplied in synchronization with the 1st and 5th clock signals CLKB shown in the figure (Fig.134-(f) and (g)). The data stored in the page buffer 5050a are successively output as output da-

[0484] Both the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B receive a next active command ACT 8 clock cycles after the first active command ACT (Fig.134-(i) and (j)). Since the row address signals RA are the same, only a read operation READA is performed (Fig.134-(k)). A read operation READB with respect to the input/output port PORT-B is not performed. Read data can be output continuously without any gap by supplying read commands RD once in every four clock cycles (i. e., gapless read).

[0485] Fig.135 shows the way a read operation is performed when active commands ACT and different row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B. The timing of read operations responsive to the input/output port PORT-A is the same as that of Fig.134.

[0486] In the input/output port PORT-A that receives an active command ACT and row address signals RA first, a read operation READA is performed in response to the active command ACT (Fig.135-(a)). Data read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 are stored in the page buffer 5050a (Fig.134-(b)).

[0487] In the input/output port PORT-B, a read operation READB is performed in response to an active command ACT with respect to a memory core 5040 different from that of the read operation READA (Fig.135-(c)). Data read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 by the read operation READB are stored in the page buffer 5050b (Fig.135-(d)). After this, a read operation is performed in the same manner as was described in connection with Fig.134. In this manner, when the row address signals RA are different from each other, the read operation READA and the read operation READB are independently performed, and the retrieved data are stored in the separate page buffers 5050a and 5050b, respectively.

[0488] Fig.136 shows a case in which active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and write operations are performed, followed by active commands ACT and different row address signals RA being supplied, resulting in write operations being performed.

[0489] In the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied in synchronization with respective rising edges of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB. The arbitration circuit 5034 shown in Fig.133 ascertains that the input/output port PORT-A receives the active command ACT first, and performs a read operation READA (Fig.136-(a)) in order to transfer data to the page buffer 5050a (or 5050b) from memory cells.
Data are read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 selected by the read operation READA, and are stored in the page buffer 5050a (or 5050b) (Fig.136-(b)). In the input/output port PORT-B, on the other hand, a read operation is not performed in response to the active command ACT since the row address signals RA are the same as those supplied to the input/output port PORT-A.

Thereafter, in the input/output port PORT-A, write commands WR and column address signals CA are supplied in synchronization with the 1st and 5th clock signals CLKA shown in the figure (Fig.136-(c) and (d)). Write data Q0-Q7 supplied one after another in synchronization with the clock signal CLKA are written in the page buffer 5050a (Fig.136-(e)). That is, a page write operation is performed.

In the input/output port PORT-B, write commands WR and column address signals CA are supplied in synchronization with the 1st and 5th clock signals CLKA illustrated in the figure (Fig.136-(c) and (d)). Write data Q0-Q7 supplied one after another in synchronization with the clock signal CLKA are written in the page buffer 5050a (Fig.136-(e)). That is, a page write operation is performed.

In the input/output port PORT-A which received the active command ACT first, a write operation WRITEA is performed in synchronization with a particular timing of the clock signal CLKA at which the write data Q7 is acquired (Fig.136-(f)). A write operation WRITEB corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B is performed after the completion of the write operation WRITEA (Fig.136-(f)).

In the input/output port PORT-A which received the active command ACT first, a write operation WRITEA is performed in synchronization with a particular timing of the clock signal CLKA at which the write data Q7 is acquired (Fig.136-(f)). A write operation WRITEB corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B is performed after the completion of the write operation WRITEA (Fig.136-(f)).

After this, in the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, active commands ACT and mutually different row address signals RA are supplied in synchronization with the respective rising edges of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB. The arbitration circuit 5034 shown in Fig.133 certifies that the active command ACT is supplied to the input/output port PORT-A first, and performs read operations READA and READB one after another (Fig.136-(k) and (l)). Data are read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 selected by the read operation READA, and are stored in the page buffer 5050a (or 5050b) (Fig.136-(m)). Further, data are read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 selected by the read operation READB, and are stored in another page buffer 5050b (or 5050a) (Fig.136-(n)).

In the input/output port PORT-A, read commands RD and column address signals CA are supplied in synchronization with the 13th and 17th clock signals CLKA shown in the figure (Fig.136-(o) and (p)). Write data Q0-Q7 supplied one after another in synchronization with the clock signal CLKA are stored in the page buffer 5050a (Fig.136-(q)).

Similarly, in the input/output port PORT-B, write commands WR and column address signals CA are supplied in synchronization with the 13th and 17th clock signals CLKB illustrated in the figure (Fig.136-(r) and (s)). Write data Q0-Q7 supplied one after another in synchronization with the clock signal CLKB are written in the page buffer 5048b (Fig.136-(t)). In this manner, the page buffers 5050a and 5050b are used when the row address signals RA are different.

In the input/output port PORT-A which received the active command ACT and the row address signals RA first, a write operation WRITEA is performed in synchronization with a particular timing of the clock signal CLKA at which the write data Q7 is acquired (Fig.136-(u)). A write operation WRITEB corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B is performed after the completion of the write operation WRITEA (Fig.136-(v)). Through the write operations WRITEA and WRITEB, the write data Q0-Q7 stored in the page buffers 5050a and 5050b, respectively, are written in the memory cells corresponding to the column address signals CA thereby completing the write operation.

Fig.137 shows a case in which active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and write operations are performed, followed by active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA being supplied, resulting in a read operation being performed in the input/output port PORT-A and a write operation being performed in the input/output port PORT-B. The timing of the first write operation is the same as that of Fig.137, and a description there of will be omitted.

In the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied in synchronization with the respective rising edges of the 12th clock signals CLKA and CLKB shown in the figure (Fig.137-(a) and (b)). The arbitration circuit 5034 shown in Fig.133 certifies that the active command ACT is supplied to the input/output port PORT-A first, and performs a read operation READA (Fig.137-(c)). Data are read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 selected by the read operation READA, and are stored in the page buffer 5050a (or 5050b) (Fig.137-(d)). In the input/output port PORT-B, a write operation responding to the active command ACT is not performed since the row address signals RA are the same as the signals supplied to the input/output port PORT-A.

After this, in the input/output port PORT-A, read commands RD are supplied in synchronization with the 13th and 17th clock signals CLKA shown in the figure (Fig.137-(e) and (f)). The data stored in the page buffer 5050a are successively output as output data QO-Q7 in synchronization with the 13th and 17th clock signals CLKA illustrated in the figure (Fig.137-(g) and (h)). Write data Q0-Q7 supplied one after another in synchronization with the column address signals CA are stored in the page buffer 5050a (Fig.137-(i)). A write operation WRITEA corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B is performed after the completion of the write operation WRITEA (Fig.137-(j)).

In the input/output port PORT-A which received the active command ACT and the row address signals RA first, a write operation WRITEA is performed in synchronization with a particular timing of the clock signal CLKA at which the write data Q7 is acquired (Fig.137-(k)). A write operation WRITEB corresponding to the input/output port PORT-B is performed after the completion of the write operation WRITEA (Fig.137-(k)).

In the input/output port PORT-B, write commands WR and column address signals CA are supplied in synchronization with the 13th and 17th clock signals CLKB illustrated in the figure (Fig.137-(l) and (m)). Write data Q0-Q7 supplied one after another in synchronization with the clock signal CLKA are written in the page buffer 5048b (Fig.137-(n)). In this manner, the page buffers 5050a and 5050b are used when the row address signals RA are different.
and 17th clock signals CLKB as shown in the figure (Fig. 137-(h) and (i)). Write data Q0-Q7 successively supplied in synchronization with the clock signal CLKB are stored in the page buffer 5050a of shared use (Fig. 137-(j)).

[0502] In the input/output port PORT-B, afterward, a write operation WRITEB is performed in synchronization with a particular timing of the clock signal CLKB at which the write data Q7 is acquired (Fig. 137-(k)).

[0503] Fig.138 shows a case in which active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and a write operation and a read operation are performed, followed by active commands ACT and different row address signals RA being supplied, resulting in a write operation and a read operation being performed.

[0504] In the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, active commands ACT and the same row address signals RA are supplied in synchronization with the rising edges of clock signals CLKA and CLKB (Fig. 138-(a) and (b)). The arbitration circuit 5034 determines that an active command ACT is supplied to the input/output port PORT-A first, and performs a read operation READA (Fig. 138-(c)). Data are read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 chosen by the read operation READA, and the read data are stored in the page buffer 5050a (or 5050b) (Fig. 138-(d)). In the input/output port PORT-B, on the other hand, the row address signals RA are the same as those supplied to the input/output port PORT-A, so that a read operation responding to the active command ACT is not performed.

[0505] After this, in the input/output port PORT-A, write commands WR are supplied in synchronization with the 1st and 5th clock signals CLKA and CLKB (Fig. 138-(e) and (f)). Write data Q0-Q7 successively supplied in synchronization with the clock signal CLKA are stored in the page buffer 5050a (Fig. 138-(g)).

[0506] In the input/output port PORT-B, read commands RD are supplied in synchronization with the 1st and 5th clock signals CLKB (Fig. 138-(h) and (i)). The data stored in the page buffer 5050a are output as output-data Q0-Q7 one after another in synchronization with the 5th through 12th timings of the clock signal CLKB after receiving the respective read commands RD (Fig. 138-(j)). In the input/output port PORT-A, a write operation WRITEA is performed in synchronization with a particular timing of the clock signal CLKA at which the write data Q7 is acquired (Fig. 138-(k)).

[0507] Then, in the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, active commands ACT and mutually different row address signals RA are supplied in synchronization with the rising edges of the clock signals CLKA and CLKB (Fig. 138-(1) and (m)). The arbitration circuit 5034 ascertains that the active command ACT is supplied to the input/output port PORT-A first, and successively performs read operations READA and READB (Fig. 138-(n) and (o)). Data are read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 selected by the read operation READA, and the read data are stored in one of the page buffers 5050a (or 5050b) (Fig. 138-(p)). Further, data are read from all the memory cells of the memory core 5040 selected by the read operation READB, and the read data are stored in the other one of the page buffers 5050b (or 5050a) (Fig. 138-(q)).

[0508] In the input/output port PORT-A, write commands WR are supplied in synchronization with 13th and 17th timings of the clock signal CLKA (Fig. 136-(r) and (s)). Write data Q0-Q7 supplied one after another in synchronization with the clock signal CLKA are written in the page buffer 5050a (Fig. 138-(t)).

[0509] Similarly, in the input/output port PORT-B, write commands WR are supplied in synchronization with the 13th and 17th timings of the clock signal CLKB (Fig. 136-(u) and (v)). Write data Q0-Q7 supplied one after another in synchronization with the clock signal CLKB are written in the page buffer 5050b (Fig. 136-(w)).

[0510] This embodiment can provide the same advantages as the third embodiment previously described. In this embodiment, further, the page buffers 5050a and 5050b serving as a temporary data storage for all the memory cells of a memory core 5040 are situated between the data latch 28 and the memory core 5040. This makes it possible for the multi-port memory M to perform a page read operation and a page write operation.

[0511] When the same row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, and the same page buffer 5050a is shared. This prevents data to be written in the memory cells from being destroyed through overwriting operations.

[0512] When the same row address signals RA are supplied to the input/output ports PORT-A and PORT-B, a read operation is performed only in response to one of the ports. Because of this, power consumption during the operation can be reduced compared with a case in which respective read operations are performed with respect to both ports. Use of the page buffers 5050a and 5050b eliminates a need for the controller controlling the multi-port memory M to detect a busy state of the multi-port memory M even when a page operation is performed. Consequently, the control (in terms of hardware and software) of the controller or the like becomes easier.

[0513] Fig. 139 shows operations of the multi-port memory M according to a fifth embodiment of the multi-port memory and the method of controlling the multi-port memory of the present invention. The same elements as those of the fourth embodiment are referred to by the same numerals, and a detailed description thereof will be omitted.

[0514] This embodiment is provided with a read command RD and a write command WR both for ordinary burst operations and a read command PRD and a write command PWR both for page operations. The circuit configuration of the multi-port memory M is substantially the same as that of the fourth embodiment.
This page contains a detailed description of the operation and implementation of a multi-port memory system. The text describes how commands are supplied to the memory via input/output ports, and how these commands are used to perform various memory operations, such as read, write, and refresh. The description includes synchronization with clock signals, the use of address signals, and the operation of the memory in response to these commands. The text also mentions the use of synchronous DRAM (SDRAM) and its operation with DDR (double data rate) SDRAM. The description is complemented by references to previous applications and patents, indicating the breadth and depth of the development work. The text concludes with a discussion of the benefits and potential applications of this multi-port memory system, emphasizing its versatility and adaptability to different memory configurations.
Claims

1. A semiconductor memory device, comprising:
   a plurality of N external ports, each of which re-
   ceives commands;
   a plurality of N buses corresponding to the re-
   spective external ports;
   a plurality of memory blocks connected to the
   N buses;
   an address comparison circuit which compares
   addresses that are to be accessed by the com-
   mands input into the N respective external
   ports; and
   an arbitration circuit which determines which
   one or ones of the commands accessing a
   same memory block are to be executed and
   which one or ones of the commands accessing
   the same memory block are to be not executed
   when said address comparison circuit detects
   accesses to the same memory block based on
   the address comparison.

2. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
   claim 1, wherein said arbitration circuit outputs a
   signal indicative of non-execution of a given com-
   mand in response to determination that the given
   command is not to be executed.

3. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
   claim 2, wherein the signal indicative of non-execu-
   tion of the given command is output from one of the
   ports that corresponds to the given command.

4. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
   claim 1, wherein said memory blocks include cell
   arrays implemented based on dynamic-type mem-
   ory cells, and said semiconductor memory device
   includes a refresh circuit which defines a timing at
   which the memory cells are refreshed, and wherein
   the memory cells are refreshed in a first mode in
   response to a refresh command that is input into at
   least one of the N external ports, and the memory
   cells are refreshed in a second mode at the timing
   indicated by said refresh circuit.

5. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
   claim 4, wherein the second mode is engaged in
   when all the N external ports are in a deactivated
   state.

6. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
   claim 4, further comprising a refresh address coun-
   ter which generates addresses to be refreshed,
   wherein said refresh address counter counts up an
   address in response to a refresh command issued
   from said arbitration circuit.

7. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
   claim 1, wherein each of said memory blocks in-
   cludes a control circuit, said control circuit acquiring
   a command signal from one of the buses in re-
   sponse to detection of an address, corresponding
   to a memory block of said control circuit, in said one
   of the buses.

8. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
   claim 7, wherein each of said memory blocks further
   includes a bus selection unit and a memory cell ar-
   ray, said bus selection unit connecting said one of
   the buses to the memory cell array.

9. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
   claim 1, wherein each of the N external ports in-
   cludes:
   a circuit which supplies serially received data
   to a corresponding one of the N buses as par-
   allel data; and
   a circuit which outputs parallel data supplied
   from the corresponding one of the N buses to
   an exterior of the device as serial data.

10. The semiconductor memory device as claimed in
    claim 9, wherein the commands input into the N re-
    spective external ports include a read command
    and a write command, and said arbitration circuit
    determines which one or ones of the commands are
    to be executed and which one or ones of the com-
   mands are not to be executed in response to a tim-
   ing at which said read command is input into an ex-
   ternal port and a timing at which a last data item of
    serially input data for said write command is input
    into an external port.

11. A multi-port memory, comprising a plurality of mem-
    ory cores having memory cells;
    a plurality of input/output ports, each of which
    includes a clock terminal for receiving a clock sig-
    nal, address terminals for receiving address signals
    that are supplied in synchronization with the clock
    signal for selecting the memory cells, and data in-
    put/output terminals for inputting/outputting data
    signals; and
    a plurality of control circuits, each of which is
    provided for a corresponding one of the memory
    cores, and selects the address signals supplied
    from the data input/output terminals of one of the
    input/output ports to access the memory cells indi-
    cated by the selected address signals,
    wherein if address signals indicating a same
    memory core are input into two or more of the input/
    output ports, a control circuit corresponding to said
    same memory core makes the memory core oper-
    ate in accordance with address signals received
    first.
12. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 11, wherein the address signals are settled a predetermined setup time prior to such an edge of the clock signal as used for acquiring the address signals, and said control circuit identifies the first-received address signals in response to the address signals that are settled prior to said edge of the clock signal.

13. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 12, wherein said control circuit identifies the first-received address signals in synchronization with said edge of the clock signal that is received first among more than one said clock signal received by the respective input/output ports.

14. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 11, wherein any one of the input/output ports includes a busy terminal for outputting a busy signal indicative of operation of said same memory core responding to the first-received address signals supplied to the other one of the input/output ports.

15. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 11, wherein the memory cores are defined to correspond to respective sense amplifier sections where sense amplifiers of one sense amplifier section operate simultaneously in response to the address signals.

16. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 11, wherein each of the input/output ports includes a command terminal for receiving a command signal in synchronization with the clock signal for controlling operations of the memory cores.

17. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 16, wherein, for a read operation and a write operation, said command terminal receives an active command for activating a specific memory area of the memory cores and an action command indicative of either the read operation or the write operation with respect to the specific memory area.

18. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 17, wherein said address terminals receive the address signals for selecting the specific memory area in the memory cores and the address signals for selecting the memory cells in the specific memory area in conjunction with the active command and the action command, respectively.

19. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 17, wherein the action command is supplied a predetermined number of clock cycles after the active command is supplied.

20. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 11, wherein the memory cells include capacitors for storing therein electric charge responding to values of the data signals.

21. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 20, wherein a refresh operation for rewriting the electric charge in the capacitors is performed by using the address signals supplied to one of the input/output ports as refresh address signals.

22. The multi-part memory as claimed in claim 20, wherein the memory cells are connected to bit lines for inputting/outputting the data signals, and a pre-charge operation for resetting the bit lines to a predetermined voltage is automatically performed after a read operation and a write operation.

23. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 22, wherein the read operation and the write operation are completed a predetermined time after acquisition of an active command.

24. A multi-port memory, comprising: a plurality of memory cores having memory cells;

   a plurality of input/output ports, each of which includes a clock terminal for receiving a clock signal, address terminals for receiving address signals that are supplied in synchronization with the clock signal for selecting the memory cells, and data input/output terminals for inputting/outputting data signals; and

   a plurality of control circuits, each of which is provided for a corresponding one of the memory cores, and selects the address signals supplied from the data input/output terminals of one of the input/output ports to access the memory cells indicated by the selected address signals,

wherein if address signals indicating a same memory core are input into two or more of the input/output ports, a control circuit corresponding to said same memory core makes the memory core operate in an order in which the address signals are received.

25. The multi-port memory, as claimed in claim 24, wherein each of the input/output ports includes a command terminal for receiving a command signal in synchronization with the clock signal for controlling operations of the memory cores, and wherein each said command signal input into one of the input/output ports for activating the memory cores is supplied at intervals twice or more times longer than an operation period of the memory cores, required for inputting/outputting the data signals.

26. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 25, wherein the command signal is invalidated if each said command signal is input into one of the input/output ports without securing the intervals.
27. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 25, wherein said each command signal that is input at intervals shorter than twice the operation period is accepted if said each command is input to different ones of said input/output ports.

28. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 25, further comprising a buffer for storing therein data of said memory cells, wherein the data read from or written in said memory cells are transferred via said buffer between the memory cells and the data input/output terminals.

29. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 25, wherein each of the input/output ports includes a command terminal for receiving a command signal in synchronization with the clock signal for controlling operations of the memory cores.

30. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 29, wherein, for a read operation and a write operation, said command terminal receives an active command for activating a specific memory area of the memory cores and an action command indicative of either the read operation or the write operation with respect to the specific memory area.

31. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 30, wherein said address terminals receive the address signals for selecting the specific memory area in the memory cores and the address signals for selecting the memory cells in the specific memory area in conjunction with the active command and the action command, respectively.

32. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 25, wherein the memory cells include capacitors for storing therein electric charge responding to values of the data signals.

33. The multi-port memory as claimed in claim 32, wherein the memory cells are connected to bit lines for inputting/outputting the data signals, and a pre-charge operation for resetting the bit lines to a predetermined voltage is automatically performed after a read operation and a write operation.

34. A method of controlling a multi-port memory that includes:

a plurality of memory cores having memory cells;
a plurality of input/output ports, each of which includes a clock terminal for receiving a clock signal, address terminals for receiving address signals that are supplied in synchronization with the clock signal for selecting the memory cells, and data input/output terminals for inputting/outputting data signals; and

a plurality of control circuits, each of which is provided for a corresponding one of the memory cores, and selects the address signals supplied from the data input/output terminals of one of the input/output ports to access the memory cells indicated by the selected address signals,
said method comprising a step of making a memory core operate in accordance with address signals received first under control of a control circuit corresponding to said memory core if address signals commonly indicating said memory core are input into two or more of the input/output ports.

35. The method as claimed in claim 34, wherein the address signals are settled a predetermined setup time prior to such an edge of the clock signal as used for acquiring the address signals, said method further comprising a step of identifying the first-received address signals under control of the control circuit in response to the address signals that are settled prior to said edge of the clock signal.

36. The method as claimed in claim 35, comprising a step of identifying the first-received address signals under control of the control circuit in synchronization with said edge of the clock signal that is received first among more than one said clock signal received by the respective input/output ports.

37. The method as claimed in claim 34, further comprising a step of outputting a busy signal indicative of operation of said memory core responding to the first-received address signals supplied to one of the input/output ports.

38. A method of controlling a multi-port memory that includes:

a plurality of memory cores having memory cells;
a plurality of input/output ports, each of which includes a clock terminal for receiving a clock signal, address terminals for receiving address signals that are supplied in synchronization with the clock signal for selecting the memory cells, and data input/output terminals for inputting/outputting data signals; and

a plurality of control circuits, each of which is provided for a corresponding one of the memory cores, and selects the address signals supplied from the data input/output terminals of one of the input/output ports to access the memory cells indicated by the selected address signals,
memory core operate under control of the control circuit corresponding to said memory core in an order in which the address signals are received if address signals commonly indicating said memory core are input into two or more of the input/output ports.

39. The method as claimed in claim 38, further comprising a step of receiving command signals for activating the memory cores by each of the input/output ports at intervals twice or more times longer than an operation period of the memory cores required for a read operation and a write operation.

40. The method as claimed in claim 39, further comprising a step of invalidating the command signals if the command signals are input into one of the input/output ports without securing the intervals.
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